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PRE F ACE 

This report is the fourth in a series which summarizes a detailed 

investigation of the various problems associated with design and construc

tion of long span prestressed concrete bridges of precast segmental con

struction. The initial report in the series summarized the general state 

of the art for design and construction of this type bridge as of May 1969. 

The second report outlined requirements for, and reported test results of, 

epoxy resin materials for jointing the large precast segments. The third 

report summarized design criteria and procedures for bridges of this type 

and included two design examples. One of these examples was the three

span segmental bridge constructed in Corpus Christi, Texas, during 1972-73. 

This report summarizes the development of an incremental analysis proce

dure and computer program which can be used to analyze segmentally erected 

box girder bridges and which realistically considers prestressing layouts 

and sequence of construction. Structural performance data for a realistic 

one-sixth scale model of the structure and comparisons with analytic 

results using the computer model outlined herein will be presented in a 

subsequent report. 

Although the authors have personally tested the program as listed 

in this report and believe it to be correct, no warranty, expressed or 

implied, is made by the authors as to the accuracy of functioning of the 

program. No responsibility is assumed by the authors for incorrect 

results or damages resulting from the use of this program. 

This work is a part of Research Project 3-5-69-121, entitled 

"Design Procedures for Long Span Prestressed Concrete Bridges of Segmental 

Construction." The studies described were conducted as a part of the 

overall research program at The University of Texas at Austin, Center for 

Highway Research. The work was sponsored jointly by the Texas Highway 

Department and the Federal Highway Administration under an agreement with 

The University of Texas at Austin and the Texas Highway Department. 
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Liaison with the Texas Highway Department was maintained through 

the contact representative, Mr. Robert L. Reed, and the State Bridge 

Engineer, Mr. Wayne Henneberger; Mr. D. E. Harley and Mr. Robert E. 

Stanford were the contact representatives for the Federal Highway 

Administration. The authors were particularly appreciative of the deep 

interest and assistance of Professor A. C. Scordelis of the University of 

California at Berkeley. Professor Scordelis made available copies of 

computer programs with documentation and answered many inquiries which 

were invaluable in development of the computer program SIMPLA2. 

The overall study was directed by Dr. John E. Breen, Professor 

of Civil Engineering. Dr. Ned H. Burns, Professor of Civil Engineering, 

directed this analysis phase. The incremental analysis was developed by 

Robert C. Brown, Jr., Research Engineer, Center for Highway Research. 
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SUM MAR Y 

The economic advantages of precasting can be combined with the 

structural efficiency of prestressed concrete box girders for long span 

bridge structures when erected by segmental construction. The complete 

superstructure is precast in box segments of convenient size for trans

portation and erection. These precast segments are erected in cantilever 

and post-tensioned together to form the complete superstructure. 

This report details the development of an analysis technique 

with an associated computer program to permit efficient analysis of 

constant depth segmental prestressed concrete box girders at all stages 

of erection. An existing box girder analysis program developed for 

analysis of completed structures was substantially altered to make it 

applicable to the multistage construction problem. 

The basic analytical element is rectangular, with uniform thick

ness formed by longitudinally dividing the prismatic box girder into 

finite segments. The finite segments are then subdivided transversely 

into finite elements. The analysis proceeds by obtaining transverse 

equilibrium and compatibility using the direct stiffness method and then 

ensuring longitudinal equilibrium and compatibility using a transfer 

matrix method. General effects of prestressing are accounted for by use 

of the equivalent load concept. Procedures to account for construction 

stage erection and detailed effects of prestressing, such as friction, 

have been developed and included in the program. 

The computer program has been written to simulate the complete 

construction sequence after a reasonable amount of user-generated data. 

The program provide~ a complete analysis for stresses and deflections at 

each stage of construction and will, at the user's option, compute revised 

tendon stresses for all tendons stressed earlier in the sequence and 

bonded by grouting. 
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The use of the computer program is demonstrated by means of 

several practical examples, including an analysis of the first bridge 

of this type in the United States, erected at Corpus Christi, Texas. 

The general applicability of the program was verified in a related study 

b Ka h · 33 h . d' l' t' dId Y s 1ma w ere1n measurements were rna e 1n a rea 1S 1C mo e stu y 

of the Corpus Christi bridge and good correlation was obtained. 
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IMP L E MEN TAT ION 

This report presents the background and details of a computer 

program developed specifically to permit efficient analysis of constant 

depth segmental prestressed concrete box girders at varied stages of 

erection. This type of construction is becoming increasingly popular 

in the United States and the use of such a program can reduce the 

burden of calculations required for checking the structure at various 

stages of development during the cantilever erection procedure. 

The computer program provides a complete analysis for stresses 

and deflections at each stage of construction as well as a check on 

tendon stresses for all tendons stressed at any stage of the construction. 

The report includes a brief summary of the derivation of the analytical 

procedures, a detailed input guide to assist the user in preparing a 

data deck for use with the program, and provides several example problems 

with samples of both input data and output, so that a user can check his 

ability to develop a data deck on a sample problem. One of the example 

problems is based on the box girder bridge erected over the Intracoastal 

Waterway at Corpus Christi, Texas, where the program was used in a check 

of the structure. 

While the program is limited to consideration of box girders of 

constant depth, it should be very useful in analysis of proposed struc

tures in the 100 to 300 ft. span range and can deal with a wide variety 

of cross sections. Further development of such programs should extend 

the capabilities for handling variable depth and skew crossings. The 

program as written can consider a wide range of restraint conditions and 

thus can answer important questions concerning the need for provision of 

diaphragms, auxiliary supports, or special support devices required at 

various stages of erection. The program is based on elastic analysis and 

could also be used in connection with checking erection stresses in steel 
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box girders if careful extra attention was paid to local stability 

requirements. 
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C HAP T E R 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

Bridge engineers continually face requirements for safer, more 

economical bridge structures. In response to many requirements imposed 

by traffic considerations, natural obstacles, more efficient use of land 

in urban areas, safety, and aesthetics, the trend is to longer span 

structures. At present, the most commonly used structural system for 

highway bridge structures in Texas consists of prestressed concrete 

I girders combined with a cast-in-place deck slab. This system has 

practical limitations for spans beyond the 120 ft. range. With the high 

costs and maintenance requirements of steel bridges, there exists a need 

to develop an economical approach to achieve precast, prestressed concrete 

spans in the 120-300 ft. range. 

In the United States, spans in the 160 ft. range have been 

achieved by the use of post-tensioned, cast-in-place girders.
l
9* The box, 

or cellular, cross section shown in Fig. 1.1 is ideal for bridge super

structures since its high torsional stiffness provides excellent transverse 

load distributing properties. Construction experience along the West Coast 

has indicated that this type bridge is a very economical solution to many 

long span challenges. 

In Europe, Japan, and Australia, during the late 1960's and early 

1970's, the advantages of the cellular cross section were combined with 

the substantial advantages obtained by maximum use of prefabricated 

* Numbers refer to references listed at the end of this report. 
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Fig. 1.1. Typical cellular cross section. 

components. By precasting the complete box girder cross section in short 

segments of a convenient size for transportation and erection, the entire 

bridge superstructure may be precast. These precast units are subsequently 

assembled on the site by post-tensioning them longitudinally. A number 

of extremely long span precast and cast-in-place box girder bridges have 

been segmentally constructed in Europe
7 

and interest in this construction 

concept is rapidly growing in the United States. A three-span precast 

segmentally constructed box girder bridge with a 200 ft. maximum span was 

completed in Corpus Christi, Texas, in 1973. 

1.2 Cantilever Segmental Construction 

Figure 1.2 illustrates some of the wide range of cross-sectional 

shapes which can be used. Various techniques have been used for jointing 

between the precast segments, with thin epoxy resin joints being the widest 

used. The most significant variation in construction technique is the 

method employed to assemble the precast segments. The most widely used 

methods may be categorized as construction on falsework and cantilever 

construction. This report deals only with those structures constructed 

by the latter approach. The outstanding advantage of the cantilever 

approach to segmental construction lies in the fact that the complete con

struction may be accomplished without the use of falsework and hence 

minimizes traffic interruption. 
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(a) Single cell girder 

, , 1 , 
\ • \ l 

(b) Single cells joined by deck 

(c) Multicell girder 

Fig. 1.2. Girder cross-sectional configurations. 
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Assembly of the segments is accomplished by sequential balanced 

cantilevering outward from the piers toward the span centerlines. Ini

tially the "hammerhead" is formed by erecting the pi er segment and 

attaching it to the pier to provide unbalanced moment capacity. The two 

adjoining segments are then erected and post-tensioned through the pier 

segment, as shown in Fig. 1.3(a). Auxiliary supports may be employed for 

added stability during cantilevering or to reduce the required moment 

capacity of the pier. Each stage of cantilevering is accomplished by 

applying the epoxy resin jointing material to the ends of the segments, 

lifting a pair of segments into place, and post-tensioning them to the 

standing portion of the structure [see Fig. 1.3(b)]. Techniques for 

positioning the segments vary. They may be lifted into position by means 

of a truck or floating crane, by a traveling lifting device attached to 

(or riding on) the completed portion of the superstructure, or by using 

a traveling gantry. In the latter case the segments are transported over 

the completed portion of the superstructure to the gantry and then lowered 

into position. 

The stage-by-stage erection and prestressing of precast segments 

is continued until the cantilever arms extend nearly to the span centerline. 

In this configuration the span is ready for closure. The term closure 

refers to the steps taken to make the two independent cantilever arms 

between a pair of piers one continuous span. In earlier segmentally con

structed bridges there was no attempt to ensure such longitudinal continuity. 

At the center of the span, where the two cantilever arms meet, a hinge or 

an expansion joint was provided. This practice has been largely abandoned 

in precast structures, since the lack of continuity allows unsightly creep 

deflections to occur. 2 ,14 Ensuring continuity is advised
2

,14 and usually 

involves 

(1) Ensuring that the vertical displacements of the two cantilever 
ends are essentially equal and no sharp break in end slope exists. 

(2) Casting in place a full width closure strip, which is generally 
from 1 to 3 ft. in length. 

(3) Post-tensioning through the closure strip to ensure structural 
continuity. 



Epoxy resin 
joint 

prestressing 

(a' Construction of hammerhead (b) Segmental cantilevering 

Closure tendons 

Cast-in-place closure strip 

Adju; ting jacks 

(c) Closure of span 

Fig. 1.3. Construction of complete span. 
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The exact procedures required for closure of a given structure must be 

carefully specified in the construction sequence. The final step in 

closure is to adjust the distribution of stress throughout the girder to 

ensure maximum efficiency of prestress. Adjustment is usually necessary 

to offset undesirable secondary moments induced by continuity prestressing. 

Th f · 1 d' . 1 14 e ~na a Justments may ~nvo ve 

(1) Adjusting the elevation of the girder soffit, at the piers, to 

induce supplementary moments. The adjustment may be accomplished 

by means of jacks inserted between the pier and the soffit of the 

girder with subsequent shimming to hold the girder in position. 

(2) Insertion of a hinge in the gap between the two cantilever arms 

to reduce the stiffness of the deck while the continuity tendons 

are partially stressed. The hinge is subsequently concreted before 

the continuity tendons are fully stressed. 

(3) A combination of hinges and jacks inserted in the gap to control 

the moment at the center of the span while the continuity tendons 

are stressed. The final adjustment is made by further incre

menting the jack force and finally concreting the joint in. 

The first of these possibilities is the widest used. After final 

adjustments are complete, the operation is moved forward to the next pier 

and the erection sequence begins again. 

The intent of this outline is to convey the general construction 

procedures which have been successfully employed. There are a number of 

variations of these procedures by which the construction could be success

fully accomplished. The above discussion shows that from the onset of 

construction of a particular span until its completion, the structural con

figuration is continually changing, and at one stage changes from a deter

minate system to a continuous system. It is also evident that the structure 

is subject to a wide variety of loading and boundary conditions during 

erection. The girder must be designed to withstand the conditions existing 

at every stage; consequently, the girder must be analyzed under the 

conditions existing at every stage. The efficient analysis of the girder 

at each stage of erection is the goal of this research. 

" 
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In spans of great length, erection considerations may dictate 

that segments be cast in place. The procedures outlined above can still 

be followed, except that allowances must be made for form weights and the 

entire process is more demanding of proper consideration of the time frame, 

particularly as it effects concrete strength development and creep. 

1.3 Recent Research in Segmentally 
Constructed Bridges 

In 1969, a comprehensive research effort dealing with segmental 

construction of precast concrete bridges was initiated at The University 

of Texas at Austin. This report summarizes one part of this multiphase 

project which had the following objectives: 

(1) To investigate the state-of-the-art of segmental bridge 
construction. 

(2) To establish design procedures and design criteria in general 
conformance with provisions of existing design codes and 
standards. 

(3) To develop optimization procedures whereby the box girder cross 
section dimensions could be optimized with respect to cost to 
assist preliminary design. 

(4) To develop a mathematical model of a prestressed box girder, 
and an associated computer program for the analysis of seg
mentally constructed girders during all stages of erection. 

(5) To verify design and analysis procedures using a highly devel
oped structural model of a segmental box girder bridge. 

(6) To verify model techniques by observance of construction and 
service load testing of a prototype structure. 

The first three phases of this work were reported in previous 

reports in this series and in the dissertation of Lacey.6,30,3l Lacey and 

Breen used adaptations of methods recommended in the 1969 AASHO Specifica

tions for the design of normal bridge cross sections under the action of 

wheel loads. This AASHO method was simplified somewhat and utilized in 

the development of a computerized optimization scheme by which the box 

girder cross section dimensions are optimized with respect to cost. The 

formulation is such that if the cross-sectional type, the spans, the 

overall deck width, and the web thicknesses are known, the remaining 
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cross-sectional dimensions are established to minimize the superstructure 

cost based on reasonable estimates of unit costs of major constituents. 

Working within the philosophies of existing U.S. standards, Lacey 

and Breen established the necessary design criteria, and developed design 

procedures for the design of segmentally constructed, precast, prestressed 

box girders. The box girder is initially designed in the transverse 

direction for the action of wheel loads, ignoring any warping effects. For 

the preliminary design in the longitudinal direction, the box girder is 

treated by conventional beam theory. The effects of prestressing are 

accounted for by a simplified equivalent load scheme where the effective 

prestress force is estimated. 

In order that the design procedures developed be useful in a 

typical design office, these simplifying assumptions are necessary. It 
18 24 

is known,' however, that the longitudinal and the transverse response 

of a box girder depend on an interaction of both the transverse and longi

tudinal properties. In general, the response of a box girder is more 

complex than that assumed in developing the design procedure. Lacey and 

Breen recommended an analysis of the completed structure using established 

box girder analysis programs such as MUPDI.
31 

The preliminary design can 

then be revised if significant warping stresses are indicated. 

As suggested by Fig. 1.3(b), tendon profiles utilized in seg

mentally constructed box girders are characterized by large curvatures and 

slopes. Moreover, prestress forces applied to the negative moment tendons 

are typically quite large. The combination of these two factors suggests 

the requirement for a more rigorous approach to the calculation of equiva

lent prestress forces than traditionally used. 

It became clear that while "beam" theory sufficed for initial 

design, a more rigorous check analysis was desirable at each stage of con

struction for verification of the design considering possible warping and 

with detailed consideration of prestressing. 

As outlined in Ref. 31, the results of the overall project have 

been combined to provide a reasonable, accurate design-analysis package 

for segmentally constructed box girders, involving the following: 

" 



(1) Preliminary design based on conceptual considerations, span 

depth ratios, construction site limitations, and practical construction 

considerations. 

(2) Revisions to initial designs are indicated by optimization 

studies. 

(3) Detailed transverse and longitudinal design is carried out 

by "beam" analysis techniques. 

9 

(4) Behavior of the completed structure under unsymmetrical loading 

and warping effects is examined by use of existing box girder analysis 

programs such as MUPDI. Any needed revisions in design are made to accom

modate these effects. 

(5) The final design is thoroughly scrutinized at each proposed 

stage of erection by the computer program discussed herein. 

(6) Changes in important details such as post-tensioning cable 

layouts, proposed by the constructor at the working drawing stage, can 

be quickly evaluated using the program included herein. 

The design procedure suggested above was successfully followed in the 

design of the model of and the prototype structure built at Corpus Christi. 

1.4 Objectives and Scope of this Research 

Segmentally cantilevered box girders should be designed for and 

analyzed at each stage of erection. Analysis at each stage can represent 

a monumental task unless the problem is simplified considerably.. Effects 

of simplification for purposes of design are often difficult to evaluate, 

since the degree to which a box girder behaves as a beam depends upon many 

variables and is difficult to determine. 23 The objective of this research 

is to develop a composite mathematical model am an associated computer 

program for the automatic analysis of cantilever-erected segmental pre

stressed box girders. The present program is limited to longitudinally 

prismatic (and hence constant depth) elastic structures, the cross section 

of which may be idealized by prismatic plates. A wide range of cross

sectional shapes, as shown in Fig. 1.2, have been employed in the past; 
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consequently, the capability to treat arbitrary cross-sectional shapes is 

desirable. 

The discussion of Sec. 1.2 indicates that a stage of erection may 

involve a number of modifications to the structure, the loading or 

boundary conditions, or the support conditions. Moreover, the complete 

erection is accomplished in a large number of stages. Consequently, in 

addition to the basic analysis capability, it is the objective of this 

research to provide a computer program with the capability to accept, as 

input, a complete erection schedule, and to automatically update the 

structural system according to the input schedule to provide a complete 

analysis at each stage of erection. In addition, the computer model must 

be capable of accurately accounting for the effects of prestressing forces 

which generally constitute a significant portion of the total load during 

erection. This requires a careful evaluation of the effective prestress 

force at all locations along a tendon, requiring calculation of force 

loss due to friction and due to the stage prestressing. Prestress force 

loss due to friction and the transverse forces applied to the structure 

by the tendon (equivalent loads) are functions of the tendon profile; 

therefore, accurate force evaluation demands an accurate representation 

of the tendon profile. In keeping with the requirement for the analysis 

to apply to a large class of problems, the model should be capable of 

approximating general tendon profiles. 

In summary, the objectives of this research may be separated into 

two basic parts. First, to develop an automatic analysis capability 

applicable to post-tensioned box girders under given conditions of load 

and restraint, and second, to extend this capability such that the struc

tural analysis problem may be automatically altered according to an input 

sequence of erection events. The end result of this research will be an 

accurate, automatic analysis tool,with which a designer may rigorously 

check a box girder design at every stage of erection, which is based upon 

a simplified design approach. 

The computer program developed during this research was used by 

the Texas Highway Department to check the final design of the Corpus Christi 
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Intracoastal Canal Bridge and to review the effects of tendon design 

changes suggested by a bidder and rapidly assess the feasibility of such 

changes. 

There are various box girder computer analyses available. 

However, the treatment of the effects of prestressing developed herein 

and the application of a box girder analysis to a continuously changing 

structural system seems unique to this research. 

1.5 Box Girder Behavior and Available 
Analytical Models 

In order to provide a realistic analysis it is necessary that the 

mathematical model be sufficiently rigorous to model all significant 

behavior of the structure. However, the most rigorous approach may make 

the analysis of a practical problem so unwieldy as to be impractical even 

on a large computer. The degree of sophistication of the mathematical 

model necessary to accomplish the stated objectives of this research was 

established only after studying the characteristic behavior of box 

girders. A sunmary of the most important characteristics of box girders 

and of a review of previous analytical models is presented in the next 

section. A more detailed review is given in Ref. 32. 

1.5.1 Box Girder Behavior. A general box girder load may be 

thought of as being composed of three components: a flexural component, 

a torsional component, and a component tending to distort the cross section, 

termed a distortional component. The flexural component produces longi

tudinal membrane stresses and flexural shears in the various plates of the 

cross section which may be determined by flexural theory. The torsional 

component, as shown in Fig. 1.4, produces St. Venant membrane shears and 

longitudinal membrane stresses, arising from restrained warping, which may 

be determined by the Prandtl-Bredt torsion theory. Generally, the stresses 

associated with restrained warping are small and highly localized. The 

distortional component produces longitudinal membrane stresses resulting 

from in-plane plate strains and transverse bending moments. Determination 

of these stresses requires considerations which are not as familiar to 
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t 

(a) Torsional (b) St. Venant torsion (c) Distortional 

Fig. 1.4. Resolution of torsional component. 

engineers as the flexural and torsion theories. Resolution of a given 

load into flexural and torsional components is a simple matter; however, 

the further resolution of the torsional component into a St. Venant tor

sional component and a distortional component is a complex problem for 

the general cellular cross section. Generally, it can be said that the 

amount of cross section deformation to be expected at a given section is 

a function of the relative stiffnesses in the longitudinal and transverse 

directions. 19 Previous investigators have determined that the cross

sectional deformation significantly alters the "beam ana1ysis" stresses for 
5 19 many structures of interest in this study. ' 

A further characteristic of thin-walled box beams causing stresses 

to vary from values determined from flexural and torsional theory is the 

in-plane shear deformation of the flange plates. This phenomenon, known 

as shear lag, is an extremely complex problem and its significance in 

civil engineering structures has been the subject of only limited investiga

tions. 10 ,15 The primary manifestation of shear lag in box girders is a 

nonuniformity of longitudinal membrane flexural stress across the flange 

plates, as shown in Fig. 1.5. The relative importance of shear lag in a 

given girder is a function of many variables with a short, wide cantilevered 

b i d ·b1 shear 1ag. 15 ,17 I 1 h t bb b ox g r er most suscept~ e to n severa suc s u y ox 

girders analyzed by the folded plate method, peak flange stresses were 
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~ Beam theory stress 

~ Actual stress 

Fig. 1.5. Shear lag phenomenon. 

determined as 30 percent greater than the value given by a flexural 

analysis. This finding is compatible with results reported by Reissner 

and Hildebrand,17 and those reported from a field test of a box girder 

b 'd d . 15 r~ ge un er construct~on. 

Thus, under some circumstances cross section distortion combined 

with shear lag effects may cause stresses to vary significantly from values 

given by flexural and torsion theories alone. Therefore, an approach which 

considers a total elastic analysis of the structure was adopted. 

1.5.2 Available Analytical Models. The past decade has seen a 

proliferation of publications dealing with the analysis of plate assem

blages; i.e., folded plates and box girders, as seen from the bibliography 

accompanying Ref. 24. The most generally applicable analytical methods 

recently employed may be placed into one of three broad categories: 

(1) folded plate analysis, (2) thin-walled beam theory, and (3) finite 

element techniques. Detailed evaluation of the characteristics of each 

as they apply to the present problem are given in Ref. 32. 

The folded plate analysis represents the most accurate of the three 

approaches noted above. The behavior of the plate element in its plane 

is governed by the plane stress equations of elasticity; and that normal 

to the plane is governed by the equations of biaxial plate bending. This 
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. 18 19 approach was utilized by Scorde11s ' to develop a general purpose 

computer program for the analysis of continuous, prismatic box girders of 

arbitrary cross section. Intermediate shear-rigid diaphragms and dia

phragms over supports are treated by using a flexibility technique to 

solve for the indeterminate interaction forces. Because of experimental 
11 " verification and its sound theoret1cal bas1s, the folded plate method 

11 18 19 has been used ' , as a standard for other, less rigorous, techniques. 

The harmonic representation of loads and displacements limits the appli

cability of the technique to structures which are simply supported at the 

extreme ends. A further disadvantage is the inability to account for 

anisotropic plate elements. 

3 A number of the analytical techniques presented recently fall 

into a category of thin-walled beam theory. This approach takes advantage 

of the fact that, for the type of structures under consideration, the 

longitudinal slab moments and associated slab shears are quite small and 

can, therefore, be neglected. Most formulations are limited to either 

fixed or simply supported boundaries. 

Lo and Scordelis9 have adopted the assumption that longitudinal 

and torsional moments are negligible to arrive at still another formula

tion falling into the thin-walled beam category. The technique, termed 

"the finite segment method," requires division of the structure both 

transversely and longitudinally into rectangular subregions. Each sub

region behaves as a beam in the longitudinal direction and a one-way slab 

in the transverse direction. Therefore, derivation of the stiffness 

matrix requires only the use of the differential equation of flexure. 

Longitudinal equilibrium and compatibility are ensured by a transfer 

matrix approach, while simultaneously ensuring transverse equilibrium and 

compatibility by the direct stiffness method. This results in a system 

of linear algebraic equations relating the boundary forces and displace

ments. This approach is closely akin to the finite element method and 

has many advantages associated with that method. The primary advantage 

realized is the generality of boundary and loading conditions which may 

be treated. Restraint from boundary and interior supports is specified 
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independently for each element of the cross section; therefore, the 

structure may be completely free, fixed, or something in between at the 

boundaries and supports. Both intermediate shear-rigid diaphragms and 

diaphragms over supports may be handled. The assumptions result in a 

minimum number of degrees of freedom necessary to model the main behavior 

of a box girder structure; however, they also impose limitations upon the 

method which can produce inaccuracies in the results under certain circum

stances. Scordelis 19 reports that correlation between the approximate 

finite segment method and lIexact ll folded plate method is good. 

23 21 
Wright et al., and Tung have used a technique for analysis of 

single cell, rectangular, or trapezoidal box girders which is suitable for 

hand calculation, termed the BEF analogy. The analysis falls into the 

thin-walled beam theory category and is reasonably accurate. It could be 

co~puterized for stage erection checks, but has the disadvantage of being 

strictly applicable to single cell sections. Wright compares the results 

from the BEF (beam on elastic foundation) analogy with results from a more 

rigorous analysis and concludes that this method predicts the longitudinal 

and transverse stresses resulting from torsional load components adequately 

for design purposes. 

The finite element method is the most general analytical technique. 

The structure is divided into subregions, the deformation patterns of which 

are assumed. When displacement compatibility is explicitly enforced at two 

element nodal points, the displacements along the element interface con

necting the two points will be compatible. Once the displacement assump

tions are made, the element stiffness matrix may be derived and the 

analysis is carried out by the direct stiffness method. 

Scordelis,19 and Meyer and Scordelis 13 have employed the finite 

element method for the analysis of box girder structures. The size, 

thickness, and material properties of the elements may be varied arbi

trarily throughout the structure, and arbitrary loading may be considered. 

Numerous boundary conditions and both intermediate shear-rigid diaphragms 

and diaphragms over supports may be treated. The primary disadvantage 

associated with the finite element method is the number of equilibrium 
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equations which must be solved. Vast computer storage and execution 

times are required for moderate size problems. 

1.5.3 Mathematical Model for this Research. Two of the avail-

able analysis methods are sufficiently general with respect to cross

sectional configuration, loading conditions, and boundary conditions for 

purposes of this research--the finite element method, and the finite 

segment method. Both of these methods are finite element approaches in 

that the structure is divided into elementary subregions, of which the 

stiffness properties can be derived. 

There are two basic differences between the conventional finite 

element method and the finite segment method. The finite segment method 

assumes that longitudinal slab moments and torsional moments may be 

neglected and enforces transverse displacement compatibility at only one 

point along the element edge. Investigations employing the finite element 

method 13 ,29 have considered longitudinal and torsional slab moments and 

have placed strict displacement compatibility requirements upon the ele

ments. As a result of the rigorous requirements placed upon the element 

in the latter technique, the element was allowed up to 24 degrees of 

freedom. Use of these elements, even for moderate size problems, demands 

vast amounts of computer time and storage. 

The simplifying assumptions made in the finite segment technique 

h b h b · 'f' d 19 d f h ave een s own to e Just1 1e, an as a consequence 0 t ese assump-

tions the basic structural element is allowed only 14 degrees of freedom. 

This approach offers a substantial saving in computational effort while 

retaining the required generality with respect to loading and boundary 

conditions and approximating all significant behavior of the structure. 

Moreover, use of the finite segment facilitates the representation of pre

stressing. Therefore, the finite segment analysis technique was adapted 

for this research. 

In the following chapters the finite segment method and the 

techniques used to adapt it to segmentally constructed box girders are 

briefly presented. Full details and derivations are included in Ref. 32. 
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Chapter 2 outlines the basic finite segment method. In Chapter 3 

necessary additions and modifications to the finite segment method to 

account for prestressing, stage erection, and closure are discussed. 

Several example problems are solved and results presented in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 is a summary with conclusions and recommendations. 
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C HAP T E R 2 

THE FINITE SEGMENT FORMULATION 

2.1 Introduction 

Reasons for the selection of the finite segment method of analysis 

have been reviewed in the previous chapter. A brief summary of the basic 

assumptions and the development of the segment progression computational 

technique are given in this chapter. Both the derivation of the element 

stiffness properties and the general computational technique utilized 
8 9 19 have been previously reported. " These procedures are reviewed and 

expanded in Ref. 32, which contains all of the detailed mathematical 

derivations and expansions required for a complete understanding of the 

procedure. Inclusion of the capability to treat elastic support 

restraints is unique to this investigation. 

The basic structural element is formed by subdividing the struc

ture transversely into a number of plate elements and longitudinally into 

a number of finite segments, as shown in Fig. 2.1. A typical element is 

bound by two longitudinal joints (transverse subdivisions) and by two 

stations (longitudinal subdivision). The solution is accomplished by 

first establishing transverse equilibrium and compatibility of all the 

elements between stations K and K+1 (the Kth finite segment). The 

influence at station K+1 of the actions (forces and displacements) at 

station K and the loads applied to segment K is determined from a segment 

progression method. This procedure is applied to each seg~cnt along the 

span, resulting in a set of linear equations relating the boundary actions. 

Specification of boundary conditions provides sufficient equations for 

solution of all unknowns. 

2.2 Basis for the Mathematical Model 

The assumptions upon which the analytical behavior of the basic 

structural element is formulated are essentially the same as those 

19 
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a 

... 

'---__ station K+l 

segment K 

station K 

(a) Mathematical model - total structure 

a 

(b) Typical complete finite segment 

b 

uv~MQN] 
K 

~K+l - [ u v cfl M Q N 

c 
y 

(c) Typical finite plate element 

K+l 

Fig. 2.1. Finite segment model. (Adapted from Ref. 19.) 



recommended in Ref. 25 for the approximate analysis of folded plates. 

They are as follows: 

21 

(a) Each basic element is rectangular, of uniform thickness, and is 

elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic. 

(b) The force-displacement relationship is linear. 

(c) Slab bending is essentially a one-way phenomenon occurring in 

the transverse direction; the effect of longitudinal slab bending 

is negligible. 

(d) The torsional stiffness of each plate of the structure is 

neglected; therefore, plate torsional and longitudinal moments 

are ignored. 

(e) Stresses and displacements in the plane of the element (membrane 

action) are determined by treating each element as a beam in the 

longitudinal direction; thus longitudinal membrane stresses vary 

linearly over the element width. 

(f) Poisson's Ratio is zero. 

Several additional assumptions which are unique to the finite 

segment formulation are: 

(g) Applied loads and element edge forces are uniformly distributed 

over the length of the element. 

(h) The effects of membrane shear and transverse membrane stresses 

are included for the calculation of element in-plane displacements. 

2.3 Element Forces and Displacements 

The free body diagram of Fig. 2.l(c) indicates that the stresses 

surviving the simplifying assumptions may be resolved into 14 stress 

resultants. On the constant y edges of the element (element edges i and j) 

there are both membrane and slab resultants acting. The resultants govern

ing the one-way slab behavior of the element are the transverse bending 

moments per unit length, Mi and M
j

, and the normal shear forces per unit 

length V. and V .. The membrane behavior of the element is governed by 
~ J 

the membrane edge shears per unit length, Ti and T
j

; the transverse 

membrane stresses per unit length, P. and P.; and the actions (forces and 
~ J 
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displacements) at the constant x edges (end stations K and K+l) of the 

element. The actions at the end stations of the element completely 

describe the stress and displacement state of the element at the particular 

station; consequently, tflese are termed the "state vector" for the element. 

The element state vector is defined as: 

T 
z ~ [u v ; M Q N] 
'I.! 

This vector is completely analogous to the state vector for a beam. The 

state vectors of all elements at a particular station, K, define a complete 

station state vector, and for a structure composed of q elements is given 

by 
ZK = [z:l z2 • • • • z ] T 
'I.! "",..,. """'q 

The element edge force vectors are defined as 

(2.1) 

and 

S = [M. M. Vi V ] T 
rv& 1. J J , 

(2.2) 

where the subscripts m and s denote membrane and slab action, respectively. 

The slab and membrane behavior wi:ll be considered separately since, for 

small displacements, they are independent. 

The membrane behavior of the element may be described by four 

straining modes or "generalized displacements"--longitudinal extension, 

transverse extension, shear displacement, and longitudinal bending. These 

displacement quantities, taken at the longitudinal center of the element, 

define a generalized displacement vector 

~ = [-;J" VI v 1] T 
'I.! 

The generalized displacement vector, ~, is a function of the state 
'I.! 

vector, ~ , and the elem~nt edge force vector~. It is assumed that the 

actual element edge membrane forces may be computed as a combination of the 

" 
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four element edge force patterns shown in Fig. 2.2. It will be assumed, 

in the determination of the effect of each force pattern, that the complete 

actions vector ~k' is zero. Under this assumption it is seen that each 

force pattern corresponds to one component of~; thus, a generalized edge 
'1\, 

membrane force vector is defined as 

II 11 

Q = [T P T P ] 
I\, 

For computational convenience it is desirable to define nodal point forces 

and displacements in terms of which the generalized forces and displacements 

may be expressed. The element edge nodal forces have been defined in 

Eqs. (2.l)and (2.2). The corresponding element edge nodal displacements 

are defined as 

and 

T 
~s = [8 i 8j wi wj ] 

The components of u and u are defined at the longitudinal center of the 
I\,m I\,S 

element edges (element nodal points); however, the element edge forces are 

assumed to be uniformly distributed over the element edge. The nodal forces 

and displacements acting at the element end stations are the components of 

the state vectors ~k and ~k+l' Positive directions of all element forces 

and corresponding displacements are shown in Fig. 2.3. 

2.4 General Description of the Method 

The objective of the analysis is to determine all the unknown stress 

resultants shown in Fig. 2.1(c), the associated displacements, and the element 

internal stresses. The state vector at station K, ~K' is determined from 

the requirement that all ~ must satisfy equilibrium and compatibility with 

elements from the previous segment or with a boundary or support condition at 

station K. The state vector ~K+l is determined as the superposition of two 

effects--the effect of ~ and the effect of the element edge forces and 

applied line loads over segment K. The actions at K+l due to those at K are 
28 

determined by. a transfer matrix pro c e d u r e, and are expressed as a 
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pI 

(a) pI - Symmetrical transverse 
membrane edge forces 

(c) pI! - Antisyrnmetrica1 transverse 
membrane edge forces 

T' ... 

~ 

.. 
T' 

(b) T' - Syrnmetrica1 membrane 
edge shear forces 

T " .. 

.. 
Til 

(d) T" - Antisymmetrica1 
membrane edge shear forces 

Fig. 2.2. Assumed generalized edge force patterns. 
(Adapted from Ref. 19.) 
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function of ZK. In order to determine Z I due to element edge forces and 
~ ~K+ 

applied loads, consideration must be given transverse equilibrium' and 

compatibility. Transverse equilibrium requires that, at a particular joint, 

the sum of all element edge forces from all elements connecting at the joint 

be in equilibrium with the externally applied line loads. Transverse 

compatibility requires that the nodal point displacements of all element 

edges connecting at the joint be equal. Explicit specification of these 

requirements effectively interconnects, transversely, all the elements in the 

segment. It should be noted here that transverse compatibility is maintained 

only at the element edge nodal points. Element edge forces are, therefore, 

determined as those forces necessary to establish transverse equilibrium 

and compatibility for a complete segment under the condition that ZK is 
~ 

equal to zero (sin~e the effect of ~K at K+I is determined separately). 

These forces are expressed as a function of ZK and the externally applied 
~ 

line loads; consequently, ZK+I due to the element edge forces is solved in 
~ 

terms of ZK and the externally applied line loads. Superposition of effects 
~ 

results in an equation for ~K+I in terms of ~K and the externally applied 

loads. Application of this procedure to each segment in the span results in 

a system of linear algebraic equations relating the state vector at the 

origin, Z , to the state vector at the end, Z. The known boundary conditions 
~o ~e 

provide sufficient equations for the solution of Z 
~o 

over the structure once again all state vectors and 

displacements are solved. 

2.5 Coordinate Systems 

and Z. By progressing 
~e 

element edge forces and 

In order to determine element membrane stiffness equations relating 

the generalized membrane element edge forces, Q, to the generalized displace
~ 

ments, ~, it is convenient to work in the plane of the element--the element 
~ 

relative coordinate system. For a synthesis of element properties it is nec-

essary to refer to a coordinate system which is consistent for all elements-

the global coordinate system. Both the element relative and global coordinate 

systems are defined in,Fig. 2.4. Element nodal displacements and edge forces 

in both coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 2.4. 



Forces Displacements 

(a) Positive element edge forces and displacements in element 
relative coordinate system 

Forces Displacements 

(b) Positive joint forces and displacements in the global 
coordinate system 

Forces Displacements .. 
(c) Positive element edge forces and displacements in the 

global coordinate system 

Fig. 2.4. Sign convention and positive direction of 
element relative coordinates. (Adapted 
from Ref. 19.) 

27 
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2.6 Derivation of Equations for 
the Finite Segment Method 

The equations with expansion for this case are derived in Ref. 32. 

This derivation is not repeated herein. 

2.7 Special Considerations Required 
by Interior Supports 

There are several ways to account for the restraint imposed upon 

the superstructure by interior supports. The technique to be utilized 

will be dictated by nature of the support. 

2.7.1 Simple Pier Support. If the structure is continuous but 

simply supported over a rigid support; i.e., the support does not restrain 

longitudinal rotation of the cross section, the basic equations and proce

dures require no modification. The support restraint may be modeled by 

specifying the appropriate components of the global joint displacement vector, 

r as zero for the segment in which the support occurs. Several assump-
~ 

tions implicit in this approach are: 

(a) Reactions from the support are applied as a uniformly distributed 
force, over the segment length, along the restrained joints only. 

(b) Joint displacements are restrained to zero at the longitudinal 
center of the segment (element nodal points). 

2.7.2 Interior Diaphragms and Elastic Supports. Should an 

interior diaphragm exist at the support station or the support offer 

partial elastic restraint, the basic analysis procedure and equations 

must be modified. The assumptions regarding the interaction of the support 

and superstructure are: 

(a) Support restraint is specified independently for each element of 
the cross section in terms of restrained displacement components 
of the element state vector, or in terms of support stiffness 
coefficients corresponding to those displacements. 

(b) The support reactions for each restrained element correspond to 
the force components of the element state vector. These support 
reactions act at the station of the interior support. 

(c) There are no restraining forces applied to the joints at the 
support station. 
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Detailed derivations of the appropriate equations and the solution 

utilized are given in Ref. 32. 

2.8 The Stopover 

The coefficients relating the actions at the two ends of the 

structure result from a number of matrix multiplications. Therefore, 

for large systems round-off error can render the coefficients inaccurate. 

In order to reduce the possibility of such inaccuracies, the displacement 

components of the complete state vector at certain stations are taken as 

intermediate unknown vectors. The station at which intermediate unknown 

vectors are formed are termed stopovers. The matrix operations required 

at a stopover are the same as those employed at an interior support. The 

segment progression is then continued using the displacements at the 

stopover as the unknown vector until a diaphragm support, another stopover, 

or the end of the structure is encountered. Intermediate unknown vectors, 

unknowns at interior supports, and finally, the unknown origin boundary 

actions, Z ,are solved by a sequence of back substitutions. 
~ou 
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C HAP T E R 3 

PROGRAM SIMPLA2 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter outlined a technique for solution of linear 

equations relating actions at the boundaries of the structure. These 

equations and known boundary conditions are sufficient for analysis of the 

structure, subject to general loading and boundary conditions. Utilizing 

this approach, a FORTRAN IV language computer program, SIMPLA2, was 

written for the analysis of segmentally constructed, post-tensioned box 

girders. The mathematical model upon which SIMPLA2 is based was ini

tially developed for the analysis of prismatic plate systems of a given 

configuration under given loading, boundary, and support conditions. 

A computer program, SIMPLA,8 had been written under the direction of 

Professor A. C. Scordelis to execute the analysis outlined in the previous 

chapter for completed structures. Subroutines SOLVand STEP, which 

perform the segment progression and back-substitution, were adapted from 

SIMPLA for use in SIMPLA2. Subroutine STIFF, which generates the element 

stiffness matrix, was adapted from SIMPLA without modification. The time 

and effort required to develop the computer program reported herein was 

significantly reduced by the availability of SIMPLA and the associated 

subroutines mentioned above. This material, and invaluable explanation, 

was provided the authors by Professor A. C. Scordelis. 

The unique feature of SIMPLA2 is the capability to deal with a 

continuously changing sttuctural system, providing a complete analysis at 

each stage of construction. The program also monitors and updates 

stresses in all tendons, at any specified stage of construction. At 

every stage of construction changes which have occurred in the system, 

i.e., addition of segments, changes in loading, boundary conditions, or 

interior supports, are specified by "stage control data" and "code words." 

31 
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The configuration of post-tensioning tendons stressed at the particular 

stage is specified, and equivalent loadings are calculated. When all 

loading and boundary conditions are made consistent with those existing 

at the stage under consideration, the complete analysis of the updated 

structural system is made by the finite segment method. Each stage of 

construction, including closure, is considered. Analysis after the 

structure is made continuous requires additional considerations, as dis

cussed in this chapter. The program is an analysis tool; thus the com

plete configuration of the system at each stage (loads, boundary conditions, 

support conditions, prestressing and structural dimensions) and the com

plete construction sequence must be known. 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe SIMPLA2 in detail. 

The organization of the program and the primary functions of each sub

routine are discussed. The additional concepts and equations necessary 

for the analytical treatment of post-tensioning and stage construction 

are presented. Finally, several limitations of the program are given. 

A detailed guide for the specification of input data and interpretation 

of printed results is given in Appendix B. 

3.2 Program Organization 

SIMPLA2 is written in FORTRAN IV for the CDC 6600 computer, but 

has a version programmed in FORTRAN IV for the IBM System 360 computer of 

the Texas Highway Department. The complete program is composed of nine 

subroutines and a master program. Detailed flow charts for the program 

are given in Appendix B. 

The program employs seven disc files for temporary data storage 

during execution. The purpose of each disc file is shown in the flow 

charts. 

The driver program, entitled SIMPLA2, performs three primary 

functions. The routine accepts the "structure control data" and processes 

this information to compute "structure constants." The term "structure 

control data" is reserved for those data which are characteristic of the 
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girder cross section and, therefore, remain constant for all stages of 

construction. The number of plate elements making up the cross section 

(NEL) and the number of joints in the cross section (NJT) are examples 

of structure control data. The number of degrees of freedom of the 

structure (4 x NJT), and the coefficients of the transformation matrix are 

examples of structure constants. Secondly, SIMPLA2 accepts and processes 

"stage control data" to compute "stage constants." Stage code words 

(see Appendix B) such as KODJA, KODBC, KODSPT, KREF, and KODTS are read: 

these control data and code words control the modifications to the loading, 

boundary conditions, support conditions, and structure to be made at the 

particular stage. Finally, the routine performs its function as a driver 

and calls the main solution routines STAGE, STEP, and SOLV, in turn. Data 

read and computed in SIMPLA2 are used to control the computations of the 

main solution routines to accomplish the complete solution. 

The effects of prestress on the structure are accounted for by 

use of the equivalent load concept. It is the function of subroutine 

STAGE to accept tendon control data, and using these data to compute the 

tendon nodal point coordinates (Y), the tendon nodal point forces after 

friction losses have been taken into consideration (F), tendon 

slope at each station across which the particular tendon passes (THET) 

and, finally, the equivalent joint force and anchorage force vectors 

imposed upon the structure by the tendon. A detailed presentation of 

these calculations is contained in Sec. 3.3. 

These routines perform computations and data manipulations which 

could generally be categorized as modifications to the loading, structure, 

and boundary conditions from one stage of construction to the next. Once 

these modifications have been made, the analysis of the modified system 

under the specified conditions can begin. Subroutines STEP and SOLV per

form the finite segment analysis of the modified system. 

The final subroutine of major significance is entitled CSTRAIN 

and recomputes tendon nodal point strains in each tendon at each stage 

of construction. 
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Two library subroutines are used in conjunction with STEP and SOLV. 

Subroutine DSYNINV is for the inversion of a square symmetric banded 

matrix, and is used in STEP for the inversion of the segment stiffness 

matrix. DSIMEQ is a general equation solver which is employed in both 

STEP and SOLV. 

Subroutine PLFDS is for the computation of element edge stresses 

from the element internal stress resultants and the output of results only. 

The SIMPLA2 CDC 6600 version also utilizes a routine, lOBIN, which 

is a system routine unique to The University of Texas at Austin Computa

tion Center. IOBIN allows the programmer to randomly access the disc files 

in order to read, write, or rewrite a particular logical record without 

the necessity of using elaborate disc-positioning procedures. The fact 

that IOBIN is unique to The University of Texas Computation Center does 

not limit the general use of the program, since most large computer 

systems do have random access capability. A programmer should examine 

the program before use on another system. 

The SIMPLA2 version for the IBM System 360 uses the IBM Random 

input/output to replace IOBIN. Some files were split to reduce record 

lengths and common blocks were reordered. 

3.3 Analytical Treatment of Prestressing 

3.3.1 The Equivalent Load Concept. Prestressing a structure may 

be described as the application of engineered forces to the structure 

producing stresses and displacements which offset the stresses and dis

placements induced by the applied loads. This concept of prestressing is 

the basis of a general technique for the analysis of prestressed structures, 

wherein all forces applied to the structure by the prestressing tendon 

are considered as applied loads. The analysis of the structure for these 

loads yields the stresses and displacements due to prestressing. The 

procedure described above is "the equivalent load concept" and has been 

used extensively for the analysis of prestressed structures. 26 ,27 The 

equivalent load concept is applicable without regard to the condition of 

determinacy, the only absolute requirement being that all the forces pro

duced by the tendon on the structure be considered. 



3.3.2 Forces Induced by Prestressing Tendon. In this report 

the term "post-tensioned" will imply that the prestressing tendon is 

located within the member cross section and that after the tendon is 

stressed it is anchored against the member itself. It is also implied 

that the tendon is unbonded during stressing. The assumption is made 

that the coefficients of friction between the tendon and duct material 
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are known. Since this study deals exclusively with post-tenc:ioned con

struction, the terms "prestressed" and "post-tensioned" will be considered 

synonymous. 

The simplified example structure shown in Fig. 3.1 contains one 

tendon which has a general draped profile, Y f(x), and which is stressed 

to some specified value, f ., at the jacking (live) end. In this example 
s~ 

it is assumed that F(O) = F(t) = f .x A , implying that the tendon is 
s~ s 

stressed from both ends. Figure 3.1 illustrates all the forces exerted 

on the member by the tendon. When the specified jacking force is reached 

the tendon is anchored against the end of the beam, inducing concentrated 

forces at the anchors tangent to the tendon. As the tendon is stressed, 

it will attempt to straighten; the member prevents this straightening, 

thus receiving radial pressure, p, from the tendon. The tendon will also 

elongate, mobilizing a friction force between the duct and tendon. The 

frictional force is generally associated with a change in direction of 

the tendon and is a function of the coefficient of friction and the 

geometry of the tendon profile. A more complete discussion of friction 

forces is presented in Sec. 3.3.4. The friction will cause the tendon 

force to vary along the tendon length. Fig. 3.2 is a free body diagram 

of a length, ds, of the tendon. Considering equilibrium of all forces in 

the direction of the normal to the curve, n, 

(F) (sin d9/2) + (F + dF)(sin d6/2) - N = 0 

where N is the summation of all n-components over ds; i.e., p 

With small angle geometry and neglecting second order terms, 

(F) (de) = N 

(3.1) 

N/ds. 

(3.2) 
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Fig. 3.2 Free body diagram of tendon increment. 
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and, therefore, the radial pressure per unit length is 

p : N/ds = (F)(d9/ds) = F/R (3.3) 

Equation (3.3) indicates that the radial force per unit tendon 

length at any point along the tendon is a function of tendon force and 

tendon radius of curvature at that point. Figure 3.1 indicates that the 

anchor forces F(O) and F(t) are acting at eccentricities Y(O) and Y(t) 

and are directed at angles 9(0) and 9(t), respectively. The most conve

nient method to treat these anchor forces analytically is to resolve them 

into equivalent force systems acting at the centroid of the element. 

These equivalent forces, shown by the dashed vectors in Fig. 3.1, are 

termed "the anchorage force vector" and are given by 

-
M Y(O)cos 8(0) 

(3.4a) 
Q =F(O) sin 8(0) 

N cos 8(0) 

and 

M y(g,)cos 8(g,) 

- = -FCn (3.4b) 
Q sin 8C~) 

N cos aU,) 

It is reasonable to assume that the friction forces can be neglected 

in arriving at an equivalent prestress load system
26

; therefore, the radial 

forces, Eq. (3.3), and the anchorage force vectors, Eqs. (3.4), constitute 

the complete equivalent loading. 

3.3.3 Geometry of the Tendon Profile. Before the equivalent forces 

can be evaluated numerically, the geometric characteristics of the tendon 

profile and the tendon force distribution must be known. A continuous 

function may be used to approximate arbitrary tendon profiles. It is 
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assumed that an entire tendon profile may be made up of one or more 

distinct curves. The profile illustrated in Fig. 3.3 is composed of five 

distinct curves: a curved portion labeled "Curve I," a straight portion 

labeled "Curve 2," and a second curved portion labeled "Curve 3." Since 

the profile is symmetrical about the centerline, only half is shown. The 

tendon, N, is shown lying entirely in one plate element of the structure 

and spanning between stations 1 and 17 (the end of the structure). Each 

of the distinct curves can be represented by a polynomial expression of 

the general form: 

(3.5) 

If the degree of the polynomial is assumed, m, and a sufficient 

number of points, m + 1, are selected along the curve, then the unknown 

coefficients (A.) in Eq. (3.5) are easily determined. 
~ 

For purposes of this computer program it is assumed that the 

entire tendon profile can be adequately d~scribed by selecting a combina

tion of straight line and parabolic curves. Higher order approximations 

would require more input data. The points on each curve are provided by 

input values of "control coordinates." Curve 1 of Fig. 3.3, for example, 

is assumed to be parabolic; thus three control coordinates are required. 

The coordinates used are (NXL (1), YL (1)), (NXR (1), YR (1)), and (XM(l), 

YM(l». The first two coordinates locate the end points of the particular 

curve. These are provided for both parabolic and straight line curves. 

The third point represents some interior point on the curve under consid

eration. Its selection should be made carefully so that a reasonable 

parabola, approximating the tendon, results. The control coordinates are 

measured in the element coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Each 

distinct curve (Curve 1) begins (station 1) and ends (station 4) at a 

station rather than between stations. 

It is quite important to the accuracy of the analysis that the 

input control coordinates be carefully checked by the user. 
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Fig. 3.3. Typical tendon profile. 
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3.3.4 Tendon Force Function and Friction Loss. In post-tensioned 

construction there are numerous sources of loss of prestress force, such as: 

(1) Deformation and seating of the anchorage hardware upon transfer 
of the prestress force from the jack to the anchorage. 

(2) Creep and shrinkage of the concrete. 

(3) Stress relaxation of the steel. 

(4) Friction between the tendon and the tendon duct material. 

Due to the variety of anchorage hardware, it is impractical to 

attempt a rigorous analytical approach to compute anchorage take-up losses. 

Creep and shrinkage of concrete and stress relaxation in the tendons each 

present formidable analytical problems for all but the simplest cases. Due 

to the general complexity of these phenomena, and to the fact that they 

are functions of many variables, precise analytical evaluation of prestress 

losses due to creep, shrinkage, and stress relaxation is seldom undertaken. 

Creep and shrinkage losses depend heavily on the age and curing histories 

of the structure. These losses are much less severe in reasonably mature 

precast sections, especially in comparison with expected values when 

cast-in-place segmental construction is used. The most typical approach, 

. h d' d 1,27. d d f h . k as W1t present eS1gn co es, 1S to e uct some precentage 0 t e Jac 

force or some fixed value of strain (stress), or a combination of both to 

account for these losses. 

SIMPLA2 accepts all prestressing information in terms of force 

rather than stress, and the only occasion on which the program deals with 

tendon stress is for output. "Temporary maximum jacking force" is the 

maximum force to which the tendon is initially jacked when a temporary 

overstress and release-back approach is used for overcoming friction 

losses. "Jacking force" is the force being exerted by the jack just 

prior to transfer of prestress. "Initial prestress" is the jacking force 

less the force loss due to seating and deformation of the anchorage hard

ware. "Effective prestress force" or "prestress force" will generally 

vary along the tendon and is defined as the initial prestress less friction 

losses. 
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SIMPLA2 input deals only with the temporary maximum jacking force 

and initial prestress force. The program makes no allowance for losses 

due to shrinkage and creep. Consequently, losses of prestress force due 

to anchorage deformation and seating, shrinkag~ and creep effects must be 

estimated or otherwise accounted for by the user. 

Friction loss is a function of several well-defined variables and 

can be evaluated analytically from generally applicable equations. 

Figure 3.4(a) illustrates a typical tendon located in one plate element 

of the cross section and spanning through segments K and K+l. Figure 3.4(b) 

shows the free body diagram of an increment of this tendon which spans 

the interval a < x < b. The forces shown acting upon this increment are 

the effective prestress force at each end, F(a) and F(b), radial force per 

unit length, p, and the friction force per unit length, dF. From 

elementary mechanics: 

dF/ds = (fl)(P) 

where fl is the coefficient of friction. Substituting Eq. (3.3) into 

Eq. (3.6) yields 

Substituting (R) (de) for ds in Eq. (3.7) leads to: 

dF/F (1.1) (de) 

Integrating both sides of Eq. (3.8) from a to b gives 

F(b) = [F(a)] [e:\!69] 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where e is the base of natural logarithms, and the sign of the exponent 

depends upon the relative magnitudes of F(a) and F(b). The total friction 

loss Over a tendon length is generally considered in two parts--that due 

to tendon drape and that due to deviations from the intended tendon plane 

(wobble). In order to account for both effects, Eq. (3.9) may be written 

as 
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(b) Tendon in interval a < x < b 

Fig. 3.4 Typical tendon. 



where \ is the wobble coefficient and s is the tendon length over the 

interval. 
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(3.10) 

Equation (3.10) is a continuous function for effective prestress 

force which takes into account the variation of F and variation of p 

throughout the interval. However, if F can be assumed constant over the 

interval, an approximate form of Eq. (3.10) may be derived to facilitate 

computer calculation. Assuming F is constant throughout the interval and 

equal to F(a), Eq. (3.8) can be rewritten as: 

dF = [F(a)J(~)(d9) (3.11) 

Integration over the interval yields: 

F(b) = F(a) [1 ± (u)(69)] (3.lla) 

and generalizing the equation to include the effects of wobble yields, 

F(b) = F(a) rl ± (U)(69) ± (\)(s)] (3.llb) 

th Extending the interval to include the entire K segment (Fig. 3.4(a)), 

the above equation can be written: 

F(K+l) = F(K) [1 ± (~)(68) ± (\)(6X)] (3.12 ) 

where F(K+l) and F(K) are effective prestress values at stations K+l and 

K, 68 is the change in the tendon tangent angle between stations K and 

K+l, and 6X is the horizontal projection of the tendon length between K 

and K+l. 

Equation (3.12) is a close approximation of Eq. (3.10) if the 

friction 1,oss over the interval is "small." According to several authori

ties,1,26,27 Eq. (3.12) yields accurate results if F(a) and F(b) do not 

differ by more than approximately 15 percent. SIMPLA2 employs Eq. (3.12) 

to calculate effective prestress force at each station. For all problems 
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solved to date, the use of Eq. (3.12) rather than Eq. (3.10) has seemed 

justified since the tendon is broken into a number of short segments. 

Numerous techniques may be used to reduce friction loss. One 

sure technique is to overtension the tendon to a temporary maximum jacking 

force, and then release back to a specified force, reversing the direction 

of the friction force. A second approach is to stress the tendon from 

both ends simultaneously. An even more effective method is to combine 

these two methods. The variation of effective prestress force over the 

tendon length depends upon the stressing option selected. Figure 3.5 

illustrates, qualitatively, the variation of effective prestress force 

for the stressing options mentioned above. 

SIMPLA2 is capable of modeling all stressing options shown, with 

the exception of the repeated jacking and release-back method. The tendon 

stressing option to be modeled is completely described by one input param

eter identifying the live end of the tendon (KEEP), and two force values-

the temporary maximum jacking force (PIP) and the initial jacking force 

(PIPP). 

The friction coefficients and stressing option are both known input 

quantities and the tendon geometry is input for the particular tendon. 

Calculation of effective prestress force at any station along the tendon 

is accomplished by use of Eq. (3.12). 

3.3.5 Calculation of Equivalent Loads. Post-tensioning induces 

two types of forces on the structure--radial pressures and anchorage 

forces--both of which depend on the geometry of the tendon profile and 

effective prestress force. With continuous functions representing tendon 

eccentricity and effective prestress force for each tendon, the radial 

pressures and anchorage force vectors are easily computed in force components 

compatible with those used in the finite segment method. 

Equivalent Joint Loads - The PJP Array 

A prestressed box girder structure is illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a). 

The structure is prestressed with two draped tendons (one per web) anchored 
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Fig. 3.6. Equivalent loads. 
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in the same web plate elements containing them. Figure 3.6(b) shows the 

free body diagram of segment K of one tendon in the plane of the plate 

element containing it. The effective prestress forces, F(K) and F(K+l), 

and the tendon slopes, S(K) and S(K+l), are evaluated by Eq. (3.12) and 

derivatives of the tendon layout polynomial, respectively. Considering 

the equilibrium of the tendon segment in the element y-direction: 

K+l 

J (p)(cos A)(ds) 

K 

F(K) sin S(K) - F(K+l) sin S(K+l) (3.13) 

The vertical components of the radial pressure, (p)(cos S), act along the 

axis of the tendon, as shown in Fig. 3.6(c), and are distributed over the 

segment length as cos e. The mathematical model adopted for the analysis 

requires that applied forces act on the joints (edges of the elements) 

and be uniformly distributed over the segment length. Obviously, an 

approximation is required. The equivalent force applied to the structure 

is calculated by 

PV = [FV(K) - FV(K+l)]/ rX(K+l) - X(K)] (3.14) 

and is applied at the I-edge of the element, as shown in Fig. 3.6(c). 

The approximations introduced to the assumed uniform distribution over the 

element length are probably insignificant, since generally S(K) and S(K+l) 

do not differ considerably. Since, in this study, the macroscopic response 

of the structure is of primary concern, the effects of changing the point 

of application of the radial force components are negligible. For the 

same reason, the horizontal components of the radial forces are neglected 

in deriving the equivalent force system. The positive direction of PV is 

the positive y-direction of the element containing the tendon. Since PV 

is in the plane of the element and applied at the I-edge of the element, 

the equation used to transform the element edge forces into joint forces 

may be used to transform PV into an equivalent joint load. The complete 

transformation is represented symbolically as: 
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S. All A12 
T S 

""1 ""'S 

(3.15) 
S. A21 A22 S 
""'J ..... m 

For transformation of PV, Eq. (3.15) may be condensed to: 

Shi 0 

S 
vi 

[A12] T 

0 

SSi PV 
(3.16) 

-
S si 0 

This transformation results in a horizontal and vertical joint force 

acting at Joint I, representing the contribution of the single tendon 

under consideration to the complete equivalent joint load vector for 

segment K. The components may then be summed into a complete equivalent 

joint load vector which contains force contribution from all tendons in 

segment K. Treating all tendons in segment K in the same manner, the 

complete equivalent joint load vector is written as: 

PJP (K) 
,.J 

(3.17) 

~n 
where the subvectors ~i are of the form 

(3.18) 

The summation indicates that the contributions from all tendons in the 

segment K, at the stage under consideration, to the equivalent joint load 
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vector at Joint I have been summed. An equivalent joint load vector is 

formed for each segment in the structure; therefore, the complete equiva

lent jOint load array at each stage is of the form: 

[PJP] = [PJP(l) 
~ 

PJP(2) ,., PJP(K) 
~ 

o 0 0] 
~~~ 

(3.19) 

for a structure with n joints and K segments. Equation (3.19) implies 

that the array of equivalent joint load vectors, [PJP], is of dimension 

(2nxSO). It should also be noted that the equivalent joint load vectors 

are now in a convenient form to be summed with the applied joint loads. 

The Anchorage Force Vector - The PBAR Array 

Each tendon imposes two anchorage force vectors onto the structure: 

one at the left (IXT), and one at the right (JXT) terminal station of the 

particular tendon. The vector imposed at the left terminal station, P , 
~o 

is given by Eq. (3.4a) and that imposed at the right terminal station, P , 
~e 

is given by Eq. (3.4b). For the general case of a structure consisting of 

q elements, both to and ~e are composed of q subvectors, each subvector 

being given by Eqs. (3.4a) Qr (3.4b). The general form of the anchorage 

force vector for a structure with q elements containing tendons in elements 

i and j only is: 

P 
~ 

o 

o 

-P. 
~1 

-P. 
~J 

o 

(3.20) 
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where the vector dimension is (3qxl). Each anchorage station has 

associated with it a complete anchorage force vector as given by Eq. (3.20), 

or each ,E, is associated with a particular station, either IXT or JXT. 

It is assumed that all tendons stressed during a single stage of 

construction have the same terminal stations; therefore, P and P con-
.-Jo .-ve 

tain the contributions of all tendons stressed at that stage to the complete 

anchorage force vectors which are associated with the terminal stations 

for that stage. As 1 is computed, it is summed into the PBAR array. PBAR 

is an array composed of a ~ for each station in the structure, and is of 

the general form: 

PBAR = [~l ~ ..... ~K+l] (3.21) 

The subscripts indicate the station number at which the ~ is applied. The 

summation indicates that the ~ associated with a particular station for 

the stage under consideration is summed withL applied at the station from 

all previous stages. PBAR is therefore an array containing all P acting 
--' 

on the structure at any stage and is updated with each subsequent tendon 

stressing. The column location of each vector indicates the station at 

which it is to be applied. Figure 3.7 illustrates segments K-l and K of 

a one-plate element structure with ~ acting at station K. The force com

ponents of the state vector just to the left of the station are: 

~ 
M 

£ 
Q EK (3.22) 

N 
k 

and those just to the right: 

M 
r 

r 
Q p (3.23) 

""K 
N 

k 
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The anchorage force vector illustrated is given by 

M Y(K)cosS(K) 

Q = -F(K) sinS(K) 

N cosS(K) 

since K is shown as the right terminal station for the tendon. All 

quantities are positive as shown. For equilibrium of the station: 

r 
p 
~K 

+ p 
~ 

K 

and for compatibility of displacements across the station: 

d 
---K 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

where the subvector .~ is the displacement component of the state vector 

for station K. Therefore, to take account of the anchorage force vector 

applied at station K, the state vector applied to segment K must be 

modified by the following equation: 

+ (3.27) 

To account for ~ in the general case, each element of the cross section is 

considered independentlY and the subvector associated with the particular 

element is added into the complete state vector using Eq. (3.27). 

0 
~ 

!l 
0 
,v 

Zr Z 
£' 

12 
(3.28) + ,., ,., 

K K 

o 

p 
~q 
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The P1P and PBAR arrays completely describe the equivalent loading 

from the tendons stressed at the stage under consideration and all pre

vious stages. For every subsequent tendon stressed, both arrays are 

modified to account for the additional equivalent loads. 

3.4 Analytical Treatment of Stage 
Construction 

3.4.1 Basic Approach. The capability of SIMPLA2 to analyze the 

structure for each stage of construction depends entirely on modifications 

made to the various force vectors, and boundary condition and support 

arrays. Once these modifications are made, the structure is completely 

analyzed once again. Since the basic analysis procedure deals with each 

segment independently in turn, accounting for segments added to the struc

ture is simply a matter of specifying the number of segments added and 

their length. It may be concluded that the analysis of a structure which 

is constructed in L stages amounts to L separate analyses with the input 

data required for the Kth stage being deduced from that for the (K-l)th 

stage, using a minimum amount of additional user-generated input data. 

The approach outlined above depends for its validity on several 

assumptions. With reference to Fig. 3.8, it is obvious that stressing 

tendon number 2 during the second stage of construction will cause the 

effective prestress force at all points along tendon number 1 to vary 

from the values calculated by Eq. (3.12). The variation in effective pre

stress force causes variation in the equivalent load vectors. The assump

tion is made that this change in equivalent load will be of secondary 

importance to the structural analysis and no account is made for this 

change. In order to check the validity of this assumption, SIMPLA2 is 

equipped with the capability to recompute tendon stresses for all tendons 

at any stage of construction. Further attention will be given this matter 

in the discussion accompanying the example problems in Chapter 4. The 

analysis performed at each stage assumes the structure to be completely 

continuous. However, in fact, the stations located at the most recently 

placed epoxy joints mark sections at which complete structural continuity 
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does not exist until the jointing material develops its design strength. 

The assumption of complete structural continuity may be justified by 

several practical considerations. It has been recommended that structures 

of this type be designed under a "no tension" criterion,6 meaning that 

no longitudinal tensile stresses be allowed at any section of the struc

ture at any stage of erection. A des~gn allowing longitudinal tensile 

stresses at some locations in the structure would be obviously unaccept

able if the "wet" joint were required to caLry tensile stresses. In some 

designs (as Example 3 of the following chapter), where prestressing would 

induce temporary tensile stresses at a wet joint, temporary tensile 

fasteners may be provided to accommodate these stresses while the epoxy 

sets. With these considerations in mind, it is assumed that only shear 

and direct compressive stresses need be transmitted across the joint. 

The physical discontinuity in the structure will have no effect on the 

transmission of compressive stresses across the joint. In the type 

problems of primary concern in this study (Example 3 of the following 

chapter) the most significant shear forces are carried across the joint 

by web elements which are generally provided with shear keys. In many 

cases the flange elements are also provided with shear keys for alignment 

purposes. In view of these considerations, it is assumed that the element 

shear forces will be transmitted across the joint as if the structure were 

completely continuous, and thus, that the analysis of a continuous struc

ture leads to results which are accurate in a macroscopic sense. 

3.4.2 Stage Control Data and Code Words. The basis of the 

staging capability of SIMPLA2 is the modification of the various force and 

boundary condition arrays. These modifications are in turn governed by 

the input "stage control data" and "stage code words." The stage control 

data describe the number of segments added to the structure at the left 

and right ends (NSAL and NR, respectively), the number of tendons stressed 

at this stage (NCBA), and the terminal stations (NXTL and NXTR) for the 

tendons stressed. It is assumed that all tendons stressed at one stage 

have the same terminal stations. Therefore, at any stage of construction, 

any number of tendons (up to a maximum of six) may be stressed, and each 
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of these tendons may have an arbitrary profile. It is required, however, 

that each of the tendons be anchored at the same stations along the girder 

in order to be considered in one stage. The parameter NSAL is used not 

only to determine the total number of segments to be considered at this 

stage, but also to relocate the origin of the structure and relocate all 

force vectors within the force arrays. NSAL and NR determine the total 

number of segments in the structure at the particular stage; either or 

both of these parameters may be zero. The parameters NCBA, NXTL, and NXTR 

are associated with all tendons stressed at the particular stage. NCBA 

may be zero, in which case the NXTL and NXTR parameters are undefined, 

and NSAL and NR must be zero. NXTL and NXTR locate the columns of PBAR 

into which the anchorage vectors for this stage will be summed, and also 

the columns of the PJP array which will receive force contributions from 

the tendons stressed at this stage. Stations and segments are renumbered 

at each stage (except when NSAL = 0). Input and output at each stage are 

referred to the station and segment numbering scheme for the particular 

stage. 

Stage code words, KODJA, KODBC, and KODSPT indicate how the 

problem has changed with respect to applied joint actions, boundary condi

tions, and support restraint conditions from the previous stage of construc

tion. KREF identifies the last stage of cantilever construction; the 

significance of identifying this stage will become apparent in the following. 

Specific information concerning appropriate numerical values of these 

data is found in Appendix B. 

3.4.3 From Cantilevered to Continuous Structures. By virtue of 

the very nature of cantilever segmental construction, the structural system 

under analysis will at some point change from two separate cantilevered 

systems to one continuous system. It is not unlikely that this transition 

may occur as an intermediate stage of the complete construction, as in 

Example 3 in the following chapter. Prior to closure SIMPLA2 deals with 

one cantilever of the completed structure. The effects of all actions on 

the structure following closure must be determined from an analysis of the 

continuous structure; however, portions of the continuous structure (all 
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segments except the closure segment) are experiencing "locked in" stresses 

and displacements. Therefore, to obtain a complete solution for any stage 

following achievement of continuity requires additional consideration. 

The approach taken by SIMPLA2 is to consider the complete solution, at 

any stage after continuity, as the superposition of two component solu

tions, the "reference solution" and the "continuous solution." 

Figure 3.9(a) illustrates the situation at the time the two inde

penden~ cantilever systems have been constructed to their full extension, 

and all preparations for placing the closure segment have been made. 

Stresses and displacements in the cantilevers result from dead load, live 

load applied at this stage, and prestressing applied at this and all 

previous stages. These stresses and displacements are those referred to 

earlier as being "locked in," and constitute the reference condition for 

the continuous structure. Henceforth these stresses and displacements 

will be designated "the reference solution" and this stage (the stage 

just prior to closure) will be termed "the reference stage." Figure 3.9(d) 

illustrates placing the closure strip and tensioning the first of the con

tinuity tendons. The stresses and displacements induced by this tendon 

must be determined from the analysis of the continuous structure 

rFig. 3.9(c)], i.e., the "continuous solution." The figure implies that 

only the action of the first closure tendon and the dead weight of the 

closure segment are considered in arriving at the continuous solution. 

Alternatively stated, at every stage after achieving continuity, only the 

effects of changes in action (from the reference condition actions) are 

considered, and these changes are applied to the continuous structure 

rFig. 3.9(c)]. Under these circumstances, the continuous solution will 

determine changes in the reference solution due only to those actions 

applied to the structure after continuity is achieved. The complete solu

tion for any segment (with the exception of the closure segment) is the 

superposition of the reference and continuous solutions. 

There are two approaches which can be taken in the program for 

analysis of the structure during the closure phase. The first is to con

sider the complete problem as three separate problems. The first problem 
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considers the stage construction of the left cantilever [Fig. 3.9(a)], 

the last stage being the reference stage for the left cantilever. The 

second problem treats the right cantilever [Fig. 3.9(b)] in an identical 

fashion, resulting in the reference solution for the right cantilever. 

The third problem deals with the complete continuous structure [Fig. 3.9(c)] 

and the actions applied during the closure phase of construction in their 

proper sequence. Once the three solutions are in hand, the complete solu

tion for either cantilevered portion at every stage is readily obtained 

by superposition of the appropriate solutions. Since SIMPLA2 has no pro

vision for obtaining two reference solutions in a single run, the super

position has to be done external to the computer in this case. A second 

disadvantage with this approach is that variations of effective prestress 

force in tendons stressed during the cantilevering phase of construction, 

due to actions applied after continuity is attained, cannot be determined 

automatically. This method may be used to advantage to determine the 

best sequence in which to apply the various forces (prestress) and dis

placements which are applied during the closure phase of construction. 

These actions may be applied to the continuous structure individually to 

determine the influence of each, then superimposed in various sequences to 

arrive at the most desirable. 

The alternative utilizes the capability of SIMPLA2 to perform a 

complete analysis in one continuous run, superimposing reference and con

tinuous solutions automatically at all stages of closure. The closure 

stages are considered as additional stages in the segmental construction 

of the cantilevers. Analysis at each closure stage provides changes in 

the reference solution for the cantilever due to the actions associated 

with the particular stage of closure. These changes are then automatically 

superimposed on the reference solution to yield the final solution for the 

cantilevered portion of the continuous structure. The procedure is to 

first arrive at the reference solution for the particular cantilever being 

considered by a straightforward use of SIMPLA2. Assuming the third stage 

of construction is the reference stage for the structure illustrated in 

Fig. 3.8, this would require an analysis of the structure at stages 1, 2, 
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and 3 [Figs. 3.8(a), (b), and (c), respectively]. Since the fourth stage 

of construction involves making the two cantilev~red systems one continuous 

structure rFig. 3.9(d)], the description of the mathematical model must 

change from that of Fig. 3.8(c) to that of Fig. 3.9(c). The user speci

fies the continuous structural configuration by the stage control data; 

the closure segment plus the entire right cantilever system are considered 

as segments added at the right of the cantilever in Fig. 3.8(c). Since 

the continuous solution is to reflect only changes due to actions applied 

after continuity is achieved, the various force vectors which are held 

common from stage to stage must be modified. This is accomplished auto

matically by the program before analysis of the continuous structure is 

begun. All force vectors (PBAR, PJP, and AJP) are initialized and pro

gressive assembly of the various force arrays begins over again with the 

analysis of the continuous structure for the first stage of closure. 

Both the applied joint actions array, AJP, and the associated indicator 

array, LIND, are initialized. Applied joint actions, therefore, must be 

completely respecified at the first stage of closure. Once the descrip

tion of the structure and the force arrays have been modified, as dis

cussed above, the continuous structure is analyzed and results pertinent 

to those segments comprising the left cantilever portion of the complete 

structure [Fig. 3.8(c)] are superimposed with the reference solution. 

SIMPLA2 is capable of modeling the segmental construction of only one 

cantilever at a time. Therefore, unless advantage can be taken of 

symmetry, analysis of the complete structure requires two separate runs 

of the program. 

Adopting the latter approach for analysis of the closure stages 

has several advantages over the former method. The primary advantage is 

that superposition of solutions is accomplished automatically. Since in 

this case analysis is performed for all stages including closure in one 

continuous run, variations of effective prestress force in all previously 

stressed tendons may be obtained automatically at any stage of construction. 
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Example Problems 1 and 3 in the following chapter employ the 

latter approach for analysis during closure. Discussion accompanying 

Example Problem 1 offers further comments and explanation on the technique. 

3.4.4 Effective Prestress Force. Initial effective prestress 

force at all tendon nodal points of a given tendon is determined by 

Eq. (3.12) at the time the tendon is stressed. As segmental construc

tion proceeds and the girder is strained under the action of further 

loads and prestress, effective prestress forces in the tendon will vary 

from values computed by Eq. (3.12). Referring to Fig. 3.8, it may be 

seen that at stage 2 as tendon number 2 is stressed and the additional 

loads are applied to the structure, the strained confjguration of seg

ments 2, 3, and 4 change from that existing at stage 1. It is assumed 

that after initial stressing tendons are bonded and there exists strain 

compatibility between the structure and tendon; therefore, strains in 

tendon number 1 will also vary. It may be seen also that at every subse

quent stage strains in tendon number 1 are again altered. 

SIMPLA2 has the capability to compute at any stage actual tendon 

stresses in all tendons stressed at previous stages. The calculation is 

dependent upon the assumption that strain compatibility exists after 

initial stressing of the tendon; that is, the tendon is grouted immedi

ately after stressing. Element edge normal stresses, SX(I) and SX(J), 

are computed as a matter of routine in the analysis rFig. 3.l0(b)]. Tendon 

nodal point coordinates, Y, are computed. This information, coupled with 

the assumption of linear strain variation across the element width, is 

sufficient to calculate element normal strain, EL(K), at the location of 

the Kth tendon nodal point, at any stage L, by the relation: 

( 
= SX(I) - SX(J) (Y) + SX(I) + SX(J) 

EL K) dE 2E (3.29) 

where d is the width and E the modulus of elasticity of the element con

taining the particular tendon. This calculation is performed at each 

stage for all nodal points of all tendons stressed at this stage. These 

strain values are the initial nodal point strains, ( (K), in the structure 
o 

at the Kth tendon nodal point. To calculate tendon stress for these 
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tendons at any future stage, L, only requires calculation of new strain 

values, EL(K), at the location of tendon nodal points by Eq. (3.29). 

Since strain compatibility exists between tendon and structure, tendon 

stress St' at any nodal point K, is simply (see Fig. 3.10): 

St(K) = E .(K)E + E rEL(K) - E (K)] 
S1 s s- 0 

where E .(K) is the initial tendon strain given by 
S1 

(3.30) 

E .(K) = F(K)/A E (3.31) 
S1 s s 

and F(K) is calculated by Eq. (3.12). The user specifies those stages at 

which this calculation is to be performed. When the calculation is called 

for, revised tendon stresses for all tendons stressed prior to this stage 

are computed. This calculation requires retrieving initial nodal point 

strain values, tendon coordinates, and initial tendon forces from 

auxiliary storage units, and thus this operation can become quite 

time-consuming. 

3.5 Program Limitations 

Any analytical technique of structural analysis is limited by the 

assumptions made in arriving atthe mathematical model. Throughout Chap

ters 2 and 3, the assumptions made to arrive at the finite segment and 

prestressing tendon models were discussed and will not be repeated. The 

user should be aware of them and recognize the associated limitations. 

SIMPLA2 has been written with a specific class of problems in 

mind (see Example Problem 3 in the following chapter). Array dimensions 

are established to render the program capable of handling a reasonably 

large problem of this category. With the presently specified array dimen

sions, the CDC 6600 version of SIMPLA2 requires approximately 130000 

storage locations to compile and execute. Limitations on the input 

variables are: 
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(1) Maximum numbers of elements and joints are 15 and 16, respectively. 

(2) Maximum number of plate types is 15. 

(3) The longitudinal span may be divided into a maximum of 50 segments. 

(4) A maximum of 4 interior supports may occur along the longitudinal span. 

(5) A maximum of 10 segments may be added to either or both ends of the 
structure at each stage. 

(6) The maximum number of stages in the erection sequence is 25. 

(7) The maximum number of tendons stressed in one stage is 6. 

(8) The total number of tendons must not exceed 25. 

(9) The difference in joint numbers of the two joints connecting ore element 
must not exceed 4. 

(10) 

(11) 

The number and locations of stopovers is arbitrary and the minimum 
number required for accuracy depends on the size of the structure. For 
a suitable choice some experience is required. The number of stopovers 
used should be minimized, since at each stopover a number of extra 
calculations are required. 

The numerical difficulties encountered with the finite segment method 
are due to round-off error. L08 states that using an IBM 7090/7094 
system (9 digit word length), the use of double precision calculation 
was necessary for accurate results. The IBM system 360 version was 
converted to a double precision calculation throughout and indicates a 
comparable degree of accuracy to the CDC 6600 version. It has been the 
authors' experience with a CDC 6600 system (15 digit word length) that 
for problems approaching the dimension limits above and similar to 
Example Problem 3 in Chapter 4 accurate results were obtained without 
the use of double precision calculation. 

(12) SIMPLA2 is equipped with very few automatic error checks; therefore, 
the user should prepare and check all input data carefully. 

3.6 Program Extensions 

Subsequent to completion of Project 3-5-69-121, the Texas Highway 

Department began the preliminary design of a much larger bridge than the 

one presented in Example Problem 3 in the following chapter. In the analysis 

of that bridge, limitations (6) and (8) as given in Sec. 3.5 were exceeded. 

The program was redimensioned to increase the maximum number of stages to 

75 and the total number of tendons to 100. 

The increased number of stages made it overly inefficient to always 

run the program from the start of all construction when effects of a specific 

action late in the construction sequence had to be examined. In reprogram

ming a restart capability was added, so that results of intermediate stages 
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were able to be saved on permanent file. In that way the problem could 

be run to a certain stage, output examined, new input developed, and then 

the analysis restarted at the last stage and with the conditions previously 

analyzed. This greatly expedites analysis of large structures where results 

of intermediate stages must be known to decide construction operation 

values in later stages. 

During the analysis of the larger structure, at a point where the 

number of unknown joint-segment displacements being solved was approxi

mately triple the maximum number in Example Problem 3, numerical accuracy 

problems were encountered using CDC 6400/6600 single precision arithmetic. 

The program was converted to double precision and the numerical accuracy 

problems did not reappear, even though the final stages involved about 

five times the maximum number of unknowns of Example Problem 3. 

The CDC 6400/6600 version of this revised program SIMPLDP requires 

approximately 65,000 storage locations to compile using compiler MNF 

and 175,000 storage locations to execute. 



C HAP T E R 4 

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the results of three example problems are 

presented. The first example illustrates for a rectangular cross section 

the input data required for segmentally constructed, post-tensioned 

girders to show data coding for stage construction. 

The second example gives a comparison of results obtained by the 

programmed finite segment method with those obtained by the more exact 

folded plate method to assess the accuracy of the mathematical model of 

the composite structural system. This example demonstrates several 

characteristics of the SIMPLA2 program without the complications of 

stage construction. 

The final example shows the capability of SIMPLA2 to analyze a 

major segmental box girder structure. The example structure is the 

Texas Highway Department's three-span box girder structure over the 

Intracoastal Canal in Corpus Christi, Texas. This bridge was the first 

of this type constructed in the United States. 

4.2 Example Problem 1 - Stage Construction 
of a Rectangular Girder 

The purpose of this example is to show the specification of input 

data and interpretation of the printed output. A listing of the complete 

input data and partial output for this problem is given in Appendix C. 

This example was selected to demonstrate the input required for segmentally 

constructed post-tensioned structures, without the additional complications 

of a complex multi-element cross section. 

The completed structure (Fig. 4.2) is a three-span continuous 

rectangular beam composed of two individual precast segmentally constructed 

65 
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cantilevered systems, made continuous by a cast-in-place closure segment 

and post-tensioning. The structural configuration to be analyzed at 

each stage is shown in Fig. 4.1. The sequence of construction is as 

follows: 

(1) In the first stage the anchor span is placed and post-tensioned 

as in Fig. 4.l(a). 

(2) In the second stage the cantilever arm is positioned as in 

Fig. 4.l(c), an epoxy joint is prepared at Station 8, and the 

cantilever arm is post-tensioned to the anchor span. The closure 

segment is then cast-in-place. The weight of the cast-in-place 

closure segment is represented by a 1.125 kip load, as shown in 

Fig. 4.l(c). Addition of the cantilever arm and placement of the 

closure segment would actually be accomplished in two stages; 

however, for purposes of this example these events are considered 

to occur in one stage. 

(3) In the third stage the closure tendon is stressed, as shown in 

Fig. 4.1(d). 

(4) In the fourth stage the completed girder is analyzed for a 

uniform live load of 0.30 kip per ft. 

The closure tendon is designed to prevent tensile stresses in the 

closure segment and segments adjacent to the interior support under live 

load. The coefficient of friction and wobble coefficient have been 

assumed to be zero. 

4.2.1 Input Data. The main purpose of this example is to clarify 

the method of inputting data for stage construction. A detailed explana

tion of the data coding for Example Problem 1 is given to show the applica

tion of SIMPLA2 in this case. The card titles and card numbers referred to 

are the titles and numbers assigned in the SIMPLA2 program input guide in 

Appendix B. A listing of the actual data cards for Example 1 is given in 

Appendix C.l. The card sequence number and type ismentified in the left

hand margin of this appendix so that the ordering of the deck and the 

classification of the card can be easily seen. In inputting data, all 



physical quantities must be input in consistent dimensions. In this 

example force is input in KIPS and distance in FT. Hence, distributed 

loads are input in KIPS/FT and stresses are in KIPS/SF. Dead load is 

split evenly between the two joints of a plate element. 
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As can be seen in the SIMPLA2 Data Input flow charts in Figs. B.3, 

the data input for the initial stage differs slightly than for subsequent 

stages. The input consists of 101 cards. Sequence and remarks for each 

card are given in Table C.2. 

The input data required to specify the cross-sectional configura

tion and elastic properties (cards 2 and 3), the plate element connectivity 

(card 4), and tendon constants (card 5) is straightforward. At the initial 

stage each segment requires an INITIAL SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD, l2(A), since 

none of the segments has been considered previously. An interior support 

is called for at station 8; i.e., ISTOP(7)=-1, since this station will 

locate an interior support at every subsequent stage. However, an 

INTERIOR SUPPORT/DIAPHRAGM RESTRAINT CONDITIONS CARD, 14, will not be 

provided at this stage, since station 8 also locates the end boundary of 

the structure (see Appendix B.2, card l2(B), Remarks 6 and 7). An END 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS CARD, 15, is required at this stage. 

At the second stage the configuration is altered by the addition 

of six mathematical segments at the right end of the structure and the 

addition of one tendon spanning from station 1 to station 14, as illus

trated in Fig. 4.l(c). None of the joint actions acting on that portion 

of the structure comprising the initial stage structure (segments 1-7) are 

altered; therefore, KODJA = O. The boundary conditions have obviously 

been altered, since the end boundary at the initial stage was restrained 

in the vertical direction, but the end boundary at the second stage is 

completely free and subject to a shear force representing the dead load 

of the closure segment. Therefore, KODBC = 1. It will be necessary to 

respecify boundary conditions for both boundaries. The interior support 

restraint conditions are thought of as being changed, since at the initial 

stage there are no interior support restraints specified for station 8, 

whereas at the second stage support restraints must be specified. The 
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support code, KODSPT, is therefore 1. Since the joint actions applied 

to those segments comprising the anchor span are unaltered (KODJA = 0), 

only the INITIAL SEGMENT ACTION CARDS, l2(A), are required for segments 

8-14. The segment progression routine requires that the structure always 

be specified from extreme left to right, beginning with the origin 

boundary conditions. Each segment is considered in turn, as described 

in Chapter 2. It becomes evident why, after tendon data are specified, 

the structure is specified beginning with the origin in card 33, skipping 

segment cards for segments 1-7, since they remain unchanged from the previous 

stage, specifying the new interior support at station 8, with a type 14 

card in card 34, and continuing with new segment and end boundary cards. 

The second stage is the final stage at which the effects of additional 

actions will be determined from consideration of a cantilevered system 

(the reference stage); thus, KREF = 1. 

The third stage is the stage at which continuity is achieved and 

is the first (and last) stage of closure. The structure to be analyzed 

has the longitudinal configuration illustrated in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2--the 

STAGE CONTROL DATA are specified accordingly. The sole purpose of modeling 

the complete right portion of the structure (segments 14-27) is to provide 

the proper boundary conditions for the left portion (segments 1-13) which 

is under analysis. For this particular example (longitudinally symmetri

cal), the correct boundary condition may be specified directly quite 

simply. However, in the general case of a longitudinally and transversely 

unsymmetrical box girder, such direct specification is quite difficult. 

It is important for the user to recall that the final solution for 

this stage is the superposition of the reference stage solution and con

tinuous solution which includes effects of actions applied after continuity 

is achieved; and that the force arrays, PBAR and PJP, the joint actions 

array, AJP, and the associated indicator array, LIND, are all automati

cally initialized at this time (the first stage of closure). Therefore, 

unless otherwise specified at the first stage of closure, the continuous 

structure is analyzed for the effects of continuity prestressing only. For 

this particular problem it is appropriate for all applied joint actions 
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to be zero force quantities (the condition imposed by initializing AJP 

and LIND). Therefore, KODJA = 0, and no joint actions specification is 

necessary at this stage. The boundary conditions are changed, since the 

end of the structure becomes simply supported, and the existing interior 

support restraint conditions are unaltered; thus, KODBC = 1 and 

KODSPT = 0 for this stage. 

The completed structure is analyzed for a fixed live load of 

0.30 kips per ft. as a fourth stage. The single modification required 

is the specification of the applied load by setting KODJA = 1 and 

furnishing a MODIFIED SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD, l2(B), for each segment. 

4.2.2 Computed Results. In order to illustrate the interpreta

tion of computer output using the guide found in Appendix B.4, some of 

the significant items of the computed results for Example Problem 1 are 

discussed briefly. A partial listing of the computer output is furnished 

in Appendix C.3. 

4.2.2.1 Element Stresses. Element force resultants, as shown 

in Fig. B.4, and subsequently element edge normal stresses, SX(I) and 

SX(J), are computed for each element in every segment. The rectangular 

cross section structure in this case is represented by a single plate 

element. Therefore, the element edge stresses computed are the top 

(I or I-edge) and bottom (J or 2-edge) fiber normal stresses. The stress 

distribution across the plate element is linear according to the assump

tions of the finite segment method. 

Several sections at which it is desirable to monitor the normal 

stresses as construction proceeds are shown in Fig. 4.3. The longitudinal 

center of segment 2 (x = 15.0 ft.) is the nearest section at which results 

are computed to the point of maximum live load moment in the anchor span 

(x = 16.85 ft.). The maximum moments, both dead load and live load, occur 

at station 8, which also marks the location of the epoxy joint. The 

centerline of the main span (segment 14) is the location of maximum nega

tive moment due to stressing the closure tendon and maximum positive live 

load moment. 
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Computed stresses at each of these sections for each stage of 

construction are given in Fig. 4.3. The tendon coordinates at each of 

these sections and the tendon forces are given in the table below. 

TENDON - SEG. 2 SEG. 7 SEG. 8 SEG. 14 
FORCE (Kips) y (ft.) y (ft. ) y (ft. ) y (ft. ) 

1 - 135 -0.813 0.280 -- --

2 - 435 0.146 1.25 1.25 --

3 - 225 -- -- -- -0.850 

The secondary reactions induced by stressing the third tendon are 

1.325 kips upward at station 1 and 1.325 kips downward at station 8. With 

these data the computed normal stress values have been independently veri

fied with excellent agreement by use of the following equations: 

and; 

where; 

M - + P . Y + M 
s 

S(X) = - 0.333P + 0.667M 

P 

Y 

Gravity load moment 

Secondary moment induced by prestressing a continuous 
beam 

Tendon force 

= Tendon coordinate 

In using the output data to determine such computed quantities such 

as end reactions, care must be taken to correctly add the vertical com

ponents of tendons anchored at the origin or end to the plate transverse 

shears. For instance, in stage 1 the origin reaction is 0.45 x 30 = 

13.5 kips. Calculation of the vertical component of the force in tendon 1 

using differentiation of a parabolic curve through the given tendon profile 

indicates the vertical component to be 10.1 kips. Thus, the net shear at 

the origin is 13.5 kips - 10.1 kips, or 3.4 kips. This is the value shown 
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on the output of stage 1 for the transverse shear at the origin in element. 

If the output was used for computing reactions, the 3.4 kips and 10.1 kips 

would have to be summed. 

4.2.2.2 Joint Displacements. The four components of the joint 

displacement vector are printed for each joint in the structure at each 

stage. Only vertical components are of interest for this problem. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the displaced configuration of the structure at 

each stage of construction and under live load. The displacements of 

joints 1 and 2 are essentially the same; therefore, only those of joint 1 

are presented. It should be noted that although the stresses for seg

ment 14 (the closure segment) are given directly the joint displacements 

are not. Displacement quantities computed for the closure segment are 

the displacements (computed from a zero reference) of the continuous 

structure due to the actions applied after continuity is achieved. For 

this example the displacements computed for segment 14 at stage 3 are the 

displacements of the continuous structure, from a zero datum, due to the 

action of the continuity tendon. As described in Chapter 1, the closure 

segment is in general only a cast-in-place strip approximately 24 in. in 

length, thus the inability of the program to compute closure segment dis

placements directly is not a serious disadvantage. For this example, 

closure segment jOint displacements have been computed approximately and 

are indicated in Fig. 4.4 by the dashed curve extensions. The computation 

of these values is accomplished by using the computed end transverse 
-2 displacement at stage 2 (-5.645 x 10 ft.) as a reference datum. Super-

imposing this value with those vertical joint displacements computed for 

segment 14 at stages 3 and 4 results in the values indicated. 

It may be easily seen that the displacement diagrams shown in 

Fig. 4.4 are reasonable by considering the equivalent loadings from the 

three stages of prestressing. The equivalent loadings are sketched in 

Fig. 4.5. It should be noted that the structure is lightly prestressed 

at stage 1; therefore, the dead load is not completely balanced and 

downward displacements result. 
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(a) Equivalent loading - Stage 1 (P = l35k) 

(b) Equivalent loading - Stage 2 (P = 435k) 

:::zs:::: ,»»,,,, ~ 
I 
I 

I 
(c) Equivalent loading - Stage 3 (P = 225k) 

Fig. 4.5. Equivalent loadings. 
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4.3 Example Problem 2 

The general validity of the finite segment method has been quite 
8 19 

adequately demonstrated' and will not be discussed herein. The objective 

of this example is to demonstrate the validity of the technique used to 

model the prestressing forces on the structure in conjunction with the 

finite segment method. 

The structure selected for analysis, illustrated in Fig. 4.6, is a 

three-cell, two-span, continuous box girder. The structure is prestressed 

by four tendons, one per web, each having a profile composed of six para

bolic curves [Fig. 4.7(c)]. The cross section idealization, shown in 

Fig. 4.6(c), is composed of 14 elements and 12 joints. The structure will 

be considered under two separate loading conditions--the prestress load 

and a combination of prestress and a live load applied to joint 1, as 

shown in Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(c). 

The structure is analyzed by two techniques for each loading 

condition. A computer program entitled MUPDI, developed by Scordelis,18 

based on the folded plate method, is used for the first analysis. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, the folded plate method is considered the most 

accurate analysis presently available; therefore, the results of this 

analysis will be used as a standard for comparison. The second analysis 

is performed using the SIMPLA2 program. 

To account for the effects of prestressing in the MUPDI analysis, 

equivalent joint loads were computed as the product of the tendon curva

ture and tendon force, and applied atthe juncture of the web and top 

flange. This simplified representation should be quite accurate for this 

example, since the tendon curvatures and slopes are very small. Because 

the end slope is slight and end eccentricity is zero, the anchorage force 

from each tendon is applied as two longitudinal joint forces, each one

half the tendon force in magnitude, and applied at the web flange junc

ture. Application of the equivalent prestress forces to the structure 

using this approach required the specification of 36 individual joint 

loads. 
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. 19 Scorde11s has shown that results obtained by the finite segment 

method approach the results of more "exact" analysis techniques as the 

cross section idealization is refined; i.e., more elements are included 

in the cross section. The effect of refining the longitudinal idealiza

tion, i.e., including additional finite segments in the span, will be 

briefly examined here. To do this, the example was solved by SIMPLA2 

using two different longitudinal subdivisions of the span, shown in 

Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b), and denoted Mesh A and Mesh B. It was necessary 

to solve only one span of the structure with the SIMPLA2 program, since 

a fixed boundary condition can be modeled. The same cross section 

idealization is used for the three analyses. The modulus of elasticity 

is assumed to be 432,000 kips per sq. ft. and Poisson's ratio of 0.0 is 

used. The coefficient of friction and wobble coefficients are both 

assumed to be zero. 

4.3.1 Prestressing Load. In order to assess the accuracy of 

the method used to model prestress forces, results from the MUPDI and 

SIMPLA2 analyses are compared. The following section treats the struc

ture under the action of prestress only. 

4.3.1.1 Vertical Joint Displacements. The variation of the 

vertical joint displacement along the span is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 

for two joints of the cross section. The elastic curve for all joints 

is similar to those presented. The values of displacement computed by 

MUPDI and SIMPLA2 are given at the centers of the segments denoted 

Mesh A in Fig. 4. 7(a). 

The computed displacements compare favorably both in terms of 

magnitude and variation along the span. In all cases the displacements 

computed by SIMPLA2 are high. This indicates that the overall stiffness 

of the SIMPLA2 structural model is less than that of the more exact MUPDI 

model. The difference is on the order of 4 percent of maximum deflection. 

The transverse distribution of vertical joint displacements is 

illustrated in Fig. 4.9(a). The displacements given are for the joints 

located on the top flange at a section 27.0 ft. from the left support. 
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-3 
Displacements are plotted from a base of 15.00 x 10 ft. Again, the 

displacement comparison is favorable. The same relationship is exhibited 

between the computed values as discussed in connection with Fig. 4.8. 

4.3.1.2 Longitudinal Membrane Stress. The transverse distribution 

of longitudinal membrane force per unit length, NX, is presented in 

Fig. 4.10. Since the top and bottom flanges are of constant thickness, 

these plots also illustrate the transverse variation of longitudinal 

membrane stress, SX. The force distributions are observed at sections 

21.0 ft. and 57.0 ft. from the left support. The MUPDI analysis produces 

a continuous variation of NX across the width of the section with stress 

concentrations at the web flange juncture. The SIMPLA2 analysis is seen 

to approximate the transverse distribution of NX under the constraint 

that the distribution across each element must be linear. The comparison 

between NX distributions and magnitudes obtained by the two analyses is 

satisfactory. 

4.3.1.3 The Anchorage Force. The cross-sectional area of the 

anchor plates is generally quite small compared to the cross-sectional 

area of the member; therefore, anchorage forces are applied to the 

structure as nearly concentrated forces. Within some distance from the 

anchorage, termed the anchorage zone, the stress distribution is very non

uniform and complex. Analytical determination of the stresses within 

this zone is very complicated for even the simplest cases. Clearly this 

problem is beyond the scope of the segmental analysis program. Various 
26 

researchers have determined, both experimentally and analytically, the 

length of the anchorage zone to be approximately equal to the section 

depth for a rectangular section with the tendon anchored at the centroid. 

The objective of the following discussion is to point out the 

characteristic manner in which anchorage forces are distributed into the 

cross section by the SIMPLA2 program and to clarify the effect of the 

anchorage force on computed stresses. This effect manifests itself in 

computed stress inconsistencies at points connecting two elements. Nodal 

point computed stress inconsistencies are characteristic of finite element 

displacement formulations. In regions of gentle stress gradients, 
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incompatibilities are for practical purposes negligible and in the 

vicinity of stress concentration the element size is generally refined 
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to largely eliminate significant incompatibilities. The unique problem 

faced here lies in the fact that in the general case (as in the following 

example) there are many anchorage points to consider; thus a refinement 

of the mesh size in order to reduce computed stress inconsistencies is 

not feasible. It has been suggested that an arithmetic average (or pos

sibly a weighted average) of the inconsistent stress values will yield 
. f 1 29 sat1s actory resu ts. 

The problem is illustrated in Fig. 4.11. The I-edge of element 6 

and the I-edge of element 1 are, in fact, the same point on the cross 

section [see Fig. 4.6(c)]. However, the normal longitudinal stress 

values computed by SIMPLA2 for element 1 at joint 1, and those computed 

for element 6 at joint 1 (denoted points A and B, respectively) are 

noticeably different initially and for all practical purposes converge 

at a distance from the left end of approximately 20 ft. It should be 

noted that the anchorage zone is assumed to extend approximately 3 ft. 

from the anchorage; therefore, no stresses are given in this interval. 

The stress variations shown for the flange and web elements are charac

teristic of the SIMPLA2 program. Stress concentrations are evident at 

element edge nodal points (the longitudinal center of a segment), since 

it is at these points that transverse compatibility is enforced. The web 

and flange stress computed by SIMPLA2 are also seen to oscillate about one 

another, and about the MUPDI value in the first several segments past the 

anchorage. The disturbance caused by the anchorage force, for all prac

tical purposes, disappears in the third segment (at 15 ft. from the end) 

and the stress inconsistencies remaining are those characteristic of the 

formulation. 

Figure 4.11 also shows a plot of the weighted average of the flange 

and web stresses. The agreement between the average values and the MUPDI 

values is excellent. The same relationships between computed flange and 

web stresses is exhibited at joint 5, as shown in Fig. 4.12. In this case 

the "average" curve represents a simple arithmetic average of the three 
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computed values. The agreement between the average stress values and 

those computed by MUPDI is satisfactory. 

4.3.2 Longitudinal Mesh Variation. To show the significance of 

variations in the longitudinal mesh size, a line load is applied to the 

prestressed structure at joint 1, as shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The total 

magnitude of the load is 1.5 kips. 

4.3.2.1 Vertical Joint Displacement. Plots illustrating the 

longitudinal variation of vertical joint displacement are given in 

Fig. 4.13. A comparison of the displacement values given indicate good 

agreement between the results of the MUPDI and SIMPLA2 analyses under 

this loading condition. The effect of refining the longitudinal mesh 

may be observed by comparison of the second and third sets of displace

ments. It is seen that refining the longitudinal mesh does improve the 

computed displacement values; however, the improvement is slight. At 

all stations the displacements computed with mesh B are less than those 

computed with mesh A, reflecting the fact that with the refined mesh 

transverse compatibility is maintained at more points on the structure; 

therefore, the overall stiffness of the analytical model is increased. 

The transverse variation of vertical joint displacements under the 

combined effect of prestressing and eccentric load is illustrated in 

Fig. 4.9(b). The three sets of displacements exhibit the same relation

ship to each other as discussed in connection with Fig. 4.13. 

4.3.2.2 Transverse Moments. The longitudinal distribution of 

transverse moment at joint 1 is shown in Fig. 4.14. SIMPLA2 does not com

pute transverse moments at the end of the structure; consequently, the 

SIMPLA2 curve is terminated 57.0 ft. from the left end. Comparison of the 

three sets of values given indicates satisfactory agreement between the 

two SIMPLA2 and MUPDI analyses. The poorest correlation is obtained in 

the sensitive regions near the concentrated load and the interior diaphragm 

support, where torsional moments are largest. Comparison of the values 

obtained from the two SIMPLA2 analyses indicates that the transverse 

moments are not very sensitive to the longitudinal mesh size. Although 
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the results obtained with mesh B differ from those obtained with mesh A 

in every segment, the differences are small in all cases. It is also 

noticeable that the results obtained using mesh B are not better for all seg

ments than those obtained using mesh A. For either case, however, the 

results are satisfactory for design purposes, the maximum difference 

from the MUPDI values being 16.8 ft.-kips. 

The variations in longitudinal normal stress due to the longi

tudinal mesh refinement are insignificant and are not shown. 

4.3.3 Conclusions. This example shows the suitability of the 

composite mathematical model for the analysis of prestressed box girders. 

It is shown that the anchorage force causes significant inconsistencies 

in computed stresses; however, this effect is localized and damps out 

rapidly. For those segments near the anchorage, satisfactory stress 

values may be obtained by averaging the inconsistent values. 

4.4 Example Problem 3--The Intracoastal Canal 
Bridge, Corpus Christi, Texas 

This example deals with the analysis of a precast, prestressed 

segmentally constructed box girder bridge superstructure. The completed 

structure is a three-span, continuous, double-cell box girder. The spans 

are 100 ft., 200 ft., and 100 ft.; an elevation of the left half of the 

longitudinally symmetrical structure is shown in Fig. 4.l5(a). This 

example is from an intermediate stage in the design of the bridge. Some 

small differences exist between the example and the tendon layout as 

constructed. 

4.4.1 Construction of the Prototype. The entire bridge super

structure is precast as segments 10 ft. in length and comprising one-half 

of the complete cross section, as shown in Fig. 4.l5(b). The complete 

structure as shown in Fig. 4.l5(c) is constructed as two independent box 

girders side by side, each being one cell of the double cell completed 

box girder. In the final phases of construction the two independent box 

girders are joined transversely by a longitudinal cast-in-place strip, 

resulting in a two-cell monolithic box girder bridge. Since the sequence 
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of construction, prestressing, and loading are identical for each box 

girder, it is necessary to consider only one acting independently of the 

other for analysis during construction. 

Design details are presented in Ref. 31. Full explanations of 

the calculation procedures and reasons for various closure steps are 

given in that reference. Only enough detail is presented here to allow 

correct modeling of the construction procedure. 

Each girder is constructed as a balanced cantilever. Construc

tion proceeds from the main pier outward in both directions simultaneously 

toward the end pier and central span centerline. Site conditions are 

such that the contractor may work from the area subadjacent to the super

structure and avoid the necessity of subjecting the partially constructed 

girder to heavy construction loads. 

Construction of each girder is initiated by placing the pier 

segment rlabeled lIpS"~ in Fig. 4.15 (a) ]. A temporary moment connection 

to the pier is made by means of 3 in. diameter anchor bolts extending 

from the top flange of the girder through the diaphragms into the pier, 

as shown in Fig. 4.16. The cantilevering phase of the construction 

sequence begins by applying epoxy resin to the joint surfaces, positioning 

segments MSI and SSl, and tensioning tendon Bl (Fig. 4.17). The same pro

cedure is repeated through the placing of segments MS9 and SS9, and 

stressing tendon B9. The next step is to place the end half-segments, 

labeled MSIO and SSIO. Tendons BlO, C4 and C3 are stressed in order to 

place these segments. Tendons Cl and C2, which are designed to accommodate 

positive moment in the side span induced by further prestressing in the 

central span and by live load, are then stressed. A hydraulic jack 

(Fig. 4.15) is then brought into contact with the end segment. The func

tion of the jack at this stage is simply to restrain further vertical dis

placement of the end of the girder while stressing the A-series tendons. 

There is no jacking done at this stage. 

The cantilevering phase of construction is conducted from both 

main piers. At completion of the cantilevering, the structure is in the 

configuration of two independent cantilevered systems, each having a 
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100 ft. anchor span and a 100 ft. cantilever arm (Fig. 4.lS). The opposite 

end faces of the two central span cantilever arms are approximately 18 in. 

apart; the system is ready for longitudinal closure. A cast-in-place 

closure segment is placed and the series A tendons are stressed. In order 

to prevent tensile stresses in the top flange of the central span (due to 

stressing the A series), several intermediate operations must be performed 

while stressing. After tensioning tendon A4, the rotational restraint 

provided at the main piers (by means of the anchor bolts) is released, 

then the end reaction is increased from 31.6 kips to Sl.6 kips. The 

remaining tendons, AS and A6, are tensioned. 

The final step in the erection sequence is to adjust the eleva

tion of the end of the girder. The primary purpose of this adjustment is 

to bring the top deck of the segmental span at the ends to the correct 

elevation relative to the approach span. The criterion for the final 

adjustment employed is that the end of the segmental girder (segment SSlO) 

has zero vertical displacement; i.e., the elevation of segment SSIO 

be equal to the elevation of the pier segment. This elevation adjustment 

is accomplished by incrementing the end reaction by means of the hydraulic 

jack under the end segment. For this structure under this analysis pro

cedure the final adjustment requires increasing the end reaction for each 

box girder from Sl.6 kips to 64.8 kips. Determination of these values 

will be explained in the next section. 

4.4.2 The Analytical Model. The construction sequence outlined 

has been modeled as 22 separate construction stages for purposes of the 

SIMPLA2 analysis. A summary of the analytical stages of construction is 

given in Table 4.1. 

Transverse symmetry of each box girder with respect to both cross 

section and loading makes it possible to use one-half the box girder 

cross section for the analytical model and greatly reduces the analysis 

effort. The cross section and loading idealizations are shown in Fig. 4.18. 

Because the program is limited to dealing with prismatic plate elements, 
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TABLE 4.1. ANALYTICAL STAGES 

STAGE ACTION 

1-9 

10 

11 

12-14 

Addition of segments SSl through SS9 and MS1 through 
MS9; stress tendons B1 through B9. 

Addition of segment MS10; stress tendon B10. 

Addition of segment SS10; stress tendon C4. 

Stress remaining C series tendons in the order 
C3, C2, C1. 

15 First stage of closure. Place jack under SS10; 
stress tendon A1. 

16-18 

19 

20-21 

22 

Stress tendons A2-A4 

Release restraining nuts at main pier; increment end 
reaction by 20 kips/box to 51.6 kips/box. 

Stress tendons AS and A6. 

Adjust elevation of SS10 to relative zero. 

all plates are so idealized. The joint loads shown are equal in 

magnitude and opposite in direction to the dead load fixed end moments 

and shears for each element. The bottom flange thickness of the proto

type structure is stepped, as shown in Fig. 4.15(c). For the analysis 

the bottom flange was assumed to be 8 in. thick throughout; however, th,e 

dead load for each segment was computed based on the actual section. The 

computed bottom flange stress results have been adjusted to reflect the 

actual bottom flange thickness. 

The longitudinal idealization used in this example is shown in 

Fig. 4.17. At the stage in which the girder becomes continuous (stage 15) 

and all subsequent stages, the girder is assumed longitudinally symmetri

cal about the centerline of the central span. Taking advantage of both 

longitudinal and transverse symmetry, only one-quarter of the structure 

need be considered for analysis at stages 15 through 22. Figure 4.17 

shows that the complete analytical model is subdivided into 34 mathemati

cal segments. The longitudinal subdivision shown incorporates the least 

number of stations (therefore the least number of segments) required to 
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specify the tendon layout for this example. A more accurate symmetrical 

layout would increase accuracy. Prestressing details are given in 

Table 4.2. Several dual tendons in the actual structure have been com

bined into single equivalent tendons to simplify this example. 

TABLE 4.2. PRESTRESSING DETAILS 

1/2"lf), 270k 
Area of Maximum Initial 

Stage Tendon Strands Steel Force = Force = 
Number per 0.75f'A (k) O. 6f' A (k) 

Tendon (S.F. ) s s s s 

1 Bl 24 0.02554 744.0 595.0 

2-3 B2-B3 22 0.02340 683.0 546.0 

4-6 B4-B6 12 0.01277 372.0 298.0 

7 B7 7 0.00745 218.0 174.0 

8-10 B8-BlO 6 0.00638 186.0 149.0 

11-14 C4-Cl 6 0.00638 186.0 149.0 

15-21 Al-A6 8 0.00850 248.0 198.0 

The effects of the interior support, at the main pier, are assumed 

to be acting at the station marking the centerline of the pier. The main 

piers consist of two 8 ft. deep by 13 ft. wide rectangular sections (one 

supporting each box girder) and rise 100 ft. above the pile cap. The 

lateral and rotational stiffness of ~he pier was computed on the basis 

of an effective pier height of 130 ft. to allow for base rotation. The 

effects of the pier stiffness on the girder are modeled by assuming that 

the lateral stiffness acts as an axial elastic restraint on the bottom 

flange element and the rotational stiffness acts as a rotational elastic 

restraint on the web element at the interior support station, as shown in 

Fig. 4.19. The calculation of the lateral and rotational stiffness coeffi

cients are given in Fig. 4.20. The rotational stiffness reflects both the 

pier flexural stiffness and the flexibility of the bolt connections (see 

Ref. 33). Unless the anchor bolts are prestressed, rotations due to 

elongations of the bolts have to be computed. Moreover, since the neoprene 
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Fig. 4.19. Mathematical model of support 
condition - Example 3. 
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bearing pad between the top of the pier and the pier segment has very 

little shear stiffness, it is questionable that the superstructure will 

feel the full effect of the lateral stiffness of the pier. The rota

tional and lateral stiffness coefficients used for this analysis are 

1.48 x 106 ft.-kips per radian and 655.0 kips per ft., respectively, 

for the half-box section modeled. The pier is assumed to be axially 

rigid. The combined effects of the axial rigidity of the pier and the 

diaphragms are modeled as restraints preventing horizontal displacement 

and rotation of joints 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the segments containing the 

diaphragm. 

The boundary condition required to model longitudinal symmetry of 

the girder for stage 15, and all subsequent stages, is obtained by 

restraining all degrees of freedom at the end station (centerline of the 

central span) except the shear displacement of the web element. 

For purposes of analysis it is assumed that the compressive 

strength of superstructure concrete is 6000 psi and the ultimate strength 

of the prestressing steel is 270 ksi. When the duct material is metal 

sheathing and tendons are made up of wire cables, it has been suggested 

that the coefficient of friction may vary between 0.15 and 0.35, and the 

wobble constant may be from 0.0005 to 0.0030. 1 Since tendon ducts can be 

placed with a higher degree of quality control, a lower wobble constant 

was assumed for this analysis. Values used for friction and wobble con

stants were 0.25 and 0.0002, respectively. 

A complete listing of the data input for this example is included 

in Appendix C.4. The input is identified by stages corresponding to 

Table 4.1, and in each stage the card types are identified corresponding 

to the classification used in the Input Guide of Appendix B.2. 

Stage 0 designates the input data for the general structural 

constants. In Stage 1, the type 11 and 15 cards indicate free boundaries 

at the origin and end for the cantilevering phase. The type 14 cards 

impose the rotational and longitudinal restraint of the pier-bolt system 

at the interior support and act with the type 13 cards for segment 3 to 

define the diaphragm restraint conditions. The 0 in column 8 of the 
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type l2A card for segment 4 imposes the same diaphragm restraints on it 

as used with segment 3. Cantilevering proceeds through stage 9 in a 

balanced manner. In stage 10 the joint conditions for the interior 

diaphragms located in segments 14 and 15 are slightly modified to allow 

elastic vertical movement so as to keep from preventing rotation of the 

pier segment under subsequent unsymmetrical stressing operations prior 

to closure. 

Stage 14 is the last stage of cantilevering so the indicator KREF 

in column 16 of card type 7B is set equal to 1 to indicate that this is 

the reference stage and that further stages will involve the analysis of 

the continuous structure. 

Stage 15 contains extremely important changes in the boundary 

conditions. The type 11 cards indicate that vertical displacement of the 

origin is prevented to simulate the jacks being placed under the girders 

at the left hand piers before stressing of the center span positive 

moment tendons. The type 13 cards for segments 1 and 17 contain no dead 

load effects at this stage, since these effects are completely 

included in the reference solution and the closure analysis needs only 

the c~ntinuity loading data. Segments 15 and 16 at the center pier con

tinue to be restrained against horizontal and rotational movement by 

their type 13 cards, reflecting the diaphragm effect. The type 15 

cards impose the condition of symmetry at the closure segment which 

allows significant reduction in the data input and analysis time. Free 

vertical movement of the web at the closure is still allowed. 

Stages 16 to 18 correspond to the same continuous structure with 

vertical displacement at the origin still prevented. Since there are no 

changes in the origin boundary card, the origin is held at the same level 

as in stage 15 after completion of cantilevering. This is a design choice 

and could be altered in other applications. 

Stage 19 encompasses several major changes to the structure and 

indicates that the SIMPLA2 program can realistically model construction 

steps, but needs considerable design guidance either from other calculation 

procedures or from mUltiple runs of the SIMPLA2 program. In stage 19 the 

restraining nuts at the main pier are released, causing the reaction at the 
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origin to increase. Furthermore, in order to control midspan tensile 

stresses during stressing, the designers (Ref. 31) had recommended that 

the origin reaction (31.6 kips per box) be further increased 20 kips per 

box. The effect of this combination was precalculated and was input as 

25.8 kips for the half-box model in the element 3, type 11 card. The reac

tion at the support at the end of stage 18 corresponded to 24.5 kips/box. 

The type 14 cards release the moment connection and the longitudinal 

restraintat the central pier, keeping only the diaphragm support. 

Origin deflection at the completion of stage 14 was 0.140 ft. down

ward from the original baseline through the pier supports. This constitutes 

the reference stage for the continuous structure. At completion of stage 19, 

the origin deflection was 0.032 ft. downward from the original baseline. 

However, this would be 0.140 ft.-0.032 ft., or 0.108 ft. upward from the 

reference solution. In stage 20, the origin pier jacks hold the segment 

in vertical position as the tendon is stressed so the type 11 card for the 

origin is given a fixed displacement coordinate of +0.108 ft. from the 

reference baseline. Similarly, in stage 22, when the origin is brought 

back to essentially a zero deflection position relative to the piers, a 

fixed displacement is specified at the origin which corresponds to the 

reverse of the deflection at the origins at the reference stage 14. A 

very slight error is shown on the card as the correct number should be 

0.140 ft.,* not 0.1369 ft. 

The techniques used to model the specified closure and final 

adjustment sequence require detailed knowledge of intermediate solutions 

for reactions and displacements. Either the specific values must be 

known beforehand from other design or calculation procedures, or mUltiple 

runs of the SIMPLA2 program are required. In the absence of previous 

calculations, all analysis could be performed through stage 18, with a 

special stage 19 in which the deformation constraint at the origin was 

maintained but the center pier rotation restraint was released. This 

*The Input Guide in Appendix B.2 specifies that boundary conditions at the 
ends of the structure are input referenced to the element relative 
coordinate system. Hence, the sign of the displacement depends on whether 
the lower numbered joint is on the top edge or the bottom edge of the plate. 
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would indicate the value of the reaction after stage 18 and the change in 

reaction due to release of pier restraint. This value could then be supple

mented by the indicated 20k/box additional increment at the origin. The 

new force would then provide the input for stage 19 in the program input 

as outlined in Appendix C.4. The program would then be rerun through 

stage 19, which would yield the correct deflection for computation of the 

origin boundary condition for stages 20 and 21. Another pass would then 

be required for the complete solution as given. Any problem where the 

boundary conditions for all stages are known beforehand or can be deter

mined by auxiliary elastic calculations allow the entire erection sequence 

to be programmed and the solution obtained with a single execution of the 

program. 

4.4.3 Discussion of Results. During erection of the structure 

calculated displacement curves as shown in Figs. 4.21 and 4.22 can prove 

useful if displacements are large enough to be accurately observed. 

Since, during erection the girder is subject only to dead load and pre

stress, the transverse membrane stresses, transverse bending moments, 

and normal shears are all quite small. Because the girder is not subject 

to torsion, the flange membrane shears are also small; consequently, 

stress quantities considered significant are the longitudinal membrane 

stresses and web membrane shears. 

4.4.3.1 Displacement during Erection. Figure 4.21 illustrates 

the computed displaced configuration of the girder at various ~ages of 

cantilevering. Through the first nine stages of the erection sequence, 

the girder is symmetrical about the main pier; therefore, the displace

ments of only one cantilever arm are shown. Displacement curves for 

stages 1, 2, 3, and 5 fall between those for stages 4 and 7, and are 

omitted for the sake of clarity. Because under dead load the joints dis

place almost uniformly, displacement of only one joint is reported. The 
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end of the girder displaces upward through the first seven stages of 

erection. With the addition of the final three full segments (stages 7, 

8, and 9), the girder displaces downward. The very small deflection 

values in the long cantilever arms indicate the stiffness of the design 

and the efficiency of load balancing. 

Figure 4.22 illustrates the displaced configuration of the girder 

at the full cantilevered reference stage (stage 14) and at various stages 

of the closure sequence. With the addition of segment MSIO and stressing 

of tendon BIO, the problem becomes unsymmetrical and it is necessary to 

observe both cantilever arms. Figure 4.22 shows the m a x i mum dis

placement occurs at the end of the left cantilever arm (segment SSlO) and 

is approximately 1-5/8 in. downward. Vertical displacement of the right 

end (segment MSIO) is 1-1/8 in. downward. This difference in end displace

ments reflects the effect of the series C tendons. Stressing tendons Al 

through A4 (stages 15 through 18, respectively) reduces the vertical 

displacement at segment MSIO to about 1/2 in. while increasing vertical 

displacements throughout the side span slightly. Incrementing the origin 

reaction at stage 19 reduces the displacement at SSIO to 3/8 in. downward 

and increases that at MSIO to almost 1 in. downward. The final configura

tion of the completed girder shows that under dead load and prestress the 

completed girder is cambered upward about 1/16 in. at the center of the 

side span and downward about 3/4 in. at the center of the central span. 

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 reflect the fact that the tendon forces 

were designed to balance approximately 60 percent of the dead load and, 

therefore, control dead load displacements. The maximum dead load dis

placement to span ratio for the completed girder is 1/3000, indicating 

that the design is, indeed, well-balanced. 

When the 18 in. cast-in-place closure strip between cantilever 

arms is placed (stage 15), an angular discontinuity is effectively "locked" 

into the girder at the center of the central span. Since the design is 

well-balanced, i.e., dead load displacements are quite small, this angular 

discontinuity is also quite small. 
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4.4.3.2 Normal Stresses during Erection. Normal stresses are 

computed for each edge of all elements at every stage of erection. During 

the cantilevering phase the critical section will be near the face of the 

pier segment. However, the pier segment is fully supported and due to 

the involved support condition imposed it is likely that the stresses 

computed at the pier segment may be distorted. Consequently, the midpoint 

of the next mathematical segment (a section 7.5 ft. to the right of the 

pier centerline) is selected for observation. This section will be hence

forth referred to as the pier section. During closure, both the pier 

section and the cast-in-place closure strip are critical. Stresses at 

web flange junctures are computed by averaging stresses from the connecting 

elements, as discussed in Sec. 4.3.1.3. In the following presentation all 

computed flange forces at the pier section have been given as stresses on 

the actual 10 in. bottom flange thickness. 

Figure 4.23 illustrates the maximum and the minimum stress 

envelopes for the girder at the pier and at the closure sections. It is 

obvious that all stresses are conservative throughout erection when com

pared to the allowable compressive stress (345 KSF). This is fairly 

typical of designs approached from a load balancing point of view. The 

bottom flange at the pier experiences tensile stresses during the first 

three stages of erection in violation of the design criteria. These 

tensile stresses must be controlled during erection by the use of auxiliary 

external prestressing which may be removed at a later stage. The minimum 

stresses in the top flange occur at stage 1, and the maximum at stage 6. 

The nonuniform distribution of stress in the top flange results from 

shear deformation of the flange (shear lag) caused by high compressive 

web stresses around the anchors. Maximum stress in the bottom flange 

occurs at stage 11 when each cantilever arm is complete. 

The minimum stresses in both flanges at the closure strip occur 

at stage 15 when the first closure tendon (Al) is stressed. The maximum 

stresses in the top flange occur at stage 22 as a result of adjusting the 

end reaction, and in the bottom flange at stage 21. Stresses existing at 

the two sections under consideration at the completion of erection are 

shown in Fig. 4.24. 
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Various causes for nonuniform flange stress distribution were 

discussed briefly in Chapter 1. Since in this case there are no load 

components to twist or distort the girder, nonuniformities in flange 

stresses are caused by shear lag. Figures 4.23 and 4.24 indicate that 

throughout most of the erection sequence the flange stresses are dis

tributed nearly uniformly at the sections under consideration, the excep

tion being at the pier section at stage 1. The apparent absence of shear 

lag effects at the pier section (which would ordinarily experience the 

most significant effects) may be attributed to the fact that the design 

is well-balanced; therefore, a large percentage of the total stress at 

the section is due to distributed axial load. This indicates that for 

similar examples a reasonably accurate analysis for longitudinal membrane 

stresses may be based upon ordinary flexural theory. A comparison of 

longitudinal membrane stresses as computed by ordinary flexural theory 

to those from the SIMPLA2 analysis is shown in Fig. 4.25 for a typical 

stage (stage 6). The "beam theory" values are obviously accurate enough 

for design purposes. It should be emphasized, however, that under other 

load and cross section configurations shear lag can account for signifi-

. f .. 15,17 d h f d· fl 1 h cant stress nonun1 orm1t1es an t e use 0 or 1nary exura t eory 

must be used with care. 

Due to the nearly uniform distribution of longitudinal normal 

stresses at the pier section, the average top and bottom flange stress 

at each stage is a significant design parameter. Observing changes in 

average top and bottom flange stresses as erection advances, provides 

further insight into the behavior of the girder during erection. 

Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show the variation of the average stress in the 

top and bottom flanges, respectively, as erection proceeds. At stages 

11, 12, 13, and 14, the stresses at the pier section do not change. 

This result is expected, since the structure at these stages is statically 

determinate. Therefore, only the region spanned by tendon Cl should 

experience stress variation. 

Figures 4.26 and 4.27 illustrate the effect of the closure 

sequence upon the pier section. Each stage of the closure sequence 
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(stages 15 through 22) induces positive moment at the pier section as 

can be seen by considering the equivalent loads associated with each stage. 

These graphs illustrate vividly that the flange stresses are conservative 

at all stages of erection. 

4.4.3.3 Web Shear Forces. The precast segment is provided with 

a shear key in each web to carry the shear force across the interface 

until the epoxy jointing material develops its design strength. In order 

to evaluate the adequacy of the shear key provided, web membrane shears 

must be determined at the interface. Referring to Fig. 4.17, it is seen 

that the tendon profile has a horizontal tangent at the station marking 

the interface of the segment being added and the standing portion of 

the structure. By considering a free body diagram of the curved portion 

of the tendon, it is seen that the vertical component of the anchorage 

force must be equilibrated by the vertical components of the radial 

pressures applied to the tendon by the web. Therefore, during erection, 

the web shear at an interface is simply the shear force due to dead load-

that due to prestressing is zero. 

Should the tendon profile, cross section, or construction loads 

be more involved, evaluation of the web shears at the epoxy joints would 

not be such a simple matter. Moreover, the anchorage force and tendon 

curvature cause significant variations in web shear between stations; 

thus the most effective means of studying web shear is to construct a 

web shear force diagram. Computer output from the SIMPLA2 analysis 

includes membrane shear forces for each element at the longitudinal 

center of the mathematical segment. These values are used to construct 

the web shear force diagram at a typical stage (stage 6) shown in Fig. 4.28. 

Vertical components of the anchorage force vectors are given as the 

transverse shear in the web element at the origin for the stage at which 

the particular tendon is stressed. Since element edge forces are assumed 

uniformly distributed over the length of one mathematical segment, 

membrane shear in each element is assumed to vary linearly over the 

segment length. Actual shears would depend on the tendon curvature. 

Consequently, construction of an approximate web membrane shear force 
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diagram directly from computed values is a simple matter. Figure 4.28 

shows that the dead load shear values (which were calculated independently) 

agree well with the values obtained from the shear diagram constructed 

in this manner, indicating reasonable accuracy of computed values. 

computed results indicate that during erection the critical web 

shear is 350 kips and occurs at the anchorage ends of the structure at 

the initial stage. This maximum shear force is a direct result of the 

large prestress force employed at the initial stage, and acts temporarily 

upon a section at the anchorage end of segment SSl. The maximum shear 

force acts temporarily, since at each stage subsequent to Stage 1 the 

shear force at this section is reduced by the dead load of the segments 

to the left of segment SSl (see Fig. 4.28). At Stage 6, Fig. 4.28 indi

cates that the shear force at this section is reduced from 350 kips to 

206.8 kips by the dead load of segments SS2 through SS6. 

4.4.3.4 Effective Prestress Forces. The total area of pre

stressing steel required during cantilevering is much too large to be 

placed in the web. Therefore, most of the B series tendons curve in 

plan out of the web into the top flange as they move away from the 

anchorage. Figure 4.29 illustrates a plan and an elevation view of a 

typical B series tendon. Because the tendon curves both in a horizontal 

and in a vertical plane, and since the curvature of the tendon in the 

vertical plane is relatively large, severe friction losses are observed 

over the first 20 ft. of the B series tendons. SIMPLA2 furnishes effec

tive prestress at each tendon nodal point at the stage at which the 

tendon is stresscd--initial effective prestress. The tendon may be 

monitored at some future stage of erection and revised effective pre

stress is computed as explained in Chapter 3. Figure 4.29 shows the 

variation of computed effective prestress for a typical B series tendon 

(tendon B6). The solid curve labeled 'Stage 6" represents effective 

prestress at Stage 6 after the tendon has been pulled to a maximum jacking 

stress of O.lsf ' and released back to 0.60f'. The dashed curve labeled 
s s 

II Stage 911 represents the effective prestress in tendon B6 at the comple-

tion of Stage 9 of erection. 
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Several conclusions may be drawn from Fig. 4.29. In Chapter 3 

the assumption was made that over the length of one segment friction loss 

would not exceed approximately 15 percent. This assumption allowed the 

use of an approximate prestress force function. Figure 4.28 indicates 

that the maximum friction loss over one segment length for tendon B6 is 

approximately 6 percent--the maximum friction loss observed for all 

B series tendons is approximately 9 percent, occurring in tendon B9. 

Since the assumption is not violated in this severe test, it may be 

concluded that adopting an approximate force equation rather than the 

more exact equation is justified. 

Variations of tendon stress from initially computed effective 

prestress values have been discussed in Chapter 3 and are a result of 

elastic deformation of the structure due to sequential prestressing and 

dead load application. It has been assumed implicitly in the analysis 

that these tendon force changes are small and that equivalent joint loads 

computed from initial effective prestress values need not be recalculated 

to reflect these changes. For more conventional structures, variations 

. f f d . l' 'bl 26,27 I h' 1n prestress orce are or eS1gn purposes neg 191 e. n t 1S 

more unusual application, however, it is conceivable that tendon force 

changes could be significant. The capability to monitor all previously 

placed tendons provides a convenient check on the assumption mentioned 

above and furnishes the designer a continuous account of the tendon 

stress status. The plot shown in Fig. 4.29 illustrates this capability. 

It is seen that at the completion of stage 9, tendon force in tendon B6 

is increased by a maximum of 3 percent. The logic of this result may be 

deduced by inspection of Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.21. Figure 4.21 indicates 

that from stage 1 to stage 6 the prestress forces applied produce a posi

tive moment in the pier segment. Alternatively stated, it can be said 

that at each stage, from 1 to 6, the positive moment increment induced in 

the pier segment by prestressing is greater than the negative moment 

increment induced by the dead load of the added segment. Table 4.2 indi

cates that from stage 6 to stage 9 the prestress force is reduced; thus 

at stages 7,8, and 9 theadditionruincrement of dead load moment is not 
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completely balanced. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 4.29. Since 

strain compatibility between the concrete and tendon B6 exists at 

stages 7, 8, and 9, it is obvious that the tensile strain in tendon B6 

at the support segment must increase. Although tendon stresses have been 

increased to values slightly over the 0.60f ' assumed, the excess is for 
s 

all practical purposes negligible in view of creep losses. It is also 

evident that tendon force changes are insufficient to warrant a revision 

of equivalent joint loads contributed by tendon B6. Tendon B6 was 

selected as a typical example; however, from a limited study of tendon 

stress changes occurring during erection, it was found that the conclu

sions noted above are generally applicable for this structure. 

The A and B series tendons each have characteristic tendon 

profiles. Furthermore, the profiles of all tendons within each series 

are similar. Thus, it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

suggested stressing procedure (a single overtensioning to 0.7Sf ' and 
s 

release back to 0.60f') by observing a single tendon from each series. 
s 

It may be seen from Figs. 4.29 and 4.30 that the proposed stressing pro-

cedure results in effective prestress force of approximately 0.60f ' over 
s 

the entire tendon length. The distribution of prestress over the tendon 

length is considered satisfactory. 

4.4.4 Summary. The application of SIMPLA2 to a practical example 

of a segmentally constructed box girder has been demonstrated. The 

analysis has furnished displacement diagrams which provide an insight into 

the structural behavior during erection. These diagrams illustrate that 

the design is well-balanced. Stress envelopes, readily obtainable from 

the computer output, show that throughout erection compressive stresses 

are quite conservative. Small tensile stresses are observed during the 

early stages of erection and appropriate temporary stressing should be used 

to control them, since the epoxy can take no tension at early ages. It is 

seen that in order to construct web shear force diagrams the effect of pre

stressing tendons must be taken into consideration, but such consideration 

is easily accomplished using computed results. For this structure, tendon 

stress changes due to stage erection are shown to be insignificant. 
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The accuracy of SIMPLA2 has been further verified by comparison 

with detailed measurements made in tests of a realistic one-sixth scale 

structural model of the Corpus Christi bridge. The comparison will be 

presented in a subsequent report in this series. However, the comparison 

is generally quite favorable, showing the general applicability of SIMPLA2. 

In order to judge the time and cost requirements of running 

SIMPLA2 for a practical case, the following times are of interest. A 

complete analysis run for the input data of Appendix C.4 for Example 3, 

using the CDC 6600 version and a FORTRAN program deck, used 108 seconds 

of central processor time and 318 seconds of peripheral processor time. 



C HAP T E R 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Summary of the Investigation 

The objective of this research was to develop a mathematical 

model and an associated computer program for the analysis of segmentally 

constructed, prestressed box girders. The scope of this investigation 

was limited to the analytical consideration of constant depth, elastic, 

longitudinally prismatic plate assemblages such as box girders or folded 

plates. 

From a number of available plate analysis models, the finite 

segment technique was deemed most appropriate for adaptation. Develop

ment of the segment progression computational technique was presented in 

Chapter 2. Chapter 3 derives the equations by which equivalent prestress 

forces are computed, and introduces the concepts used to model segmental 

erection and closure. The limitations of SIMPLA2 are enumerated. 

In order to demonstrate the practical application, accuracy, and 

capabilities of SIMPLA2, three numerical examples are considered in 

Chapter 4. The example problems are solved and the results presented 

graphically. 

5.2 Conclusions 

5.2.1 General Conclusions. The main conclusion of this research 

is that SIMPLA2 is a useful tool for the analysis of segmentally erected, 

prestressed box girders. The program allows the designer to automatically 

model the erection of the structure, within the computer, in the same 

manner as he envisages the field erection. The results show the structural 

response of each step of the proposed erection sequence. SIMPLA2 can be 

utilized for the analysis of elastic, prismatic folded plate structures 

of arbitrary open or closed cross section. The program is applicable to 

123 
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general conditions of loading and restraint, including diaphragms and 

elastic restraints. A wide variety of prestressing tendon profiles and 

stressing options may be considered. 

The Texas Highway Department made use of SIMPLA2 during the design 

of the Intracoastal Canal Bridge at Corpus Christi, Texas, which was the 

first segmentally erected precast box girder bridge constructed in the 

United States. The program was used to check the final design at all 

stages of erection, including each step of the closure sequence, and to 

rapidly assess the feasibility of tendon layout changes suggested by the 

subcontractor. 

5.2.2 Specific Conclusions. Example Problem 2 was solved by 

both the SIMPLA2 analysis and the more accurate folded plate (elasticity) 

method. A comparison of results indicates that the composite mathematical 

model employed in the development of SIMPLA2 adequately predicts the 

response of segmentally constructed, prestressed box girders. 

Computed local stress inconsistencies are typical of finite 

element displacement formulations. The stress inconsistencies observed 

are insignificant, except in the vicinity of an anchorage. Large stress 

inconsistencies are observed at the flange web juncture in the vicinity 

of an anchorage and dissipate rapidly away from the anchorage. Within 

the anchorage zone an average of the inconsistent stress values provides 

satisfactory stress values for the flange web juncture. In cases where 

the juncture connects more than one flange element to a prestressed web 

element a weighted average was more appropriate. 

Example Problem 3 demonstrated that the SIMPLA2 analysis can be 

applied to practical problems and showed the value of the technique as a 

design aid. The B series tendons were designed to balance approximately 

60 percent of the dead load when the full cantilever condition is reached. 

With this percentage of dead load balanced, there is an adequate end 

reaction (51.6 kips) at completion of closure and the elevation of the 

end may be adjusted to zero without excessive jacking (final reaction of 

64.64 kips is required). With 60 percent of dead load balanced, the 
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vertical displacement at the tip of the main span cantilever arm was less 

than 1 in. This amount of deflection presents no problems during the 

closure sequence. Utilizing this design criterion also satisfies working 

stress criteria except during the first three stages of erection when 

small tensile stresses are induced in the bottom flange. These tensile 

stresses can be easily controlled by temporary prestressing. Therefore, 

the design criteria requiring that approximately 60 percent of the dead 

load be balanced are satisfactory for this design and may be adopted for 

preliminary designs of similar girders. 

In this example there were no load components to produce torsional 

deformations (with accompanying nonuniformity of longitudinal normal 

stresses). Moreover, since the design is well-balanced, a major portion 

of the stress at the pier section is due to axial load which is distrib

uted along the span of the cantilever arm; hence the effects of shear 

lag are minimal. It can be concluded that under these circumstances a 

simplified longitudinal flexural analysis treating the girder as a beam 

will provide results adequate for design purposes. In cases where this 

simplification is applicable, it remains necessary to carefully evaluate 

equivalent prestress loads, since the characteristic tendon profile and 

high prestress forces induce high shear forces. 

The results of this example also illustrate that effective pre

stress in a given tendon may be increased or decreased as a result of 

the stages of erection following the placement of the tendon. It is 

concluded that as a result of the stressing sequence employed for this 

design variations in tendon stresses from initial values are negligible 

for practical purposes. It can also be concluded that,unless the friction 

and wobble coefficients employed for this problem are seriously under

estimated, a single overstress to 0.75f' and release back to 0.60f' will 
s s 

produce a satisfactory distribution of prestress force along the tendon. 

5.3 Recommendations 

5.3.1 Use of SIMPLA2. There is a definite disadvantage accom

panying the neatly printed, well-organized, printout from a "canned" 
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computer program. All too frequently users are lulled by its official 

appearance into accepting whatever is printed on the paper as unques

tionable fact. The strongest recommendation the authors can make to a 

potential SIMPLA2 user is to avoid this pitfall by using engineering 

judgment to constantly ensure that the computed results appear reason

able. The user is advised to carefully scrutinize the echo print of the 

input data to ensure that the input modeled what is intended. In order 

to minimize input errors, a carefully prepared sketch depicting what is 

to occur at each stage of erection is indispensable. In order to 

properly interpret the computed results, the user is urged to become 

familiar with all the assumptions upon which the analysis is based. 

In some cases the box girder will respond essentially as a 

conventional beam; however, it is frequently difficult to recognize 

these cases. In such cases shear lag and cross-sectional distortion can 

justifiably be neglected and the longitudinal and transverse analysis 

conducted separately. However, the equivalent prestress forces represent 

a significant portion of the total load during erection. Moreover, web 

shears resulting from the vertical components of anchorage forces are 

quite large. These considerations demand that even in cases where the 

girder may be treated as a beam in the longitudinal direction, an 

accurate representation of the tendon profile and evaluation of equiva

lent prestress forces is still necessary. SIMPLA2 can be used effectively 

for such problems by use of an equivalent, one or two element cross

sectional idealization (rectangular beam or T-beam). This approach 

allows analysis of the longitudinal structural response, and an accurate 

automatic evaluation of equivalent prestress forces. Use of a simple 

cross-sectional representation allows a saving of computational effort. 

This technique will be of value when SIMPLA2 is used as a design aid. 

Equivalent prestress forces are a function of the tendon profile. 

Therefore, the accuracy of the computed equivalent prestress forces 

depends largely upon how well the polynomial expression, generated from 

input control coordinates, represents the actual tendon profile. The user 

is advised to select and specify the tendon profile control coordinates 

with care. 
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5.3.2 Improvements to SIMPLA2. Unfortunately, hindsight is 

generally much better than foresight; this research is not an exception 

and experience suggests the following modifications to SIMPLA2. In 

order to obtain the analysis for a particular stage it is now necessary 

to first perform the analyses for all previous stages. By making several 

rather simple changes, this inefficiency could be eliminated. By 

including an additional branch within the driver program, it would be 

possible to have the program compute and compile equivalent prestress 

force vector contributions from any particular stage(or any number of 

stages) without going through the complete solution for each stage. This 

added flexibility could significantly reduce the execution times required 

for large problems at the expense of having a solution for every stage. 

The segment progression procedure can be described as the 

numerical solution of a boundary value problem. The equations relating 

the actions at the ends of the structure are derived from the known 

origin boundary actions, unit values of the unknown boundary actions, 

and the applied loading. Due to the nature of the problem, the known 

boundary actions and the loading applied between two given stations may 

change from stage to stage. It is necessary, therefore, to rederive the 

relationship between the state vectors at the two stations for each 

stage of erection. The authors suggest an approach whereby the relation

ship between end actions is derived by assuming unit values for all 

boundary actions and applied loads. Utilizing this approach, the equation 

relating the actions between two stations would remain constant for every 

stage of construction; therefore, the segment progression would have to 

be performed only over those segments added at each stage. The solution 

would then be obtained by substituting the actual boundary conditions and 

loads into the equation. 

5.3.3 Research Needs. The program developed herein is applicable 

to prismatic, constant depth, structures. In practice, however, constant 

depth box girders are not economically feasible for spans greater than 

approximately 250 to 300 ft. Moreover, bridge superstructures which are 

skewed with respect to their supports or curved in plan, or both, are not 
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at all uncommon. SIMPLA2 is applicable to neither curved nor skewed 

bridges. There is, therefore, an obvious need for additional research, 

both analytical and experimental, to study curved, skewed, and haunched 
8 

segmentally constructed, prestressed box girders. Lo suggests that 

the finite segment technique may provide a logical approach to the 

analysis of haunched structures. Variations of the traditional finite 

element method have been employed recently for analysis of curved and 

skewed box girders. Adapting one of these techniques for the basic 

analysis and an approach such as the one reported herein to model pre

stressing forces and segmental erection is a possible approach to mathe

matical analysis. Regardless of the scheme followed, experimental 

results with which to check the applicability of, and to inspire 

confidence in, the analytical technique is highly desirable. 

5.4 Concluding Remarks 

It should be recognized that the three examples reported do not 

fully demonstrate the versatility of the SIMPLA2 program. The examples 

presented are limited to simple loading, boundary, and support condi

tions in order to demonstrate the application of the program without 

unnecessary complications. The program was developed for analysis during 

erection; however, it is equally applicable for analysis of the completed 

structure under service loads. The work reported herein dealt primarily 

with cantilevered construction. However, the program is applicable to 

general support and boundary conditions; therefore, it may also be 

applied to girders being constructed on falsework. SIMPLA2 may be 

applied to a problem as simple as a simply supported prestressed beam, 

or as complex as an indeterminate, stage erected, prestressed folded 

plate subject to general conditions of loading and restraint. As with 

other analytical techniques, the range of problems to which SIMPLA2 can 

be applied depends partially upon the user's familiarity with the tech

nique and his ingenuity. 
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A 

A 
s 

d 

E 
s 

e 

F 

FV 

G 

I 

I 

L 

L 

M 

M 

s 

M. 
1 

o 

-p 

Cross-sectional area of element 

Cross-sectional area of steel reinforcement. 

Element thickness. 

Displacement subvector of the state vector. 

Displacement subvector of the element state vector just to the 
left of station K. 

Displacement subvector of the element state vector just right 
of station K. 

Element depth. 

Modulus of elasticity of tendon steel. 

The subscript indicates that the subscripted quantity is 
referred to the end station. 

Effective prestress force. 

Vertical component of the effective prestress force F. 

Shear modulus of element. 

Moment of inertia of the element 

Moment of inertia of slab strip of unit width c d3/12. 

Segment (element) length. 

One-half segment (element) length = 1/2 L. 

Component of the fixed element edge force vector, S , due to the 
r..ffi 

known origin boundary actions and the applied joint actions. 

Longitud~na1 bending moment component of the anchorage force 
vector, P. 

Gravity load moment. 

Secondary moment induced by prestressing a continuous beam. 

Longitudinal bending moment component of the element state vector 
at station K+1, ~+1. 

Transverse bending moment component of the element edge force 
vector, S, at the element I edge. A corresponding moment component 
is defined at the element J edge. The components of S are assumed 
to be uniformly distributed over the element edge. 

Axial force component of the anchorage force vector, P. 

Axial force component of the element state vector, ~+1. 

This subscript is used to denote quantities associated with the 
origin boundary of the structure. 

The anchorage force vector. 



P' 

P" 

P • 
1 

P 
,...() 

PJP (K) 

[PJP ] 

PV 

p 

g 
Q 

QK+l 

q 

R 

~P 

~i 
r 

S 

Symmetrical transverse membrane edge force component of 
the generalized element edge force.yector, g. 
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Antisymmetrical transverse membrane edge force component of the 
generalized element edge force vector, Q. 

Force component of the element edge force vector, S, associated 
with transverse extension of the element. A corresponding force 
component is defined at the element J edge. The components of 
~ are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the element edge. 

Anchorage force vector at the end station. 

Anchorage force vector at the origin station. 

The equivalent joint load vector exerted on segment K due to 
prestressing. These equivalent joint loads result from 
curvature of the tendon profile. 

An array of equivalent joint load vectors, P2p. 

The equivalent vertical tendon pressure, uniformly distributed 
between two stations of the structure, applied at the element I 
edge. 

Radial force per unit length, due to prestressing, acting at 
the interface of the tendon and the structure. 

The force subvector of the ~lement state vector just to the 
left of the anchorage station K. 

The force subvector of the element state vector just to the 
right of the anchorage station K. 

The generalized element edge force vector. 

Shear force component of the anchorage force vector, P. 

Shear force component of the element state vector, Z. 

The number of elements in the cross section. 

Radius of curvature of the tendon profile. 

The equivalent joint load vector, due to prestressing, for a 
complete finite segment. 

The equivalent joint load vector, due to prestressing for joint i. 

The joint displacement vector for a complete finite segment. The 
components of ~ occur at the element edge nodal points. 

The joint displacement vector for a typical joint, i. 

The horizontal component of r .. Similar displacement components 
in the vertical, longitudinar; and rotational directions are 
defined at joint i. 

The element edge force vector referred to the element relative 
coordinate system. 

A subvector of ~ containing the element edge forces associated 
with membrane behavior of the element. 
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S 
~ 

S. 
~1 

s 

T' 

T. 
1 

u 
~ 

u 

u 

U. 
1 

U. 
~1 

u~l 

A subvector of S containing the element edge forces associated 
with one-way slab behavior of the element. 

Tendon stress at nodal point K. 

The element edge force vector referred to the global coordinate 
system. 

The horizontal component of S .. Similar force components in 
the vertical, longitudinal, ~~d rotational directions are 
defined at joint i. 

A subvector of S containing the element edge force components at 
the element I edge. A corresponding subvector S. is defined at 
the element J edge. ~J 

Tendon length. 

Symmetrical membrane element edge shear force component of the 
generalized edge force vector, ~. 

Antisymmetrical membrane element edge shear force component of 
the generalized edge force vector, g. 

Membrane element edge shear force component of the element edge 
force vector,~. The force components of S are assumed to be 
uniformly distributed over the length of a~segment. A corre
sponding force component is defined at the element J edge. 

The element edge nodal point displacement vector referred to 
the element relative coordinate system. The components of u 
occur at the longitudinal center of the element edge. '" 

The longitudinal displacement component of the generalized 
element displacement vector~. This displacement component is 
associated with the T' force~component of the generalized 
element edge force vector Q. 

~ 

The element edge nodal point displacement vector referred to 
the gloval coordinate system. The components of u occur at the 
longitudinal center of the element stage. 

The element edge nodal point longitudinal displacement component 
of u at the element I edge. A corresponding longitudinal dis
placement component is defined at the element J edge. 

A subvector of ~ containing the components of ~ occurring at the 
element I edge.~ A similar subvector is defined at the element 
J edge. 

The longitudinal displacement component of the element state 
vector of station K+l. 

The horizontal displacement component of ~ .. 
components in the vertical, longitudinal,~And 
are defined at the element I edge 

Similar displacement 
rotational directions 
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A subvector of u containing the element edge nodal point 
displacement co~ponents associated with membrane behavior of 
the element. 
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A subvector of u containing the element edge nodal point dis
placement components associated with one-way slab bending of 
the element. 

Element I edge normal shear force per unit length referred 
to the element relative coordinate system. A corresponding 
force component is defined at the element J edge. 

Vertical projection of the element depth, d. This is a 
signed variable. 

Transverse extension displacement component of the generalized 
element displacement vector,~. This displacement component 
is associated with the p' force component of the generalized 
element edge force vector, g. 
Vertical displacement component of the generalized element 
displacement vector,~. This displacement component is 
associated with the T'H p" force components of the generalized 
element edge force vector, g. 
Transverse extension displacement component of u at element I 
edge. A corresponding displacement component is defined at 
the element J edge. 

Shear displacement component of the element state vector at 
station K+l. 

Normal shear displacement component of the element edge nodal 
point displacement vector, ~. 

Longitudinal distance measurement along the span of the structure. 
The x origin is located at the origin station of the structure. 

The y coordinate of the tendon profile at any location, x, along 
the girder. Y is measured in the plane of the element containing 
the tendon. 

The element transverse coordinate. The y origin is located at 
the transverse center of the element. 

The complete station state vector at station K. 

The complete station state vector at the origin station. This 
vector is expressed as the sum of two components; the unknown 
components of the origin state vector [L]Z ,and the known com
ponents of the origin state vector, Z k "-'Ou 

----0 

The known components of the origin state vector. 

The unknown components of the origin state vector. 

The complete station state vector at the end station of the 
structure. 

The element state vector at station K. 
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~L (K) 

£ (K) 
o 

( . (K) 
S1 

R 

6i 

to 

The longitudinal normal strain in the structure at the location 
of the Kth tendon nodal point. The subscript L denotes that 
this strain value corresponds to a stage after the particular 
tendon has been stressed. 

The longitudinal normal strain in the structure at the location 
of the Kth tendon nodal point. The subscript 0 denotes that 
this strain value corresponds to the stage at which the particular 
tendon is stressed. 

The initial strain in the tendon at the Kth tendon nodal point. 

Tendon profile slope at any point along the profile. 

Element edge transverse bending displacement component of the 
element edge nodal point displacement vector, u, at the element I 
edge. A corresponding displacement component is defined at the 
element J edge. 

Wobble coefficient. 

Friction coefficient. 

Generalized element displacement vector. 

Generalized element displacement vector ignoring the transverse 
extension displacement component of the element. 

Longitudinal rotation component of the element state vector. 
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B.l - General 

Identification 

The computer program discussed within this appendix, entitled 

SIMPLA2, is written in the FORTRAN IV computer language with versions 

for use on the CDC 6600 computer and the IBM System 360 computer. 

Application 

The primary objective of the program is the structural analysis 

of segmentally constructed, post-tensioned, box girder bridges at each 

stage of construction. The generality of the program gives applicability 

to numerous other problems involving prestressed box girders and folded 

plates. 

Coordinate Systems and Sign Convention 

All joint actions are input and output referenced to the fixed 

coordinate system. Positive action directions are common for all joints 

(Fig. B.2). Internal beam-type and element edge actions, and boundary 

conditions at both ends of the structure, are input and output referenced 

to the element relative coordinate system (Figs. B.3 and B.4). 

B.2 - Guide to Input Data 

The program data are input by means of data cards. Each 

individual stage of construction may not require all the data cards 

listed below. The user supplies only those cards required for the 

particular stage. Extra data cards will result in erroneous execution. 

The order of data specified here must be strictly adhered to and con

sistent units must be used throughout. An asterisk indicates further 

comments are to be found in the "Remarks" concerning the particular card. 

1. TITLE CARD - (12A6) 

Column 1-72 - TITLE (12), title of the problem. Any FORTRAN 

characters are acceptable. 



Element numbers 

2 ~JOint nos. 

Fig. B.1. Cross section idealization showing plate type, 
element, and joint numbers--section taken 
looking toward origin (from Ref. 19). 
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:toment( ~ 

Longitudinal 
{coward origin) 

Rotation 

Longitudinal 
~ (away from origin) 

( ~~Horizonta1 L --- Horizontal 

Vertical 
~rtica1 

FORCES DISPLACEMENTS 

Fig. B.2. Positive joint actions (from Ref. 19). 

I 17' i~ 
. I 

\ ~ x ~vert. 
C~ -)t.-----.1 /----I' + Horiz. proj . 

i 

I 
proj. 

proj. 

-H!oriz. proj. 

Fig. B.3. Sign convention for element projections, positive 
direction of element coordinate axes and edge 
forces (from Ref. 19). 
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2. CROSS SECTION CONTROL DATA - (314) 

Column 1-4 

Column 5-8 

Column 9-12 

NPL, number of plate types in the cross section. 

(Maximum 15) 

NEL, number of elements in the cross section. 

(Maximum 15) 

NJT, number of joints in the cross section. 

(Maximum 16) 

*3. PLATE TYPE DATA - (110, 4FlO.0) 

Column 1-10 I, plate type number. 

Column 11-20 - H(I), horizontal projection of plate Type I. 

Column 21-30 - V(I), vertical projection of plate Type I. 

Column 31-40 - TH(I), thickness of plate Type I. 

Column 41-50 - E (I), elastic modulus of plate Type 1. 

Remarks - Card 3 

1. The horizontal and vertical plate projections must be input 
with the proper sign. See Fig. B.3 for sign convention. 

2. A separate card is prepared for each of the plate types and 
arranged to read sequentially from plate Type 1 to plate Type NPL. 

*4. ELEMENT DATA - (414) 

Column 1-4 I, element number. 

Column 4-8 NPI(I), joint number at element I-edge. 

Column 9-12 NPJ(I), joint number at element J-edge. 

Column 13-16 - KPL (I), plate type number of plate type describing 

element 1. 

Remarks - Card 4 

1. A separate card is prepared for each element and arranged to read 
sequentially from element 1 to element NEL. 

5. TENDON DATA - (lOX, 3(FlO.0» 

Column 11-20 - CFC, friction coefficient, ~. 

Column 21-30 - CLC, wobble coefficient, \. 

Column 31-40 - YMS,elastic modulus of tendons. 



*6(A) STAGE CONTROL DATA - First Stage - (4I4) 

Column 1-4 NNSG(l), total number of segments in first stage 

structure. 
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Column 5-8 NCBA(l), number of tendons stressed at first stage 

(may not be zero). 

Column 9-12 NXTL(l), left terminal station for tendons stressed 

at first stage. 

Column 13-16 - NXTR(l), right terminal station for tendons stressed 

at first stage. 

*6(B) STAGE CODE WORDS - First Stage - (2I4) 

Column 1-4 

Column 5-8 

KREF, reference stage code word. 

KODTS, tendon stress check code word. 

Remarks - Cards 6(A) and 6(B) 

1. Cards 6 follow Card 5 for the initial stage of construction. 

2. KREF is an index indicating whether the stage is a stage of the 
cantilevering sequence or of the closure sequence. KREF c 0: 
This stage is a typical stage of the cantilevering sequence. 
KREF = 1: This stage is either the last stage of the cantilevering 
sequence (the reference stage) or a typical stage of the closure 
sequence. 

3. KODTS is an index indicating whether tendon stresses are to be 
checked at this stage. 
KODTS = 0: Skip check of tendon stresses. 
KODTS = 1: Check tendon stresses for all tendons stressed at 
previous stages. 

4. For the initial s of construction, Cards 7 are omitted and 
the data deck goes directly from Cards 6 to Cards 8. 

*7(A) STAGE CONTROL DATA - Typical Stage - (6I4) 

Column 1-4 

Column 5-8 

Column 9-12 

NSTG, number of the construction stage. Stages 

must be numbered in consecutive order. 

NSAL(NSTG), the number of segments by which the 

structure has been extended to the left. 

NR, the number of segments by which the structure has 

been extended to the right. 

Column 13-16 - NCBA(NSTG), the number of tendons stressed at this stage. 

Column 17-20 - NXTL(NSTG), left terminal station for tendons stressed 

at this stage. 
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Column 21-24 - NXTR(NSTG), right terminal station for tendons 

stressed at this stage. 

*7(B) STAGE CODE WORDS - Typical Stage - (514) 

Column 1-4 KODJA, joint actions code word. 

Column 5-8 KODBC, boundary conditions code word. 

Column 9-12 KODSPT, interior support restraint conditions code word. 

Column 13-16 - KREF, reference stage code word. 

Column 17-20 - KODTS, tendon stress check code word. 

Remarks - Cards 7(A) and 7(B) 

1. KODJA indicates if prescribed joint actions for any segment have 
changed (magnitude or location) from those prescribed for the 
last stage. 
KODJA = 0: All joint actions for every segment prescribed for 
the last stage remain the same; only INITIAL SEGMENT ACTIONS CARDS, 
l2(A), are required for those new segments added. 
KODJA = 1: Some, or all, joint actions prescribed for the last 
stage are modified at this stage. Every segment of the structure 
requires a segment card, an INITIAL SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD, l2(A), 
for those segments added at this stage, and a MODIFIED SEGMENT 
ACTIONS CARD, l2(B), for the remaining segments. 

2. KODBC indicates if boundary conditions at the origin and/or the 
end, for any element of the cross section, have changed from 
those specified for the last stage. 
KODBC = 0: Boundary conditions at both the origin and the end 
for all elements of the cross section are the same as those 
prescribed for the last stage. No BOUNDARY CONDITION CARDS are 
required. 
KODBC = 1: Boundary conditions at the origin or the end (or both) 
have been modified from those specified for the last stage. Both 
ORIGIN and END BOUNDARY CONDITION CARDS (11 and 15) are required 
in their proper place. 

3. KODSPT indicates if some or all the interior support restraint 
conditions at any of the interior supports have been modified 
from those specified for the last stage. 
KODSPT = 0: Interior support restraints at all interior supports 
are unchanged from the last stage. INTERIOR SUPPORT/DIAPHRAGM 
RESTRAINT CARDS (14) are required only for those supports introduced 
at this stage. 
KODSPT = 1: Interior support restraints at some/all interior 
supports are modified from those specified for the last stage. 
INTERIOR SUPPORT/DIAPHRAGM RESTRAINT CARDS are required for all 
interior supports in the order in which the supports are encountered 
from the origin to the end of the structure following the proper 
segment actions and joint actions cards. 
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4. KREF is an index indicating whether the stage is a stage of the 
cantilevering sequence or of the closure sequence. 
KREF = 0: This stage is a typical stage of the cantilevering sequence. 
KREF = 1: This stage is either the last stage of the cantilevering 
sequence (the reference stage) or a typical stage of the closure 
sequence. 

5. KODTS is an index indicating whether tendon stresses are to be 
checked at this stage. 
KODTS = 0: Skip check of tendon stresses. 
KODTS = 1: Check tendon stresses for all tendons stressed at 
previous stages. 

*8. SEGMENT LENGTH CARD - (214, 2X, FlO.O) 

Column 1-4 

ColUmn 5-8 

ISEC, station at which repeating segment length begins. 

JSEC, station at which repeating segment length 

terminates. 

Column 11-20 - SL, segment length of all segments between ISEC and 

JSEC. 

Remarks - Card 8 

1. Each consecutive group of repeating segment lengths requires a 
new card until JSEC equals the last station in the structure. 
These new cards are ordered as the segments are encountered from 
left to right. 

2. With the exception of the first stage, these cards are provided 
only for those segments added in the order in which they are 
encountered from left to right. 

*9(A)TENDON CONTROL DATA - (314, F8.0, 2FlO.O, 15) 

Column 1-4 

Column 5-8 

Column 9-12 

KN, tendon number. Tendons are numbered in consecutive 

ascending order. 

NCV, number of distinct curves (straight lines or 

parabolas) in the tendon profile. 

NELC (KN), element number of the element containing 

tendon KN. 

Column 13-20 - AREA (KN), cross-sectional area of tendon KN. 

Column 21-30 - PIP, temporary maximum jacking force. (See remark No.1.) 

Column 31-40 - PIPP, initial prestress force. (See remark No.1.) 

Column 41-45 - KEEP, live end index. (See remark No.2.) 
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*9(B) TENDON OUT-OF-PLANE DATA - (FlO.O, 215) 

*10. 

Column 1-10 FO, maximum divergence from plane. 

Column 11-15 - NXCVGL, left station number at which FO is achieved. 

Column 16-20 - NXCVGR, right station number at which convergence 

into plane begins. 

Remarks - Cards 9(A) and 9(B) 

1. If the tendon is jacked directly to the initial prestress force 
(without being overtensioned and slackened) PIP must be specified 
as that force and PIPP must be specified as zero. 

2. KEEP is an index indicating the live ends of the tendon. 
KEEP = -1: Tendon stressed on left end only. 
KEEP = 0: Tendon stressed from both ends simultaneously. 
KEEP = 1: Tendon stressed from right end only. 

3. For stressing both PIP and PIPP are input as positive decimal 
numbers. Temporary tendons may be removed by using negative numbers. 

4. If tendon lies in one plane, Card 9(B) is left blank but must be 
included. 

5. Cards 9(A) and 9(B) for a given tendon are immediately followed 
by Card 10 for that tendon. 

TENDON PROFILE DATA - (110, 3FlO.0, 110, FlO.O) 

Column 1-10 NXL, left terminal station for the curve. 

Column 11-20 - YL, Y coordinate of tendon at NXL. 

Column 21-30 - XM, X coordinate of interior point of the curve. 

Column 31-40 - YM, Y coordinate of interior point. 

Column 41-50 - NXR, right terminal station for the curve. 

Column 51-60 - YR, Y coordinate of tendon at NXR. 

1. Each curve in the tendon profile requires one Card 10. The 
cards must be in the order in which the curves appear in the 
tendon profile from left to right. 

2. The tendon profile must be idealized as a series of distinct 
curves (straight lines or parabolas) with a continuous tangent 
slope. 

3. For straight line curves the interior point fields (columns 21-40) 
must be left blank. 

4. Y coordinates, YL, YM, and YR,are measured in the plate element 
(NELC (KN) coordinate system shown in Fig. 2.3. Note that the 
positive Y axis direction is toward the lower numbered (i) edge 
of the plate element. 
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5. For each tendon stressed in the stag~ one Card 9(A) and 9(B) 
immediately followed by its required NCV Cards 10 are provided in 
sequence. 

6. After all tendons are described, the structure must be described 
from left to right with origin, segment and joint actions, support, seg
ment,am end cards arranged as they occur in the structure. 

*11. ORIGIN BOUNDARY CONDITION CARDS - (110, 3FlO.0, 312) 

Column 1-10 I, element number. 

Column 11-20 - BCORI (1,1), prescribed longitudinal force or 

displacement. 

Column 21-30 - BCORI (2,1), prescribed transverse force or displacement. 

Column 31-40 - BCORI (3,1), prescribed moment or rotation. 

Column 41-42 - IORI (1,1), longitudinal force/displacement index. 

Column 43-44 - IORI (2,1), transverse force/displacement index. 

Column 45-46 - IORI (3,1), moment/rotation index. 

Remarks - Card 11 

1. Each element of the cross section requires one Card 11. 

2. IORI (I,J) is an index indicating whether BCORI (I,J) is a force 
or displacement value. 
IORI (I,J) = 0: BCORI (I,J) is prescribed force. 
IORI (I,J) = 1: BCORI (I,J) is prescribed displacement. 

*12(A) INITIAL SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD - (314) 

Column 1-4 

Column 5-8 

Column 9-12 

NN, segment number. 

IAJA, joint action index. 

ISTOP (NN), stopover or interior support index. 

*12(B) MODIFIED SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD - (214) 

Column 1-4 NN, revised segment number. 

Column 5-8 LAJA2, joint actions index. 

Remarks - Cards l2(A) and l2(B) 

1. For the initial stage, INITIAL SEGMENT ACTIONS CARDS, l2(A) are 
required for each of the initial segments. 

2. If the joint actions applied at the previous stage are not to be 
modified at the present stage (KODJA = 0), only INITIAL SEGMENT 
ACTIONS CARDS, l2(A), for those segments added at the present 
stage are required. 
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3. If joint actions applied at the previous stage are to be modilied 
at the present stage (KODJA = 1), all segments require a SEGMENT 
ACTIONS CARD. An INITIAL SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD, l2(A), is pro
vided for those segments added at the present stage, and a 
MODIFIED SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD, l2(B), is provided for all 
remaining segments. 

4. At each stage there are four possible situations with regard to 
specification of joint actions for each segment: (a) NSAL (NSTG) + 
NR = O. KODJA = 0 indicates that no segments have been added to 
the structure at this stage, and all joint actions remain unchanged 
from the previous stage. No SEGMENT ACTIONS CARDS are required in 
this case. (b) NSAL (NSTG) + NR = O. KODJA = 1 indicates that no 
segments have been added to the structure at this stage; however, 
some existing joint actions are to be changed. MODIFIED SEGMENT 
ACTION CARDS, l2(B), are required for all segments of the struc
ture. (c) NSAL (NSTG) + NR ~ O. KODJA = 0 indicates that there 
have been segments added to the structure; however, joint actions 
specified for those segments which comprised the structure at the 
previous stage are not modified. INITIAL SEGMENT ACTIONS CARDS, 
l2(A), are required for those segments added only. (d) NSAL (NSTG) + 
NR ~ O. KODJA = 1 indicates that segments are added to the struc
ture and joint actions applied to those segments comprising the 
structure at the previous stage are modified. INITIAL SEGMENT 
ACTIONS CARDS, l2(A), are required for those segments added and 
MODIFIED SEGMENT ACTIONS CARDS, l2(B), are required for all 
remaining segments. In any case, all SEGMENT ACTIONS CARDS must 
be arranged in the order in which segments are encountered from 
the origin to the end. 

5. IAJA is an index for repeating joint actions from Segment NN-l to 
Segment NN. 
IAJA = 0: Joint actions applied to Segment NN are the same as 
those applied to NN-l. No JOINT ACTIONS CARDS are required for 
this segment. 
IAJA = 1: Joint actions applied to Segment NN are to be specified. 
JOINT ACTIONS CARDS (13) must follow this card. 

6. ISTOp (NN) is an index indicating whether a stopover or interior 
support follows Segment NN. However, if NN is the last segment 
of a stage, the index indicates an END BOUNDARY CONDITIONS CARD 
(15) is required. 
ISTOP (NN) = -1: An interior support occurs at Station NNtl. An 
INTERIOR SUPPORT/DIAPHRAGM RESTRAINT CONDITION CARD (14) must 
follow either this INITIAL SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD or the INITIAL 
SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD and its JOINT ACTIONS CARDS, except when NN 
is the last segment. 
ISTOP (NN) = 0: Neither an interior support nor a stopover occurs 
at Station NN+I. 
ISTOP (NN) = 1: A stopover occurs at Station NN+l. 
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7. The stopover status for each station is specified only on the 
INITIAL SEGMENT ACTIONS CARD. There is no provision for revising 
the value of ISTOP initially assigned to a particular station. 
Therefore, if Station NN+l is to be supported at some stage of 
construction after the stage at which it is introduced, it is 
necessary to specify a fictitious support at Station NN+l initially, 
and specify a change in support restraint conditions (KODSPT) at 
the appropriate stage. If a boundary condition at one stage is 
to become an interior support at the following stage as illustrated 
below, 

Station! CD 
CD 

2 3 4 

Structure at Stage L (ISTOP (5) = -1) 

I CDl/D I 
CD 

I 
® 

I 
CD I @ I CD 

Station 3 4 5 6 

Structure at Stage L+l (ISTOP (1) = -1; ISTOP (6) = -1) 

the approach is as follows. The station designated as No.6 at 
Stage L marks the location of an interior support at Stage L+l 
and all subsequent stages; therefore, ISTOP (5) % -1. At Stage L, 
however, Station 6 is the end boundary of the structure. There 
are no interior supports; thus no INTERIOR SUPPORT/DIAPHRAGM 
RESTRAINT CONDITIONS CARDS are provided. However, an END BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS CARD (15) must be provided. At Stage L+l, the boundary 
conditions at both boundaries (Station 1 and Station 8) have changed 
(KODBC = 1). The in~erior support restraining conditions are also 
considered changed (KODSPT = 1). Although the physical restraints 
imposed upon the structure at Stations 2 and 7 (Stage L+l) may be 
the same as those imposed at S~ations 1 and 6 (Stage L), the 
designation is changed from a boundary condition to interior sup
port; therefore, KODSPT = 1. INTERIOR SUPPORT/DIAPHRAGM RESTRAINT 
CONDITIONS CARDS are required for both supports at Stage L+l. 

8. IAJA2 is an index indicating the modification required for the 
joint actions applied to Segment NN. 
IAJA2 = 0: Joint actions applied to Segment NN are the same as 
those applied to Segment NN-l. No JOINT ACTIONS CARDS are required 
for this segment. 
IAJA2 = 1: Joint actions applied to Segment NN are the same as 
those prescribed for this segment at the preceding stage. No JOINT 

8 
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ACTIONS CARDS are required for this segment. If this stage is 
the first stage of closure, this option is not available and 
IAJA2 must be specified as either 0 or 2. 
IAJA2 = 2: Joint actions applied to Segment NN are to be 
respecified. JOINT ACTIONS CARDS must follow this card. 

9. The structure is always sequentially described from far left to 
right. If the cards for boundaries and supports are required, the 
deck is always assembled as origin, segment action cards up to 
support with any joint action cards immediately following the 
segment action cards, support cards, additional segment, joint, and 
support cards, until the right end of the structure is reached. 
At that point the end boundary condition is inserted. 

*13. JOINT ACTIONS CARD - (110, 4F10.O, 412) 

Column 1-10 L, joint number. 

Column 11-20 - AJP (l,L), applied horizontal force or displacement 

Column 21-30 - AJP (2,L), applied vertical force or displacement. 

Column 31-40 - AJP (3,L), applied moment or rotation. 

Column 41-50 - AJP (4,L), applied longitudinal force or displacement. 

Column 51-52 - LIND (l,L), horizontal force/displacement indicator. 

Column 53-54 - LIND (2,L), vertical force/displacement indicator. 

Column 55-56 - LIND (3,L), moment/rotation indicator. 

Column 57-58 - LIND (4,L), longitudinal force/displacement indicator. 

Remarks - Card 13 

1. Each joint requires one card 13. Cards must be arranged with 
joint numbers in ascending order. 

2. LIND (I,J) is an index indicating whether AJP (I,J) is a force or 
displacement value. 
LIND (I,J) = 0: AJP (I,J) is a prescribed force applied to joint 
J as a uniformly distributed line load over the length of segment 
NN. Dimensions are force/unit length. 
LIND (I,J) = 1: AJP (I,J) is a prescribed displacement enforced 
at joint J at the longitudinal center of segment NN. 

*14. INTERIOR SUPPORT/DIAPHRAGM RESTRAINT CONDITIONS CARD -(414,4X,3F15.0) 

Column 1-4 

Column 5-8 

Column 9-12 

Column 13-16 

J, element number. 

lED (l,J), axial indicator. 

lED (2,J), shear indicator. 

lED (3,J), rotation indicator. 
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Column 21-35 - SSC (l,J), axial elastic restraint stiffness coefficient. 

Column 36-50 - SSC (2,J), transverse elastic restraint stiffness 

coefficient. 

Column 51-65 - SSC (3,J), rotational elastic restraint stiffness 

coefficient. 

Remarks - Card 14 

1. Support for the structure (displacement restraint) may be pre
scribed by restraining joint displacements (JOINT ACTIONS CARDS) 
or element displacements (INTERIOR SUPPORT/DIAPHRAGM RESTRAINT 
CONDITIONS CARD) or a combination of both. 

2. The type and degree of restraint imposed by 
is specified for each element individually. 
restraints are imposed on the plate degrees 
station of the interior support. 

the interior support 
The interior support 

of freedom at the 

3. lED (I,J) is an index indicating the type of restraint imposed 
on the associated (Ith) plate degree of freedom of the Jth 
element. 
lED (I,J) = -1: The associated displacement is partially restrained 
by the interior support. A non-zero value of the corresponding 
restraint stiffness, SSC (I,J) must be provided. 
lED (I,J) = 0: The associated displacement is not restrained by 
the support. 
lED (I,J) = 1: The associated displacement is completely restrained 
by the support; i.e., the displacement is equal to zero. 

4. The nature of restraint imposed upon the structure by a particular 
support may change from stage to stage. The degree of restraint 
may range from complete fixity of all elements to no restraint of 
any element. Therefore, even though interior supports may not be 
arbitrarily imposed and removed at every stage, the same effect 
may be accomplished by changing the support restraint conditions 
as desired. (See remarks Nos. 6 and 7, Cards 12 (A) and 12 (B) .) 

*15. END BOUNDARY CONDITIONS CARDS - (110, 3FlO.0, 312) 

Column 1-10 I, element number. 

Column 11-20 BCEND(l , I) , prescribed longitudinal force or 

displacement. 

Column 21-30 - BCEND (2, I) , prescribed transverse force or displacement. 

Column 31-40 - BCEND (3, I) , prescribed moment or rotation. 

Column 41-42 - lEND (1, I) , longitudinal force/displacement index. 

Column 43-44 lEND (2,1), transverse force/displacement index. 

Column 45-46 - lEND (3, I) , moment/rotation index. 
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Remarks - Card 15 

1. Each element of the cross section requires one card 15. 

2. lEND (l,J) is an index indicating whether BCEND (l,J) is a force 
or displacement value. 
lEND (I,J) 0: BCEND (I,J) is prescribed force. 
lEND (l,J) = 1: BCEND (l,J) is prescribed displacement. 

16. SEQUENCING 

A. Card Type 7(A) will follow card Type 15 for analysis of the next 

stage of construction. 

B. A blank card follows card Type 15 in order to terminate the run. 
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B.3 - Flow of Input Data 

The following chart is presented in the form of a program flow 

chart and is intended to indicate graphically the sequence in which the 

program reads the input data. The numbers associated with READ statements 

refer to the card numbers defined in B.2, and statement numbers are for 

purposes of this chart only. All variable names appearing in the chart 

have been defined in B.2. L is a symbol for a typical stage. 

200 

210 

y 

y 

D0 200 I = 1 NPL 

D0 210 I = 1 NEL 

SET (NSTG) = 1 

SET (KODBC) = 1 

READ CARDS 8 for 
all segments added 

at the left. 

for all segments 
READ CARDS 8 

Symbol for J 
continued on 
subsequent 
page 
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B.3 - Flow of Input Data (can't) 

20 

30 

y 

READ CARDS 8 
segments added 

at the right. 

IF NCBA(L) == 0 

N 

D0 10 I NCBA(L) 

D0 20 J ::: 1 NCV 

o 

D0 30 NEL 

IF NSTG = 1 

N 

IF NSAL(L) = 0 

D0 40 I = 1. NSAL(L) 

• 

y 

y 



.. 

B.3 - Flow of Input Data (con't) 

IF IAJA = 0 

N 

D0 50 J 

50 

IF ISTOP(I) -1 

Y 

D0 60 N NEL 

60 

IF KODJA = 0 

100 

N 

D0 90 for all segments 
of the stage L-1 
structure 

READ CARD 12(B) 

IF IAJA2 = 0 y 
or IF IAJA2 1 

IF KODSPT = 0 
N 

IF 

110 READ CARD 14 

155 

y 

N 

o 

D0 70 for all 
interior supports 
of stage L-1 

D0 80 I = 1, NEL 

80 READ CARD 14 

y 
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B.3 Flow of Input Data (contt.) .. 

IF IAJA ::: 0 

y 

D0 130 K = 1, NJT 

130 READ CARD 13 

IF IST~P (J) = -1 
N 

Y 

D0 140 N = 1, NEL 

140 READ CARD 14 

y 
IF 

150 READ CARD 15 

IF L is last y 
Blank card 
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B.3 - Flow of Input Data (con't) 

IF rAJA = 1 

y 

D0 210 J = 1, NJT 

210 READ CARD 13 

= -1 

y 

D0 220 K = 1, NEL 

220 READ CARD 14 

230 
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B.4 - Computer Output 

SIMPLA2 performs a complete structural analysis for each stage of 

construction and outputs the results for each stage. The output consists 

of: 

B.4.l 

B.4.2 

B.4.3 

Title and echo print of structure constant data (output for 

initial stage only). 

Echo print of construction stage XX data. 

(a) LONGITUDINAL CONFIGURATION OF STRUCTURE AT STAGE XX 

(b) INPUT DATA FOR TENDONS STRESSED AT STAGE XX 

(c) ORIGIN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT STAGE XX 

(d) JOINT ACTIONS, SUPPORT AND STOPOVER DATA FOR STAGE XX 

(e) END BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT STAGE XX 

Printout of Computed Results 

(a) FINAL PLATE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR LONGITUDINAL PLATE 

ELEMENTS AT END - These values are the components of the state 

vector at the end of the structure. Superposition of reference 

and continuous solutions is not accomplished automatically 

at the end stations. (See Figs. 2.3 and B.4 for sign convention.) 

PLATE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENTS - The following displacements 

are given for each element. 

Longitudinal displacement 

Transverse displacement 

Beam rotation 

PLATE INTERNAL FORCES - The following forces and stresses are 

given for each element. 

Beam moment 

Transverse shear 

Axial force 

Longitudinal normal force/unit length at element I-edge, NX (I) 

Longitudinal normal force/unit length at element J-edge, NX (J) 

Longitudinal normal force/unit area at element I-edge, SX (I) 

Longitudinal normal force/unit area at element J-edge, SX )J) 



y 

Axial 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

(a) Positive Element Forces 

\ 
\ 
\ 

P (1) \ I 

\ M(I) \ 

\ I 
\ , 
\ , 

I 
I 

I edgel 

(b) Positive Element Displacements 

NOTE: With the exception of the longitudinal 
element edge displacement, the edge nodal 
point displacements have the same positive 
directions as their associated forces. 

Fig. B.4. Positive element forces and displacements. 
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J edge 
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(b) FINAL PLATE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR LONGITUDINAL PLATE 

ELEMENTS AT END OF SEGMENT XX AND AT SUPPORT - These results 

are provided at each station locating an interior support. 

PLATE DISPLACEMENTS AND REACTIONS AT INTERIOR SUPPORT - These 

results are provided for each element of the cross section. 

The sign of reaction components is referenced to the element 

relative coordinate system and indicates the direction of the 

reaction as it acts on the diaphragm. The plate displacements 

and reactions at the interior supports for the reference and 

continuous solutions are not automatically superimposed. 

Longitudinal displacement/reaction 

Transverse displacement/reaction 

Beam rotation/reaction 

PLATE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENTS - Same as those listed under B.4.3(a). 

PLATE INTERNAL FORCES - Same as those listed under B.4.3(a). 

(c) FINAL PLATE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR LONGITUDINAL PLATE 

ELEMENTS AT ORIGIN - These values are the components of the 

state vector at the origin of the structure. See remark No.2. 

PLATE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENTS - Same as those listed under B.4.3(a). 

PLATE INTERNAL FORCES - Same as those listed under B.4.3(a). 

(d) FINAL JOINT AND PLATE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR SEGMENT XX -

The following results are furnished for every segment. 

JOINT DISPLACEMENTS - The following displacements are given 

for every joint. Joint displacements are referred to the 

longitudinal center of the segment. (See Fig. B.2 for sign 

convention.) 

Horizontal displacement 

Vertical displacement 

Rotation 

Longitudinal displacement 

ELEMENT EDGE DISPLACEMENTS - The following displacements are 

given for each element. (See Fig. B.4 for sign convention.) 

Rotation at I-edge. 

Rotation at J-edge. 



B.4.4 

Normal shear displacement at I-edge, W(I). 

Normal shear displacement at J-edge, W(J). 

Longitudinal shear displacement at I-edge, U(I). 

Longitudinal shear displacement at J-edge, U(J). 

Transverse membrane displacement at I-edge, V(I). 

Transverse membrane displacement at J-edge, V(J). 

ELEMENT EDGE FORCES - The following forces are given 

each element. (See Fig. B.4 for sign convention.) 

Transverse moment per unit length at I-edge, M(I). 

Transverse moment per unit length at J-edge, M(J). 

Normal shear per unit length at I-edge, Q(I). 

Normal shear per unit length at J-edge, Q(J). 
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for 

Longitudinal shear force per unit length at I-edge, T(I). 

Longitudinal shear force per unit length at J-edge, T(J). 

Transverse membrane force per unit length at I-edge, P(I). 

Transverse membrane force per unit length at J-edge, P(J). 

PLATE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENTS - Same as those listed under 

B.4.3(a). See remarks. 

PLATE INTERNAL FORCES - Same as those listed under B.4.3(a). 

See remarks. 

(e) STEEL STRESSES FOR ALL TENDONS AT STAGE XX - These results are 

provided only at those stages specified by the user. 

Remarks 

1. Output quantities noted in B.4.3(a), (b), and (c) are the 
beam-type displacements and stress resultants at the 
longitudinal end of the respective element. 

2. Superposition of solutions is performed automatically only for 
those quantities associated with a segment (as opposed to 
those quantities associated with the end of a segment). 
Therefore, forces and displacements noted in B.4.3(a), (b), 
and (c) are not automatically superimposed. Should the stage 
of construction under consideration be a stage of closure, the 
correct origin and end actions and support reactions would be 
given by summing corresponding quantities from the reference 
solution with those printed for this stage. 
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3. Reaction components are printed when the associated displacement 
is completely restrained (equal to zero); otherwise, the dis
placement component is furnished. Reaction components are 
referred to the respective element relative coordinate system. 
The sign affixed indicates the direction in which the reaction 
acts on the diaphragm or support. 

4. Results noted in B.4.3(d) pertain to each element at the 
longitudinal center of the segment. JOINT DISPLACEMENTS AND 
ELEMENT EDGE DISPLACEMENTS represent the element edge nodal 
point displacements in the fixed and element relative 
coordinate system, respectively. PLATE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENTS 
AND PLATE INTERNAL FORCES are the beam-type displacements 
and stress resultants at the longitudinal center of the element. 



KCL(1) 

STOP 

READ and PRINT - TITLE 

READ and PRINT - structure 
control data: NPL, NEL, NJT. 

READ and PRINT - tendon 
constants: CFC, CLC, YMS. 

Compute structure constants 

READ - stage control data 
and code words for first stage 

1 

Compute stage 
NSEG "" NNSG 
NCB NCBA 
IXT NXTL 
JXT NXTR 

constants: 
( 1) 
(1) 
( 1) 
(1) 

NSS JXT-IXT 
NWD NCB* NSS 

Initialize PBAR,PJP 

READ - stage constants 
typical stage, NSTG 
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KCL 1 o 
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Program SIMPLA2 (con't.) 

KCL(NSTG) == KCL(NSTG-l)+ 1 .............. < KCL(NSTG) == 0 

Compute stale constants for typical stage 
NSLS = NSEG 
NL = NSAL(NSTG) 
NSEG ... NL + NSLS + NR 
IXT '" NXTL(NSTG) 
JXT = NXTR(NSTG) 
NCB == NCBA(NSTG) 

y 

Resubscript aolumn 
indicator arrays -

AJP(I,K + NL) 
PJP(I,K + NL) 

PBAR(I,K + NL) 

vectors of force and 

LIND(I,K + NL) 

>= AJP(I,K) 
"" PJP(I,K) 
,.. PBAR(I,K) 

LIND(I,K) 

Resubscript elements of ISTOP vector -
ISTOP(K + NL) - ISTOP(K) 

< 2 branch on KCL(NSTG) 

2 

NSRF = NSLS + 1 

> 2 
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Program SIMPLA2 (con't.) 

Initialize 

CALL STAGE 
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B.S.l - Subroutine STAGE 

Sum length from ISEC,to JSEC 
SASL = SASL + SL 

N 

Recompute station coordinates 
for previous stage stations 

X(I+NL) = X(I) + SASL 

Compute station coordinates 
for stations added left. 

y 

READ ISEC 



Subroutine STAGE (con't.) 

Compute station coordinates 
for station added right 

X I = X 1-1 + SL 

N 

PRINT longitudinal 
configuration 

READ & PRINT tendon control data -
KN, NCV, NELC(KN), AREA(KN), PIP, 
PIPP, KEEP, FO, NXCVGL, NXCVGR 

DO 200 KV = 1 NCV 

READ & PRINT curve control coordinates
NXL, YL, XM YM NXR YR. 

Compute constants for curve 
polynomial - AC, BC, CC. 

Compute tendon coordinates at tendon 
nodal points - YK(I,N) 

200 Compute tendon slope at stations -
THET(I,N) 

Y 

167 
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Subroutine STAGE (con't.) 

FKL(IXT)=PIP 
FKR(JXT)=PIP 

FK(I.N) 

o 

Compute THETH(I) for all segments 
from station 1 to NXCVGL and from 
NXCVGR to NSEG + 1. 

branch on KEEP 

-1 

FKL(IXT) .. PIP 
FKR(JXT) 0.0 

Compute tendon force at station 
from left 
FKL(I) = FKL(I-1) [1.0 - ~~8-A~X] 

Compute tendon force at station 
from right 
FKR(I) = FKR(I+1) [1.0 - ~~8-A~X] 

+1 FKL(IXT)=O.O 
FKR(JXT)=PIP 



Subroutine STAGE (Con't.) 

Modify tendon force to account 
for slackening initial jack force 

104 Compute contribution to anchorage force 
L...-__ ----.....j vec tors by tendon N - PBARO and PBARE 

• 
I JJ = JXT-l < 1 branch on KCL(NSTG) I > 1 

I -
t 

/ Write disc file TAPES / ((YK(I J). J = 1. NCB) I= IXT JJ) , 
sum PBARO and PBARE into PBAR 

PBAR(I, IXT) = PBARO(I) 
PBAR(I,JXT) = PBARE(I) , 

DO 45 L = IXT, JXT-l I , 
DO 45 K = 1 ,NCB I , 

Compute the contribution of tendon K 
45 to equivalent joint load vector at 

segment L. 

I 
Average tendon force at stations to 
compute tendon nodal point forces 

FK(I,N) = FK(I,N) + FK(I+l,N)/2.0 , 
~ WRITE disc file FXXX / ((FK(J K) K = 1 NCB) J = IXT JJ) 

I 
Compute initial effective prestress 

SIG = FK(I,N)/AREA(N) , 
I PRINT SIG for all NCB / , 

I RETURN I , 
( END ) 
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JJ = NSRF I 
I 
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B.S.2 Subroutine STEP 

READ origin 
boundary conditions 

N~----------~--------~ 

form state vector 
at origin - ZK 

131 

y 

READ and PRINT initial 
segment actions data 
NN, IAJA, ISTOP (NN) 

AJP(I,NN) 
LIND(I,NN) 

AJP (I ,NN-l) 
= LIND( I ,NN-l) 

y 

READ and PRINT joint 
actions for 
segment NN 



Subroutine STEP (con't.) 

PRINT interior 
ort restraint data 

READ and PRINT modified 
segment actions data 

NN, IAJA2 

1 ---+ branch on IAJA2 
~~~~~~~~~----~ 

2 

READ and PRINT joint 
actions--segment NN 

y 

y 

READ and PRINT interior 
support restraint data 

814 

compile SMALLK into BIGK 

o 

AJP(I,NN) 
LIND (I ,NN) 
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AJP(I,NN-l) 
LIND (I ,NN-l) 

READ BIGK from 
disc file TAPE3 
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Subroutine STEP (con't.) , 
modify BIGK for 
specified displacements 

compute fixed-element 
forces--PTTT 

compute total load vector--
AJP + PJP-PTTT 

solve equilibrium equations 
for joint displacements 

/ WRITE Z~N and DISPNN 7 on disc file TAPEl , 
compute Z~N+l due to 

fixed-element forces 

compute Z~N+l due to 

joint displacements 

y 
RETURN 

/ ) NN = NSEG '" END 

modify Z~N+l due to 

anchora£e force vector 

ISTOP(NN) 
y 

= 0 

N 

set up ZK for segment 
following interior 
support or stopover 

l 



" B.S.3 Subroutine SOLV 

N 

NSTG = I or 
KODBC = I 

N 

PRINT end boundary 
conditions 

solve for last 
intermediate unknown 

Calculate and PRINT plate 
forces and displacements 
at end. 

y 

Calculate and record all 
intermediate unknown 
actions vector 

Calculate and PRINT plate 
forces and displacements 
at origin--ZK 

NRES NSEG 
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READ end 
boundary conditions 

NRES = NSRF 
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Subroutine SOLV (Con't.) 

Calculate joint displacement 
D I 1=1 MX 

Calculate plate edge 
disp1acements--VS(I,L),VP(I,L) 
I = 1,4, L = 1,NEL 

Calculate plate edge forces 
SS(I,L), SP(I,L), 
I = 1,4, L=l,NEL 

Calculate plate internal 
forces and displacements 
ZA(I), I 1,M6 

branch on 1 

> 2 
WRITE disc file TAPE9 

D, VS, VP, SS, SP, ZA -
the reference solution. 

READ disc file TAPE9 
DAR, VSR, VPR, SSR, SPR, ZAR-

the reference solution. 

Superimpose solutions 

PRINT joint displacements, 
plate edge displacements, 

plate edge forces, plate 
internal forces and displacements 

• 



B.5.4 Subroutine CSTRAIN 

NSTGM = 0 
or 

KODTS = 0 

N 
REWIND disc file 

TAPE5 

1 NSTGM 

locate terminal 
stations for NTD-

ICS, JCS 

READ disc file TAPE5 
coordinates - Y(I,J), 

J=l, NTD, I=ICS, JCS 

random READ disc file 
FXXX, initial tendon 

forces - F(I,J), J=l, 
NTD, I=ICS, JCS 

random READ disc file 
SXXX, initial nodal strain

EPSC(I,J), J=l, NTD, 
I-ICS, JCS 

DO 20 I ICS JCS 

DO 20 J 1 NTD 

Compute element edge strains 
for element containing tendon 
J - EPSI, EPSJ 

175 

Y 
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Subroutine CSTRAIN (con't.) 

Compute revised strain 
at tendon level in element 
containing J--EPSCP 

t 
DEPSC = EPSCP - EPSC(I,J) 

Compute revised tendon nodal 
force - F(I,J) 

20 

/ compute and PRINT revised / tendon nodal strains 

1000 

BACKSPACE disc file 
TAPES 

I JXTM = JXT-l I 

/ READ disc file TAPES / tendon coordinates, Y(I,J) 
I 

• 
I DO 60 J = IXT, JXTM I 

t 
I DO 60 J = 1. NCB J 

Compute initial element 
edge strains - EPSI, EPSJ 

Compute initial nodal 
strain - EPSC (I,J) 

60 

/ random WRITE disc file / SXXX - EPSC (I,J) 



C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

PROGRAM SIMPLA2 IINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPEI,TAPE3,TAPES,TAPE8,TAPE9, 
IFXXX ,SXXX I 

10 FORMATII141HO****ERROR-MAX. JOINT DIFFERENCE.GT.4****1 
20 FORMATl4141 
25 FDRMATI6141 

9 FORMATIIIO,4FIO.01 
4 FDRMATIIHO,3X,2OHPROBLEM CONTROL DATA) 

17 FORMATI1HO,3X,16HND. PL. TYPES = 12/4X,16HNO. ELEMENTS = iZ/4X,16 
1HND. JOINTS • 12/1 

S fORMATI1NG,3X,32HGEOMETRIC AND ELASTIC PROPERTIES) 
21 FORMATI1HO.3X.7HPL TYPE,10X,7HH-PROJ.,10X,7HV-PROJ.,IOX,9HTHICKNES 

lS.lOX.THMOOULUS/I 
22 FORMATIII.9X.41E1S.6,3XI' 

6 FORMATI1HG,3X,17HCONNECTIVITY OATA/I 
23 FORMAT/4X.23HELE I-JT J-JT PL/I 
24 FORRATI4X.4112.SXII 

7 FORMATI1HO.3X.19HTENOON C~TROL OATA/I 
8 FORMATI4X,lbHSTEEL MODULUS ~ E1S.6/4X,20HFRICTION CONSTANT EIS.6 

1/41.18HWOBBLE CONSTANT = E1S.61 
12 FORMATl3141 
16 FORMATI1H1,12A61 
32 FORMATI10X,3F10.01 
11 FORMAT 112A61 

COMMON DIMENSION AND EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS 

COMMON NSTG,NSRF,NSEG,SEGL,NL,NLI,NR,NSLS,NSLSI.NSI ,LSLS,NSS,NWD, 
INCB,IXT,JXT.NPL,NJT,NEL,M3,MX,M6,M31,NXBANO,MAXJTD,YMS,CLC,CFC, 
2NSTOP,KODJA,KODBC,KODSPT,KODTS 

COMMON HI lSI ,vIISI ,THI IS) ,EIISI ,PWTH(15),NPII1S) ,NPJ( IS) ,KPL liS), 
INPDIFI lSI ,ZENDI90) ,BCORI I 3.ISI, IORI13 ,IS) ,eCENDI3,15), I END13.15 I, 
21E014S,41 ,SSCI4S ,41 ,ZKI90,461 ,IFD1901 

COMMON NNSGI 2S1 ,NSAL I 2S I ,NCBAI2SI ,KCL 12S), NXTL I ZS). NXTRI25 I, 
11 DXFI 2S1 ,I DXS 12S1 ,XSECISII ,I S TOPI 50 I ,KANCHI 501 ,AJP I 64,50 I, 
2PJP I 64 .SO I ,1I NO Ib4, 50 I ,PBAR 145,511 ,NHCl251 ,AREA (25 I 

COMMON BIGKI64,201,PTTTI64,461,CMI9,ISI.HMII1,ISI,FJI9.ISI, 
1AI4,41,BTAVI41,RBARI41,DI201,ZZI61 

DIMENSION TITLEI121 

101 READ 11, ITI HEll I ,I • 1,121 
READ 12, NPl,NEL,NJT 

IFINPLI 999,999,102 
102 PRINT 16, TITLE 

PRINT 4 
PRINT 17, NPL,NEL,NJT 
PR INT 5 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

12S 

READ 9, I I, H II I, V II ), TH II ), F II I , J = I, NPLI 
READ 20, II,NPIII), NPJIII, KPLlII, J = I,NELI 

READ 32, CFC,CLC,YMS 
PRINT 21 
PRINT 22, II,HII),VII"THIII,EIII, 1= I,NPll 

PR I NT 6 
PRINT 23 
PRINT 24,11, NPIIII, NPJIII, KPLtIl, 1= I,NELl 

PR I N T 1 
PRINT 8, YMS,CFC,CLC 

COMPUTE PWTHII' AND SET HIlI HII IIPWTHII I AND VII I 

DO 12S I = I,NPL 
PWl'H I II = SORTIHII I~II I + VII '*VII II 
H I I I H II liP WTH I ., 
VIII = VIII/PWTHII' 

MX • 4*NJT 
M3 = 3*NEL 
"31 ~ M3 + 
I'W> • 6*NEL 
NSTG = I 

VI II/PWTH I I) 

COMPUTE MAX HALF BAND WIDTH AND SET NPI NPI*4-4 AND NPJ NPJ*4-4 

126 
121 
130 

12 

113 

MX = 4*NJT 
NXBAND = 0 
DO 130 I = I,NEL 
NP 0 I F I I I = NP J I I' - NP I I I I 
K ~ IABSINPDIF 1111 
IFINXBAND - K' 126,121,121 
NXBAND ~ K 
NPIII) ~ NPIII'''4-4 
NPJII' • NPJII'*4-4 
MAXJTD = NX8AND 
NX8AND ~ NXBAND*4+4 
IFINXBAND - 201 123.123,12 
PRINT 10 
GO TO q99 
C ONT INUE 

26 READ 20, NNSGII),NC8AII"NXTLlI),NXTRII) 
READ 20, KREF,KODTS 
IFIKREF) ~1,31,33 

31 KCL II) = 0 
GO TO 34 

33 KCL II I = 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

34 NL " 0 
NSEG • NNSG lit 
NR • 0 
Nll • 0 
M5l5 " 0 
NSlSI .. 0 
N51 • NSEG + 1 
lSlS • 0 
IlT c NXTLIlI 
JXT " NXTR 11' 
N55 " JXT-IXT 
NC8 '" NCBAll) 
NND • NCS"'NSS 
REWIND 5 

00 210 I • 1,50 
00 210 " • I,HX 
PJPIJ.n :t 0.0 

210 CONTINUE 

00 213 J • 1,51 
DO 213 I • 1,1'13 
P8ARII.JI • 0.0 

213 CONTINUE 

GO TO 28 

27 ~EAD 25, HSTG,NSAL(NSTGI,NR,NCBAINSTG1,NXTLIHSTG'.NXTR(NSTGI 
READ 25, KOOJA,KOOBC,KOOSPT,KREF,KOOTS 
IFINSTG-I 1999,999 ,44 

44 IFIKREFI 43,43,48 
43 IlCLlNSTC;1 • 0 

GO TO 40 
48 IlCLINSTGI • KCLINSTG-ll+1 
~ NL • NSALINSTGI 

HU • HL+I 
NSLS • NSEC; 
NSLSI • NSI 
NSEC; • NL+HSLS+NR 
HNSGINSTGI .. NSEG 
NCB " NC8AINSTGI 
NSI • NSEG+l 
LSLS .. NSLS+NL 
IFINClI.EQ.OI GO TO 55 
IlT • NXTLINSTGI 
JXT .. NXTR(NSTGI 
NS5 .. J1T-IlT 
NWD • NSS"'NC8 
IFINLI 999,~,29 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

t-' 
-J 
00 

RESUBSCRIPT FORCE AND INOICATOR ARRAYS 

29 l • LSLS+l 
00 45 J • I,NSLS 
~ " L-J 
KK K+l 
14 " l-Nl-J 
1414 " 14+1 
DO 41> I .. I,HX 
PJP(J,K} .PJP(I,MI 
PJPII,HI = 0.0 
AJP (1,10 .. AJP II ,M I 
1I NO fI ,K I " L1ND(!.MI 

46 CONTINUE 
00 41 I • 1,143 
PBARII,IlIlI " PBARII,"") 
PBAR II ,"", .. 0.0 

41 CONTINUE 
I STOP 00 • I STOPII'II 

45 CONTINUE 
00 47 I z 1.143 
PBARII,NUI • PBAR (1,1' 
PBAR (J ,11 .. 0.0 

47 CONTlNUE 
49 IFIKCLINSTGI-2128.1>5,1>9 
1>5 NSRF • NSlSI 

NSRF 1 • NSRF+l 
00 1>1> J • I,NSlS 
00 1>1> I .. I,MX 
AJP II ,J I c 0.0 
L1NOII,JI • 0 

66 PJPII,JI • 0.0 
00 67 J • I.NSR F1 
00 1>7 I = I,M3 

67 PBARII.JI • 0.0 
1>9 IFIJXT-HSRFII 1>1.1>1.62 
1>1 NWO ~ IJXT-IXTI*NCB 

GO TO 28 
6~ NWO = INSRF 1-1 X n*NC8 

28 CALL STAGE 
55 CALL STEP 

CALL SOlY 
GO TO 27 

999 CALL EXI T 
END 

SUBROUT I HE STAGE 

FORMATS 



C 

30b FORMATI13X,13,14X,F7.3,5X,E15.b,bX,E15.bl 
415 FORMATCIHO,20X,41HINITIAl TENDON STRESS AFTER fRICTION lOSS//20X,3 

l4HTENOON SEGMENT STRESS//I 
4lb FORMATI23X,12,9X,12,10X,EI5.bl 
425 FORMATCIHl,20X,40HINPUT DATA fOR CABLES STRESSED AT STAGE 121/1 
400 FDRHATI214,2X,FI0.01 
405 FORMATIIH1,20X,42HLONG. CONfl~URATION Of STRUCTURE AT STAGE 13/1 
410 FORMATCIHO,20X,7HSPAN • F8.3/20X,ISHNO. Of SEGMENTS = 13/2ox,26HNO 

1. OF TENDONS STRESSED ~ 121 
420 FDAMATIIHO,20X,7HSPAN • F8.3/20X,18HNO. OF SEGMENTS = 13/20x,26HNO 

1. OF TENDONS STRESSED = 12/20x,22HNO. SEG. ADDED LEFT = 13/20X,23H 
2NO. SEG. ADDED RIGHT = 131 

430 FORMAT(1"O,20X,1~SEGMENT NUM8ER,5X,14HSEGMENT LENGTH/I 
440 FORMATI28X,13,14X,F8.31 
427 FORMATIIHO,20X,13HTENDON NO •• 13/20X,7HAREA = E15.6/20X,13HNO. CU 

lRYES • I3/20X,lOHEtEMENT = 131120X,2lHINITIAL JACK FORCE = E15.b12 
20X,19HFINAL JACK FORCE = EI5.6/20X,17HLIVE END INDEX = 13/120X,13H 
3DIYERGENCE • E15.6/20X,12HSTA. LEFT = 13/20X,13HSTA. RIGHT = 131 

424 FOAHATCI22,bX,I2,2X,3IFIO.3,2XI,12,2X,F10.31 
428 FORMATIIHO,20X,19HCONTROL COORDINATESI/20X,59HCURVE NXl YL 

1 XM VM NXR VRIII 
60 FORMATI314,F8.0,2FI0.0,I51 
70 FORMATIFIO.O,2ISI 
51 FORMATIIIO.3FI0.0,II0,FI0.01 

C COMMON DIMENSION AND EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

COMMON NSTG,NSAF,NS ,SEGL,NL,NLl,NR,NSlS,NSLSI,NS1,lSLS,NSS.NWD, 
INCB.IXT,JXT,NPL,NJT,NEL,M3,MX,Mb,M31,NXBANO,MAXJTD,YMS,ClC,CFC, 
2NSTOP,KODJA,KOD8C,KODSPT,KOOTS 

COMMON HI151,VClSI,THI151,EI15I,PWTHI1S),NPII151,NPJllSI,KPLIIS), 
lNPOIFI151,ZENDI901.BCORlI3,151,IORI13,151,BCENDI3,151,1ENOI3,IS), 
2IEOC45.4I,SSCI4S,4I,ZKI90,4bl,IFDI901 

COMMON NNSGI251,NSALI251,NC8AI251,KClI251,NXTlI251,NXTRI251, 
lIDXFI251.10XSIZ51,XSECI511,ISTOP!50I,KANCHISOJ,AJPlb4,50), 
2PJPC64.S0I,LINDlb4,SO),PBARI45,51I,NELCI2SI,AREAI251 

COMMON 8IGKlb4,201,PTTTI64,4bl,CMI9,15l,HMI17,151,FJI9,lSl, 
lAC4,41,8TAVI41,RBARI41,0120I,ZZlb) 

DIMENSION FKI51.oI,FKLI51,b),FKR/Sl,b),YKI50,bl,THETI51,bl. 
ITHETHI50l,VLElbl ,YREI6"ASLII01,PBARO(45) .PBAREI45I,VFK(300) 

EOUIVALENCE IZK,FKI,IIK(307),FKL1,IIKlbI4I,FKRI,IIKI920),YK1, 
lIZKC12211,THETI,IZKIISZel,THETH),IZKI 15791,YLEI,IZKIIS8bl,YREI, 
2CZKC1593I,ASLI,IZK(16041,PBAR01,[IKllb511 ,P8ARE),IZKI16981,VFKl 

IXTP s IXT+l 
JXTM • JXT-l 
IFINSTG-1120,20,10 

C 
C 

10 KC = KC+NCBA!NSTG-II 

C RECOMPUTE STATION COORDINATES FOR LAST STAGE STRUCTURE. 
C 

C 

IFIHL) 7,100,7 
7 SASL = 0.0 

17 READ 400, ISEC, JSEC, SL 
JSECM = JSEC-l 
DO 8 I ~ ISEC,JSECM 
ASlllJ • SL 
SASl = SASl+ASlIII 

8 CONTINUE 
IFIJSEC-NLll 17,9,9 

9 I • NSLS1+NLl 
K = HSLS1+1 
00 14 J ~ I,NSLSl 
XSECII-JI c XSECIK-Jl+SASL 

14 CONTINUE 

C COMPUTE STATION COORDINATES FOR ADDEO SEGMENTS. 
C 

C 

XSEClll E 0.0 
DO 15 L c 2,NL 
XSECILI = XSECIL-II+ASLIl-I I 

15 CONTINUE 
100 IFINRlll,IIO,II 

II READ 400, ISEC, JSEC, SL 
JSECM • JSEC-l 
DO Ib I = ISEC,JSECM 
XSECII+11 • XSECIII+SL 

16 CONTINUE 
IFIJSEC-NSlI11,110,110 

20 KC • 0 

C COMPuTE STATION COORDINATES FOR FIRST STAGE STRUCTURE 
C 

XSEClll • 0.0 
21 REAO 400, (SEC, JSEC, SL 

JSECM = JSEC-I 
DO 22 l = ISEC,JSECM 
XSECIL+II = XSECILI+Sl 

22 CONTINUE 
If(JSEC-HSIIZI,110,110 

110 PRINT 405, NSTG 
IF[NSTG-IJlIS,115,120 

115 PRINT 410, XSECINSlI,NS.NCB 
GO TO 204 

120 PRINT 420, XSECIHSll,NS,NC8,Nl,NR 
204 PRINT 430 



C 

00 20b oJ = 1,NS 
Sl • XseCIJ+ll-XSECIJI 
PRINT "0. J.Sl 

206 CONTINU£ 
PRINT 425. NST6 

C INITIALIZE THE PBARO AND PBARE VECTORS 
C 

C 

00 23 J c l.N3 
PBAROIJI 0.0 
PBAREIJI '" 0.0 

Z3 CONTINUE 

C COMPUTATION Of CABLE Y-COOROINATES AND FORCES AFTER lOSS FOR All SEGNENT 
C 

C 

C 

00 104 N = I,NCII 
READ bOo KN,NCV,NElCIKNI,AREAIKNI,PIP,PIPP,KEEP 
READ 70. FO.NXCVGl,NXCVGR 
IFtPIPP' 29,Z9.30 

29 PI1'2 " PIP 
60 TIl ZI 

30 PIPZ • PIPP 
ZB PRINT 427, KN.AREAIKN, ,NCV,NElCIKNI,PIP,PIPZ,KEEP,FO,NXCYGl.NXCVGR 

PR.INT 4Z8 
DO 200 KV " l,NCV 
READ 51. NXl.Yl,xN,YN,NXR ,YR 
PR.INT 424. KY.NXl.Yl,XN,YN,NXR,YR 
IFIKV.EQ.l'YlEtNI .. Yl 
IFIKY.EQ.HCY,YREINI = YR 
Xl • X seCINXlI 
XI!. - X SEC I "XR , 
I F lXII' 50.50.37 

37 Xl2 .. Xl*Xl 
XN2 • XN*XII 
XRZ '" XR*XR 

DET .. XN*XRZ + Xl*XNZ + XR*XlZ - XN*Xl2 - XR*XMZ - Xl*XR2 
DETX • Yl*XN*XR2 + Xl*XN2*YR. + XlZ*YN*XR -

1 YR*X~Xl2 - XR*XNZ*Yl - XRZ*YM*Xl 
AC .. DETX/DET 
DETX '" YN*XR2 + Yl*XMZ + Xl2*YR - YN*XlZ - YR*XNZ - XRZ*Yl 
IIC c DETX/DET 
DETX '" XN."R + Xl*YN + Yl*XR - XN*Yl - XR*YM - YR*Xl 
CC .. DETX/DET 
GO TO 52 

50 IIC • IYR-YlI/IXR.-XlI 
AC • Yl-IIIC*XU 
CC • 0.0 

C CALC. YK AT CABLE NODES-THETA AT CABLE STATIONS. 

C 

C 

C 

5Z NXRM = NXR-l 
IFIKV-ll ZOO,4b,47 

4b XX " XSECINXLI 
THETZ = ATANIBC+Z.O*CC*XXI 

47 CONTINUE 
00 200 L = NXL,NXRM 
K .. L+l 
XX = IXSECILI+XSECIKII/Z.O 
YKIL.NI .. AC+BC*XX+CC*XX*XX 
IFll-NXLI ZOO,48,49 

48 THETI = ATANIBC+Z.O*CC*XSECILII 
THETlL,NI c ITHETl + THETZI/Z.O 
IFll-NXRMI ZOO,55,ZOO 

55 THETZ = ATANIBC+Z.O*CC*XSECIKII 
IFINXR.EO.JXTlTHETIK,NI = THETZ 
GO TO ZOO 

49 THETIL,Nl = ATANIBC+Z.O*CC*XSECILll 
IF IL-NXRMI 200,61 ,ZOO 

bl THET2 • ATANIBC+Z.O*CC*XSECIKll 
IFINXR.EO.JXTlTHETIK,Nl • THETZ 

ZOO CON TI NUE 

00 71 I • IXT,JXTM 
THETHIII = 0.0 

71 CONTI NUE 

C TEST FOR CABLE DIVERGENCE FRO" SINGLE PLANE. 
C 

IFIFOlb9,b9,54 
C 
C ASSUMING CONVERGENCE LENGTH AT BOTH ENDS TO BE THE SAME. 
( 

C 

54 CX • XSECINXCVGLI 
G = Ib.O*FOllCX 
DO 59 L .. IXT,JXTM 
K .. L+l 
IFIL-NXtVGLI 5b,b3,b3 

63 IFIL-NXtVGRl59,58,58 
5b XLI = XSECIKI/CX 

XL = XSECILl/CX 
GO TO bb 

58 XU = IXSECIKl-XSECINXCVGR ll/CX 
XL = IXSECILl-XSECINXCVGRII/CX 

bb THETHILI = ABSIG*IXL1*XLI-XL*XL-XL1+XLll 
59 CONTI NUE 

C CALC OF (ABLE FORCE FOR EACH STA POINT FOR CABLE N 
C 

b9 IFIKEEP1153,154,155 



153 FKlfIXT.NI • PIP 
FKRIJXT.NI • 0.0 
GO TO 157 

155 FKlIIXT.NI • 0.0 
FKIUJXT,NI • PIP 
GO TO 157 

154 FKlIIXT,NI .. PIP 
FKRIJXT,N, .. PIP 

151 14M .. 0 
DO 162 J .. IXTP,JXT 
!VI .. MM+1 
K • J-l 
M .. JXT-MM 
l • "+1 
OTHl • ABSITHETIJ,N'-THETIK.N"+THETHIK' 
IHHR • ABSITHETlM,N'-THETll,NIl+THETHIMI 
Cll • XSECIJ'-XSECIK' 
CUt • XSECILI-XSECIM, 
FKlIJ,NI .. FKlIK,NI*11.0-ICFC*OTHll-IClC*Cllll 
FKRIM.M' .. FKRll,NI-Cl.0-ICFC*OTHRI-IClC*ClRII 

162 COHTI NIlE 
DO 164 J • IXT,JXT 
IFIFKlIJ, .. '-FKRIJ.N'1163,163,167 

163 FKIJ.HI .. FKRIJ.N) 
GO TO 164 

161 FKIJ.NI & FKlIJ.HI 
164 COHTINUE 

IFIPIPPII01.I01.110 
110 IFIKEEPI31.31,39 

31 FKIIXT,NI • PIPP 
l .. IXT 

16 K .. l+1 
ell = XSECIKI-XSEClll 
OTHl .. ABSITHETIK,H'-THETll,HII+THETHlll 
FKP .. FKll,N'-Cl.O+ICFC*OTHl'+IClC*Cllll 
IFIFKP-FKIK,H"33.33,34 

33 FKIK,HI .. FKP 
l .. l+1 

. IF Il-JXT 116 ,34,34 
34 IFIKEEPI101,39'~ 
39 FKIJXT,N' - PIPP 

l = JXTM 
19 K s l+l 

ClR = XSECIKI-XSECCLI 
OTHR ,. ABSITHETCK,H'-THETll,N"+THETHll' 
FKP 0 FKIK,NI*Cl.0+CCFC*OTHR)+IClC*ClR" 
IFIFKP-FKIl,H"36,36,lOl 

36 FKIl,HI .. FKP 
l .. l-l 
IFCl-IXT'lC'l,19,79 

« 

101 CONTINUE 
C 
C FORMATION OF PBARO AND PBARE VECTORS 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

104 

105 

106 
107 

308 

99 

42 

KKC = KC+ N 
NF ; NElCIKKC'*3-3 
I ,. NF+l 
J ,. 1+1 
K = J+1 
PBARO I I I PBARO II 1- !Flc.( I XT ,N ,.COS! THETI IXT ,N "*YLE IN)' 
PBARO!JI PBAROIJ)-!FKIIXT,N)*SINITHETIIXT,NIII 
PBARO!K' PBAROIKI-IFKIIXT,HI*COS!THET!IXT,N'II 
PBAREII I PBAREIII+IFKIJXT.NI.COSITHETIJIT.NII*YREINI' 
PBAREIJI & PBAREIJI+IFKIJXT,H'*SINITHETIJXT.N)I' 
PBAREIK' P5AREIX)+IFKIJxT,N'*COSITHETIJXT.N'" 

CONTINUE 
IFIKClINSTGI-III05,105,106 
JJ = JXTM 
GO TO 107 
JJ & NSRF 
WRITE!,) flYKfl,J',J • 1,NC81.1 = IXT,JJI 

SUMMATION OF PARO ANO PBARE VECTORS INTO PBAR ARRAY. 

DO 99 J = l,M3 
PBARIJ,IXTI PBARIJ,IXTI + PBAROIJ) 
PBARIJ,JXTJ = P8ARIJ,JXTJ + PBAREfJ) 
CONTINUE 

COMPUTATION AND SUHATION OF EQUIVALENT PRESTRESS FORCES 

00 45 l • IXT,JXTM 
M • l+l 
Hl = XSECfMI-XSEcn, 
DO 45 K • l,NCB 
KKC .. KC+K 
lC = NElC(KKC) 
KP = KPLllCI 
IOF .. HPI IlC 1+1 
OTHT = THETIM,KI-THETll,KI 
FVl = FKll,KI*SINfTHETll,KI) 
FVR • FKIM,KI*SINITHETfM,K)) 
IFfOTHT) 43,40,44 

43 PI = f-l.O"'fABSf FVl-FVR II IIHl 
GO TO 62 

44 PI • fABS!FVl-FVR))/Hl 
GO TO 62 

4(\ PI. 0.0 
62 PJPllOF,ll c PJPIIOF,l,-PI*HIKPI 

PJPIIOF+l,lI = PJPf IOF+1 ,l )+PI""V!KP) 



C 

C 

45 CONTINUE 

IFIKClINSTG'-l'80,80,81 
80 JJ .. JXTM 

GO TO as 
81 JJ " NSRF 

C AVERAGIHG THE CABLE FORCES AT STA POINTS TO OSATIN CARLE FORCE 
C AT THE CA8LE NODAL POINTS AT THE CENTER OF EACH SEGMENT 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

83 PRINT "IS 
LM • 0 
00 18 It .. 1.NC8 
Kite. ItC .... 
00 78 l • IXT,JJ 
LM " LM+l 
VFKILMI • IFItIL,HI+FKIL+l,NII/2.0 
SIG .. VFKllMl/AREAIKKCI 
PRINT 41'. KKC,L.SIG 

78 CONTINUE 

CALL I08INlbHWRITER.4LFXXX,VFKI1',NWO,IOXFINSTGII 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE STEP 

FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR SUBROUTINE STEP 

2 FORMATIIHD8X,2'H INDEX .. 0 FOR GIVEN FORCE/17X,Z5H 1 FOR GIVEN DIS 
1PLACEMENT /I I 

10 FORMATIIIO,3F10.0,3121 
11 FORMATI37HlORIGIN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT STAGE 131 
27 FORMATI110,4FlO.O,4IZI 
41 FDRMATl314J 
4S FDRMATI414,4X,3F15.01 

112 FORMAT 185HOElE AXIAL FOR/DISP INDEX SHEAR FOR/DISP IN 
WEX MOMENT OR ROT INDEX/I 14,31 E20.8.15,2X III 

8b.2 FORHA Tl2 I" I 
850 FORMATClHl,3X,51HJOINT ACTIONS. SUPPORT AND STOPOVER DATA fOR STAG 

IE 131110X,4t,HIAJA • 9, JOIHT ACTIONS SAME AS LAST SE~MENT/lbX,44Hl 
Z. JOIHT ACTIONS OIFFERENT FROH LAST SEGMEHTI19X,45HIAJAZ = 0, JOIN 
3T ACTIOHS SAME AS LAST SEGMENT/lbX,35Hl, JOIHT ACTIOHS SAME AS LAS 
4T STAGE/lbX,29HZ, JOINT ACTIONS RE-SPECIFIEOIl9X,37HISTOP =:-1, SUP 
5PORT AFTER THIS SEGMEHT/lbX,Z5HO, NO SUPPORT OR STOPOVER/1bX,30H1, 
b STOPOVER AFTER THIS SEGMEHTIIII 

42 FORMATI14X,t,HSEG 12,4X,7HIAJA = 12,4X,8HISTOP • 121 
847 FORMATI 16X,!lHAPPLIED JOINT ACTIONSIIZX.3HJT.,5X.6HHORII.,bX.3 

IHF/D.bX,5HVERT.,5X,3HF/O.bX,4HROT.,bX,3HM/R,5X,5HLONG .,bK,3HF/D/I 
851 FORMATII~,3X,4IFI4.7,1X,IZ,ZXI/I 

C 

860 FORHAT(lHO,B5H~~.** •• #**.********~*******~*************~*****~**** 
1·***~*~*·***··*****·****·********11' 

848 FORMATllbX,Z7HINTERIOR SUPPORT RESTRAINTSIII0X,70HELE. AXIAL C 
10EFFICIENT SHEAR COEFFICIENT ROT. COEFFICIENTI 

43 FORMATI14X,4HSEG IZ,3X,8HIAJAZ = 12,4X,8HISTOP = 121 
890 FORMATI14X,ZIHJT. ACTIONS FOR SEG. 13,bH THRU 13.2bH UNCHANGED FRO 

1M LAST STAGE I 
866 FOR~AT(I12,6X,31IZ,3X,E15.6,3XII 

C COMMON, OIMENSION ANO EOUIVALENCE STATEMENTS 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

COMMON NSTG,NSRF,NSEG,SEGL,NL,NLl,NR,NSLS,NSLS1,NS1,LSLS.NSS,NWO. 
INCB.IXT,JXT,NPL,NJT,NEL,M3,MX,Mb,M31,NXBAND,MAXJTD,YMS,CLC,CFC, 
ZNSTOP,KODJA,KOOBC,KODSPT,KOOTS 

COMMON HI15 I .VI151, TH 115/ ,E1l51, PWTHI151 ,NPI 1151 ,NPJIl5I,KPLI15 I, 
1NPDIF 1 15 I ,ZENOl901 ,8COIU (3,151, IORI 13,151 ,BCEHOI3,15ItlEH0I3 .lSI, 
ZIEOI45,41,SSCI45,41,ZKI90,461,IFDI901 

COHMON NNSGI251.NSALIZ5I,NCBAI25I,KCLI251,NXTLI251,NXTRIZ5I, 
11 DKF IZ5 I, lOX SI 251 ,XSECI51 I, I STOPI5DI ,KANCH( 50 I ,AJP(b4,501, 
ZPJPI64,50l,LINDlb4,50I,PBARI45,51I,NELCIZ51,AREA(251 

COI'II'ION BIGKlb4,20 I ,PTTTI b4, 4bl ,(1'119,151 ,HMI 17,15) ,FJ 19, 15), 
lA!4,41.BTAVI41 ,R8AR(4) ,O{ 20) ,ZZ (bl 

DIMENSION OISPlb4,4bl,SHALLKI8,8.15),lSTOP(45,91), IDU(451 

EOUlvALENCE IBIGK,ISTOP),IPTTT,DISP,SMALLKI 

SET UP BOUNOARY ACTION, INOICATOR ARRAYS AT ORIGIN 

IF(NSTG.EO.l.0R.KOOBC.EQ.llREADI0, I I ,IBCORIIJ, I ),J=1 ,3), 
1110it I I K, I) ,K=I, 31 ,L=I.NfL I 

PR I NT 11, N 5 TG 
PRINT lIZ, II,IRCORIIJ,II,l0RIIJ,II,J=I,31,I=I.NELl 
PRIHT 2 
DO 104 1=1,1'131 
DO 104 J= 1 ,Hb 

104 ZKIJ,I'=O. 
LcD 
DO 1 08 I = 1 , NEL 
H=b*l+l 
MM = 1*3+1 
N=M-7 
DO 108 J=1,3 
L=L +1 
1'1=1'1-1 
N=H+l 
1'11'1 = 1'11'1-1 
IFOIHI=O 
IFDINI=l 
I F II DR I 1 J, [ I I 107,1 Db tl 07 



C 

lOb ZKIN,LI-l. 
ZKIH~H311·BCORI IJ,II+PBARIMM,ll 
GO TO 108 

101 ZKIH~LI-l. 
ZKIN,H311-8CORIIJ,11 

108 CONTINUE 

C INITATION OF FORWARD PROGRESSION 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

NN - 0 
NSTOP - 0 
SEGl. • 0.0 
KSPT • 0 
IFINSTG.EO.IINSPT - 0 
!tEWINO 1 
REWIND 8 
PRINT 850, NSTG 

131 NH • NN + 1 

IFIHN-11930,930,940 
930 SEGl • ISEC I 21 

FSEGL .ISECI31-ISEC(21 
FDSl • FSEGL-SEGL 
POSl • 1.0 
GO TO 100 

940 IFINSEG-NNI935,935,9"5 
935 PSEGL - SEGl 

SEGl • FSEGL 
POSl • PSEGl-SEGL 
FDSL • 1.0 . 
GO TO 100 

945 PSEGL • SEGL 
SEGl - FSEGL 
FSEGL • ISECINN+21-XSECINN+11 
PDSL - PSEGL-SEGl 
FOSL ~ FSEGL-SEGL 

100 IFINN-NLII02,102,101 
101 IFINN-LSLSII05,105,102 

102 READ 41, NN,IAJA,ISTOPINNI 
PRINT 42, NN,IAJA,I~TOPINNI 

IFIIAJAI3,4,3 

" l • NN-l 
00 7 J • 1,HI 
AJPIJ,NNI • AJPIJ,LI 
LINOIJ,NNI - LINOIJ,LI 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

c 

CONT INUE 
GO TO 9 

3 PRINT 8bO 
PRINT 847 
KDF ~ 0 
00 5 L R I.NJT 
READ 27, JT,(AJP(KDF+I,NNI,I=I,41,(LINO(KOF+I,NN),I=I,41 
PRINT 851, L,IAJPIKDF+I,NNI,LINDIKDF+I,NNJ,J=I,41 
KOF = KDF+" 

5 CONT INUE 
PRINT 2 
PRINT 8bO 

9 IFIISTOPINNI18,814,814 
8 IFINN-NLI910,910,905 

905 IFINN-NSEGI907,920,920 
907 KSPT "' KSPT+I 

GO TO 71 

920 NSPT = KSPT 
GO TO 814 

910 KSPT "' KSPT + 
K "' NSPT + 1 

24 CONTI HUE 
L = K-l 
IFILl71,71,73 

73 00 48 J "' 1,M3 
IEDIJ,KI • JEDIJ,Ll 
SSCIJ,KI • SSCIJ,LI 

48 CONTI NUE 
K • K-l 
GO TO 24 

7! CONTINUE 

00 13 I "' 1,NEL 
KDf a 1.3-3 
READ 45, L, I I EDI KDH-L ,KSPT I, L 1,31, (SSC C KDF"'L ,KSPT I,L 

13 CONTINUE 
PRINT 8bO 
PRINT 848 
00 14 I = 1,NEL 
KDF a 1"3-3 
PRINT 8bb, 1,C1EDIKDF+L,KSPTI,ssrIKDF+L,KSPT),L 1,31 

14 CONTINUE 
PRINT 8bO 
GO TO 81" 

1,31 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

105 IFIKODJAI80b,874.80b 

874 IFIHN-NLI1820,820,810 
820 PRINT 860 

PRINT 890, NLl,LSLS 
PRINT 8bO 
GO TO 810 

806 READ 862, NN.IAJA2 
PRINT 43, NN,IAJA2,ISTOPINNI 
JFIIAJA2-11830,810,802 

830 L .. NN-l 
DO 831 J - I,Ml 
AJPiJ,NN' - AJPCJ,Lt 

831 LINDtJ.NN' - LINDIJ,LI 
GO TO 810 

802 PRINT 8bO 
PRINT 847 
KDF - 0 
DO 805 L - I,NJT 
II.EAO 27, JL,IAJPIKDF+I,NNI,I = 1,41,ILlNDIII:DF+I,NNI,1 s 1,41 
PRINT 851. L,IAJPIKDF+I,NNI,LINDIKDF+I,NNI,I - 1.41 
KDF • KDF+4 

B05 CONT INUE 
PRINT Z 
PRINT 860 

810 IFIISTOPINHI1808,814,814 
808 KSPT s II:SPT+l 

IF IKOOSP074,814,14 
74 PRINT 860 

PRINT 848 
DO 812 I - I,NEL 
KDF - 1*3-3 
READ 45, L,IIEDIKDF+L,KSPTI,L - 1,31,ISSCIKDF+L,KSPTI,L • 1,31 
PRINT 866, I,IIEDIII:DF+L,KSPTI,SSCIKDF+L,KSPTI,L e 1,31 

812 CONTINUE 
PRINT 860 

814 IFIPDSLI 144,215,144 

C FORMATION OF 81GK MATRIX FOR SEGMENT NN 
C 

C 

C 

144 DO 145 J-I,NX8AND 
DO 145 l-l,MX 

1458IGKII,J'-0. 

CAll STJF 

DO 210 Ls l,NEL 

C 

K=KPL IL I 
M=NPI IL I 
N=NPJIU 
00 201 1=1,4 
11=f4+1 
IJ-N+I 
IK=I+4 
DO 201 J=I,4 
BIGKIII,JI=BIGKIII.J)+SMALLKII,J,KI 

201 BIG~IIJ,JI=BIGK!IJ,JI+SMALLK!IK,J+4,KI 

IF INPOIF!UI 205.202,202 
202 IK=N-M-4 

00 203 1'"104 
II=H+I 
DO 203 J=5,8 
IJ-IK+J 

203 BIGKIII.IJI=8IGKIII.IJI+SMALlKII,J.KI 
GO TO 210 

205 I ~ =M-N 
N=N-4 
DO 206 1=5,8 
11=,.,..1 
DO 206 J=I,4 
IJ=IK+J 

206 BIGKIII,IJI 2 8IGKIII,IJ)+SMALLKII,J,KI 
210 CONTINUE 
211 IFIFDSLI 220,212,220 
212 REWIND 3 

WRITE 131 1 181GK! 1 ,JI oI=I,MXI,J'"I.NXBANDI 
END FILE 3 
GO TO 220 

215 REWIND 3 
READ 131 1 IBIGII:I I ,JI .1=I,MXI .J=l ,NXBANDI 

C 
C CALCULATE -IFIXED JOINT FORCESI 
C 

220 DO 221 J e l,Mll 
DO 221 l-l,IIX 

221 PTTTlI.JI-O. 
UI-2./SEGL 
DO 240 L =1.NEL 
M=KPlI L I 
DO 225 1=1,9 

225 OII'=CMII ,MI 
HO=HIMI 
VO=V!MI 
II=NPIIL)+1 
12=11+ I 
/4=11+3 



C 

JI-NPJIL 1+1 
JZ-J 1+1 
J~·Jl+3 
N-6.l-6 
DO Z/oO l-l,M31 
00 Z30 J-lt6 
It=J+N 

230 ZZIJ)=ZKIK,I) 
CI-0Il1*ZZllI+UI*ZZt61 
CZ-OIZI*ZZIZI+0131*ZZI31+0, .. ,*ZZt41+DI51*ZZI51 
C-C I+C2 
C I=C l-C2 
PTTTI I~.II-PTTTI 1",1 I+C 
PTTTIJ",I'-PTTTIJ~,II+CI 
CI-0171*ZZIZI+DI81·ZZI31+0191*ZZ(4)+ot61*ZZI5) 
CZ"'-Cl 
PTTTlll.II-PTTTlll,ll-HO*Cl 
PTTT/IZ .. t I-PTTTI12.1 I+Vo*Cl 
PTTTIJl.II-PTTTIJ1,II+HO*CZ 
PTTTIJ2,II-PTTTIJ2.II-VO*CZ 

2 .. 0 COHTI HUE 
00 2"1 I " I.M. 

2/01 PTTTII.M31' • PTTTII,M311+PJPII,NNI 
00 2 .. 3 I - I .. MX 
lFILINPCI.NNIIZ"3.Z/02,Z .. 3 

Z .. 2 PTTTII .. M31,. PTTTII,"31' • AJPII.NHI 
Z~3 CDIIITINUE 

C CHECK FOR SPECIFIEO DISPLACEMENT - MODIFY B1GK MATRIX 
( 

DO Z60 J - I.IIIJT 
DO Z60 I .. 1,~ 
IL ., I J-H*4t+ 1 

IfILIHDIIL,NHIIZ45,260.245 
2/05 C" AJPIIL,NNI 

IFIC'Z~.Z52,2~ 
2/01> 11. IL-I 

DO 2~8 K • 5,NXBAHD 
L • K+IJ 
IFILINDCL.HH"Z"8,Z"7,Z~8 

2/07 PTTTIL.M311" PTTTIL'''311 - 8IGKIll.K!*C 
248 CONTINUE 
252 DO 253 La l.NXBAHD 
253 BIGItIIL,L,-O.O 

DO 25 .. L-l,Mn 
254 PTTTIiL ,L )-0. 

PTTTlIL ,M31I-C 
K-,J-MAXJTO 
l-MAXOIK,11 
DO Z55 M"'L,J 

C 

N=IJ-M'*4+1 
II IM-I 1*4 
00 255 IJ=I.4 
IK=II+IJ 

IFILINOIIK,NNI1255.256,Z55 
256 PTTTIIK,M311=PTTTtIK,M311-8IGKIIK.HI*C 
2~~ 8IGKIIK.NI=0.0 

8IGKIll.lI=I.0 
260 CONTINUE 

C INVERT DIAGONAL K AND MODIFY BIGK AND PTTT FOR 8ACKSUBSTITUTION 
C 

( 

( 

( 

( 

c 

N"O 
300 N-H.l 

I LeN"'" 
L=ll-4 
00 301 l=lt4 
K=I+l 
00 301 Jal.4 

301 hll.J!=BIGKtK.J) 
(ALL oSYINY IAI 
K"NJT-H 
IF IKI 400.400.302 

302 M="INOII(,MAXJToi 
11(="*'" 
00 305 1"t.4 
Ilal+L 
00 305 J e l.4 

30~ BIGKIII.JI=AlI.JI 

JaO 
DO 340 1"-l,M 
00 340 IN-I,4 
J:J+l 
I JaJ+ .. 

00 320 1-1.4 
320 STAYlllaBIGK(l+1.IJI*All,II+8IGKCL+2.IJJ*A12.ll+BIGKIL+3.IJI* 

lA13.1 J+SIGK(L+4.1J l"A14,11 

K"J+ll 
00 330 I = 1 , M 31 

330 PTTTlK,II.PTTT!I(,II-IBTAVCll*PTTTll+I.I!+BTAV(2J"'PTTT(L+2.1I 
I+B TAYC 31*1' TTl( L+3.1 1+8 TAVI41*PTTTll+4.1" 

r SaO 
IU:IH*4-3 
00 340 IsIU.IK 
IT:I+4 



C 

IS-IS+I 
BIGKIK.ISI=BIGKIK.ISI-IBTAYII I*BIGKIL+I,ITI+BTAVI21~BIGKIL+Z,ITI 

I+BTAYI31*BIGKIL+3.ITI+BTAVI410BIGKIL+4,ITI I 
340 CONTINUE 

GO TO 300 

C START BACKSUBSTITUTION AND SOLVE FOR UNKNOWN JOINT DISPLACEMENTS 
C 
C L=IL-4 SEE AFTER STATEMENT 300 

400 00 403 K-l.M31 
RBARIII=PTTTIL+I.kl 
RBARIZI=PTTTIL+Z.kl 
RBAR(31=PTTTIL+3.KI 
RBARI41=PTTTIL+4.KI 
0010031=1.4 
J=I+l 

403 OISPIJ,IO=AII ,II*RBARIII+AII .ZIoRBARI21+AII ,31 0 RBARI31+AI 1,41 0 
I RBARI41 

C N=NJT FROM STATEMENT 300 

C 

410 N=N-I 
IfCN) 465.46S.411 

loll M:MINOIINJT-NI.HAXJTOI*4~ 
IN-N*4 
Il-IN-4 
IH=ll+1 
00 42S 1(-I.M31 
00 415 1=5.M 
J=I+ll 

415 DII'=OISPIJ.KI 
00 420 1-1.4 
II "ll+1 
C=O.O 
DO 418 J=5.M 

418 C-C+BIGI(III.JI*OIJI 
420 RBARIII:PTTTlIl.KI-C 

00 425 I-IM.IN 
425 0 I SP II ,I( I-BIGI( II .11 *RBAR I I 1+ B I GK I I ,2 I ORBAR 12 I +81 GK I 1 ,3 I 'R~AR I 31 

I +BIGKII.41*RBARI41 
GO TO 410 

C WRITE ZI(. OISP ON TAPE 
C 

C 

465 IfIKClINSTGI-I)440,440,455 
455 IfINN-NSRfl440.440.450 
440 WR I TE III NN .SE GL .(llK II .J I .1 =1 ,M6 I ,J= I, M311 ,( 10 ISP I I ,J 1 ,( = I ,lin, 

I J-I.M311 

C ZI( DUE TO FIXED JOINT 
C 

450 00 500 l - I,NEl 

M=KPLIll 
DO 460 1=1.17 

460 DII,=HMII.MI 
N=6"L-6 
DO 500 1=1,1431 
DO 470 J=I,6 
K=J+N 

470 llIJI:ZKIK,J I 
lKIN+I ,I I=-3.*lZII 1+011 I~ll 161 
ZK 11'1+2,1 I =ll 12 lODI 31 +ll13 I ~D I 41+ll 14 I~015 I+ll I 5 I *D 16 I 
Z KIN+3, I I =ll12 I ~D(7 I+Zll 31*018 I+llI41*01 91+ ZZ 15 '''D 1101 
ZKIN+4.1 I=llIZIODIII I+ll 131~01 IZI+ZZ141001 131+ZZ 15 I*DI141 
ZKIN+5.1 I=ll IZIOD( 151-ZlI31~0111 )+ZZI4)001 161+Zl15 )*DI17) 
lKIN+6,1 )=0121.ZZll)-3.*llI6) 

500 CONTINuE 
C 
C MOOlfT ZI( DUE TO JOINT DISPLACEMENT 
C 

C 

DO 600 l-I.HEl 
II=NPIIU+I 
I Z-II+l 
14=11+3 
JI"NPJIlI+I 
JZ=JI+I 
J4=Jl+3 
M-I(Pllll 
HO"'IM) 
YO-YIMI 
N=6*l-6 
DO 550 1=1.9 

550 OIII"fJII.MI 
00 600 1=1,1431 
UI=0ISPfI4.1 I 
U2=0ISP I J4, I I 
VI=-HOOOI SPill ,I I+VOODI SPf 12,( I 
VZ=HD*DISPIJI,I,-vDoDISPIJZ,11 
C I =U I+U2 
ZKIN+I.I'=lKfN+I,II+Z.oCI 
ZKIN+6.1'=lKIN+6'( 1+0151 0 CI 
CI=l/I-lI2 
C2=VI-V2 
ZKIN+2,1 I=lKIN+2 ,11+011 lOCI+016'*C2 
lKIN+J,J '=lKIN+3,! '+OIZ,oCl+OI7'~C2 
lKIN+4,I'=lKIN+4,I'+DI310CI+DI8'~C2 

ZKIN+5 ,I )=lKIN+5, 1'+014,OCI+DI91*CZ 
60(1 CONTINUE 

IFINSFG-NNI 720,720,555 
555 l = NN+I 

C MODIFY III VECTOR DUE TO THE ANCHORAGE FORCE VECTOR 

..... 
00 
0\ 



C 

, , , 

, 
, 

C 

565 
601 

605 

601 

609 
610 

620 

625 
630 

632 
633 

634 
635 

DO 51:05 I • l,NEl 
M • )*6-3 
N - 1=3-3 
00 565 J c 1,3 
MJ '" M+J 
NJ " N+J 
ZKIMJ,M31l • ZKI"J.M31l + PBARINJ.LI 

IfelSTOPINNll 605.131.605 

SET UP lK FOR NEXT SEGMENT AfTER A STOPOVER OR AN INTERIOR SUPPORT 

NSTOPeNSTOP+1 
laO 
00 610 .. -1 .... 
IF IlfOIM., 601,610.1:001 
L .... +1 
ZSTOPCL~lJ--ZKI".M311 
00 ,"09 N-l,M3 
ZSTOPCL.NI-ZKIM.NI 
COMTINU1:: 

IFIISTOPINNII 650.131,620 

"'-!t31+1 
N""31+"3 
DO 630 I-".N 
L=I-M31 
00 625 J z l.M3 
ZSTOPC J .. II-O. 
ZSTOPCL,I'-l. 
CALL OSIMEQ IZSlOP.M3.M311 
lIRlTE 181NN.1 STOPOIICI.M3.IIZKC I ,J, ,1-l,M6' ,J:l,M311. I bTOP! I,M31), 

11 =I,M3" C USTOPII ,J")"1 ,M31 ,J"M,N' ,I IEDI 1',1=1 ,M3' 
lEO IS A DUMMY HERE 

L"D 
DO 640 1-1,116 
IF CIFDClIJ 631,,32..t>:n 
DO 633 J-l."3 
ZENOCJlsZK(J ,:11 
00 635 Jet,M3 
M=M31+J 
C=O. 
DO 634 K .... "3 
C-C+ZEMDIK'*ZSTOPIK,MI 
lItH.J Ie' 
e-o. 
DO 636 K-t."3 

636 C-'+ZENOCK'*ZSTOPIK.M31' 
ZKII,M311-ZI(II,M31'+C 

C 

GO TO 640 
637 L=L+l 

DO 638 J=t.M3t 
638 ZKCt.JI=O. 

ZKe) .Li=I. 
640 CONTINUE 

GO TO 131 

650 I=M31 
IU • 0 
DO 660 l=I,M3 
If« IEOI L ,KSPTJ 1654 ,654 .660 

654 1"1+1 
1U-1U+1 
IDUI lUI .. L 
00 655 J&I,M3 

655 ZSTOPIJ,I'=O. 
ZSTOPIL.II"l. 

660 CONTINUE 
N-I 
M=M31+1 
K"N .... 31 
L"K+l 
CALL DSIMEQ IZSTOP,M3,L' 
WRITE !8INN.ISTOPINNI. K.«IZKII,JI,I=I.M6I,J=l,M31I,IZSTOPII,M31I, 

1I"'I,M31, I IZ STOP! I.J I ,I =1.1'13' ,J=M,N' .IIEOII,KSPT' ,I =1,1'131 
IJ"O 
Kl=K+l 
l-O 
lL • 0 
DO 710 I • 1.1'16 
IF!I.LE.3'GO TO 695 
IFIIFOCII-IFOII-111668,669,695 

668 II .. LL+l 
lM .. 0 
GO TO 611 

669 IFCIFDII"695,670,695 
610 LM " LM+l 
671 IS .. 3*ll-lM 

DO 675 J " 1,1'13 
675 ZENOIJI=ZKII,J' 

DO 685 J"l,K 
M=M31+J 
COO. 
DO 680 N= 1 ,M3 

680 C=C+ZENDIN)*ZSTOPIN,M' 
IFIIDU(JI-ISI682,683.682 

682 ZK(J ,JI = C 
GO TO 685 

683 ZKII.JI ~ C + SSCIIS,KSPTI 



C 

C 

C 

685 CONTINUE 
C"O. 
00 690 N=1.M3 

690 C-C+lENOIN'.ZSfOPIN,M3I' 
Z~II.M311=ZKII.M31'+C 
IF(KI-M3t691,691,710 

691 DO 692 N=Kl.M3 
692 ZKII.N,=&. 

GO TO 110 
695 lst.+1 

00 700 J-l.M31 
700 Z~II .JI=O. 

IFCIEDll.~$'TI'70S.7e5.710 
70S 1 .. -1".1 

ZIC.U.l.n-t .. 
710 CONTINUE 

l .. 
08715 1-t.NEl 
80 71S ..1-1.3 
L-l+1 
IFUEDfl.,J.$l'H H 15 .11S. 712 

712 1( .... 1-.. +1 
Z~U:.K11"1. 
1(1=1.1+1 

715 CONTINUE 
GO TO 131 

720 END FilE 

760 IETURN 
END 
SUa.DUTlNE SOLY 

C COMMON. DIMENSION AND EQuiVALENCE STATEMENTS 
C 

C 

COMMON MSfG.NSlF.NSEG.SEGL.NL,Nll,NR,NSLS,NSLSI,NSI.LSLS,NSS,N~D, 
INC6.1Xf.JXT,NPL,NJT,NeL,M3.MX,M6,M31,NXBAND,MAXJTO,YMS,CLe,CFC. 
2NSTOP.KOOJA.KooeC.KOOSPT,KODTS 

. COMMON HllSI.VIISI,THIISI,EIISI,PWTHIISI,NPIIISI,NPJIISI,KPLI151, 
I NPO IF ( 15 I • Z E NiH 90) ,BC OR I I 3, 15 I , lOR I 13, I 5 I ,IIC E NO ( 3 , I 5 I , I END I 3, 15 I • 
21EOI4S,41,SSC!4S,41,ZKI90.4bl,IFOI901 

COMMON NNSGI251,NSAlIZ51,NCBAI2SI,KCL/Z51,NXTLI251,NXTR(251. 
lIDlIFI2S1 ,IOXSIZSI,XSEClSI1.1 STOP!SOI ,KANCH! SOl ,AJP(6~ ,501, 
ZPJPI64,501,LINOI64,SOI,PBARI4S,51',NELCI25I,AREAI25' 

COMMON Nl11SI,NJl1S1 ,AEIISI ,EIP/ lSI ,EIS( 3,151,PPl1S1 ,Z1901, 
Il0RI 1451.01 SP 164, 1t01.0I 641 ,VSI 4, IS I ,VPI 4, 15 I ,SS 14,IS I, 
2SPlit,lSl ,NN 

01 HENSION OA I 4,16 I ,lA16 tiS I ,lKENOI45 ,91 I, ZORI3,IS" I EN 13,151 
D I ME NS ION OAR I ... ,16) ,VPR ( 4,1 51 ,V SR I 4 ,I 5 I , SPR 14, I 5 I , S SR I 4, IS I , 

C 

C 
C 

tzAR 16,15 I 

EQUIVALENCE 10,OAJ.!Z,ZAI,(0ISP,ZI(ENOI,IZORI,ZORI 
EQUIVALENCE 10ISP,DAR),IDISPI651,VPRI,(DISPI1261,VSRI,10ISPI187), 

I SPR ) , ! 0 I SP I 248' ,S SR I , 101 SP{ 309 I ,ZAR I 

C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C 

C 

2 FORMAT IIHOBX,26H INDEX = 0 FOR GIVEN FORCE/17X,25H I FOR GIVEN 01 
ISPLACEMENT) 

10 FORMATtII0.3FIO.O,3121 
112 FORMAT IS5HOELE AXIAL FOR/OISP INDEX SHEAR FOR/DISP IN 

10EX MOMENT OR ROT INDEX/I14,3tEZO.8,15,2XI!) 
114 FORHATI33HIENO BOUNDARY CONOITIONS AT STAGE 131 

II FORMAT (79HIFINAL PLATE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR LONGITUDINAL 
IPLATE ELEMENTS AT ORI&INI 

12 FORMAT 17bHIFINAL PLATE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR LONGITUDINAL 
IPLATE ELEMENTS AT ENOl 

IS FORMATIIHO,S4H PLATE DISPLACEMENTS AND REACTIONS AT INTERIOR SUPPO 
IITI196H ELE I J LONG. OISP/REACT. INDEX TRAN. OISP/R 
2EACT. INDEX SEAM ROT./REACT. INDEX/1316,3IE20.8,14,2XI)1 

13 FORMAT !87HIFINAL PLATE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR LONGITUDINAL 
IPLATE ELEMENTS AT END OF SEGMENT 14,15H AND AT SUPPORT) 

Ib FORMAT!5bHO INOEX IS -1 DR 0 FOR DISPLACEMENT, AND I FOR REACTION 
II 

ZO FORMAT!63HIFINAL JOINT AND PLATE FORCES ANO DISPLACEMENTS FOR SEGM 
lENT NO. 14 I 

21 FORMAT 111120H JOINT DISPLACEMENTSI186H JOINT HORIZONTAL OISP 
I VERTICAL OISP ROTATION LONG. DISPI 

22 FORMAT 116,4E20.81 
30 FORMAT 1II12SH PLATE EDGE DISPLACEMENTSII116H ELE I J ROT 

IATlONtl1 ROTATlONIJI 11111 WlJI Ull! U 
21JI VIII VIJII 

31 FORMAT Ilb,214,2X,IP8EI3.51 
40 FORHAT IIIIISH PLATE EDGE FORCESlll16H ELE I J MIll 

I MIJI 0111 O(JI Till TlJI 
2 P! II PI JI I 

SHEAR" 1.0 
C SET UP BOUNOARY CONDITIONS AT END 

IFINSTG.EO.I.OR.KODBC.EQ.I )READ 10, I I ,IBCENOIJ,l) .J"l,3), 
IIIENO(~,II,II:=I,3) ,L=l ,NEl) 
PRINT 114, NSTG 
P R IN T 112, I I .' BC E NO I J , I I • I E NO I J , I I ,J" I , 31 , J " I , N ELI 
PR I NT Z 
L=O 
00 750 I = I,NEL 
M " 6.1+1 
MM " 3.1+1 



C 

C 

C 

N .. 14-7 
00 7!>0 J .. 1,1 
It - "-I N .. ,...1 
11M • MIt-l 
IFIIENDIJ.111740.710,7~ 

730 ZENOlltl ·8CENDIJ.II-PBARIMM,NS11 
l .. l+l 
ZkENDll.lt1l' .. lENDIMI-lkIM,M111 
00 731 K .. l,lt3 

731 ZKEHOll,KI .. ZKllt,KI 
GO TO 7S0 

740 ZeMDIH, - BCENDIJ,II 
l - l+l 
ZKEHOll,M31' - 8CENDIJ,II-ZKIN,1t311 
00 741 K .. lolt3 

741 ZKENDll,KI - ZlIN,K) 
7S0 CONTINUE 

CAll &SI"eO IZKEND,lt3,11 

00 Bee t"l,lt3 
8DO ZOlll1 '-ZKENOII ,1411' 

C 1111 TI ATiON , 

C 

50 00 51 1-1,NEl 
NIII '-NPI II 1/4+1 

51 NJIII-NPJII'/4+1 
00 68 l-ltNPl 
C-PIITHIII 
Cl.c-C 
AEIII-Ell '-TKIII*C 
EIPII'-AEfll.Cl/12. 
CZ-EII'-ITHIII"lI/C 
EISlltll-C2I6. 
EISIl,II-C2/12.-CI 
EUIl,I'-C2ICl 

60 PPIII-6./Cl 

C CALCULATE AND PRINT PLATe FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS AT END 
C 

C 

00 8e 1-1.M6 
C-O. 
00 75 J-1,11113 

75 C-C+ZK(I,JI_ZORIIJI 
80 ZII'-C+ZKII,1II11' 

PRINT 12 
Call PlFOS 

C CALCULATE AND PRINT PLATE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS AT STOPOVER OR 
C INTERIOR SUPPORT 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

NN .. NSEG 
IFINSTOPI 61,61,300 

300 REWIND 3 
301 WRITE 131 NN,llORIIII,I"I,M31 

BACkSPACE 8 
READI81 NN,lSTOPINNI,MM,lllkll,JI,I"I,M6I,J=1,M311,IZKENDII,M3II, 

II=I,M3I,! IZKENOII ,JI ,I =1,1431 ,Jel,MMI. I! IENIJ. II .J=l,? ).1" I.NELI 
IFIISTOPINNII120,200,340 

120 PRINT 13, NN 

311 

12!> 

330 

140 
3"'!> 

1 .. 7 
3!>0 

1S5 
360 

361 
362 

370 

N - 0 
It=MIt 
00 330 t-1,NEl 
00 110 Jal,) 
IFIIENIJ,111323,323,lZS 
N",..1 
ZAIJ,II-ZORIINI 
GO TO 330 
14-"'1 
lAl J, II-ZORllltl 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 15, II ,NIlIItNJIIl, IZAlJ,1 l,JEN!Jt! I,J-l,31,I"I,NEU 
PRINT 16 

00 345 I-I,MIt 
Z 1 II-ZORII II 
00 3!>0 1"1,1113 
c=o. 
00 347 J e 1,MIt 
C-C+ZIJI-ZkENDII,JI 
lORIIII-C+ZlENDII,M111 
00 360 1-1,1116 
C=O. 
00 355 J e 1.lt3 
C-C+ZORIIJI-ZKII,JI 
Zllf-c.ZKII,1II311 
IFIISTOPINHI136I,362,362 
CALL PLFOS 
NSTOP ~ NSTOP-l 
IF (NSTOPI bI,bl,310 
BACKSPAce B 
GO TO 301 

CALCULATE AHO PRINT PLATE FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS AT ORIGIN 

61 L'O 
00 70 1 =I,NEl 
l1=b*l·l 



C 

"" •• *)+1 
N-14-7 
DO 70 J=I,) 
l-L+l 

"'''"-1 MM - MM-l 
N-H+l 
IF fIORIIJ,I.) 67,65,67 

65 ZIII.-ZORIIU 
ZIII' - aCOIIIJ,I. + PBARIII"',I) 
GO 10 70 

67 llll. - IORIll. 
Itll' - 8COIIIJ.I. 

70 CONnHUE 
PRINT 11 
CALL PlFOS 
HS TOP • liS TO'-l 

C READ ZK. DIS' FIOM TAPE 1 AND FINO STATE VECTORS AT SEGMENT K 
C 

C 

C 

..,.-.. 
IFIKCLINSTGI-l)72,73,74 

73 REVillO 9 
72 HRES • NSE. 

GO 10 76 
74 HitES • IISltF 
76 IEVIIIO 1 
90 IF IIIRES. 200.200,91 
91 NRE S-HRE$.-l 

READ 111 III1.SEGl,IIIKII.J),I=I,H6I,J-l,H31I,110ISPII,JI,I=I,MXI,J 
l-l,Kill . 

400 IF IHN-IIM, 93.93.410 
410 BACKSPACE ) 

lEAD 1'1 /l1li.1 10lt. 1 11 1,I-l,M31 
BACKSPACE 3 
GO 10 400 

9'3> SE-SEGl*0.5 
SE2-SE*SE 
00 95 1-1.116 
CwO. 
DO 94 J-1.1I) 

94 C-C+IKII,JI*ZORIIJI 
95 Ifll-C+IKfl.II'11 

00 98 1-1.111 
C"O. 
00 97 J-1.II' 

97 CaC+DISPII,JI*IORIIJI 
98DII'-C+0ISPII,H311 

C 
C CALCULATE AND PRINT PLATE EDGE DISPLACEMENTS 
C 

C 
C 
C 

DO 105 L"'l,NEL 
II "'NPIIU 
JJ=NPJ III 
M=KPUlI 
HO=HIMI 
VO=VIHI 
YS 1 loll =011 1+31 
VS 12 ,U-0IJJ+3) 
YSI3,L)--VO*OIII+II-HO*0111+21 
VSI4,L)=VO*OIJJ+ll+HO*0IJJ+21 
Y'll,Ll-OII 1+41 
VPf2,L)=OIJJ+4) 
VP(:;,L)--HO*OIII+l)+YO*OIII+Z) 

105 VP(4,L)=HO*0IJJ+II-YO*OIJJ+ZI 

CALCUALTE AND PRINT PLATE EDGE FORCES, PLATE INTERNAL FORCES AND OISPL. 

DO 115 L=l,NEL 
M=KPLlll 
BET-l.2*IPWTHIMI/SEI·*Z*SHEAR 
BETl-l./II.+6.*BETI 
C-YSI3.LI+VSI4,LI 
CI-EISIZ,HI*IVSll,LJ+VSfZ,LII+EISI3,MI*C 
SSI3tU-CI 
SS 14,L1-Cl 
C-C*EISlhlll 
CI-EISll,M)*VSII,LI 
CZaEISll,MI*VSIZ,LI 
SSll.L)-Z.*Cl+CZ+C 
SSf2.L)-Cl+2.*CZ+C 
CCI-G.5*IVPll,LI+YPIZ.LII 
CC2-o.5*IYPI3.L!-YPI4,LII 
CC3-IY'll,L)-VPIZ,LJ./PWTHIHI 
C=O.5*IYPI),LI+YPI4,LII 
Cl-CCl-IAll,LI-SE/AEIMI*ZAI6,LJ 
c2aCCZ-ZAI2,L)+SE*ZAI3,ll+SEZ/IZ.cEIPIMII*llAI4.LI+SE*ZA(5.LI/3.* 

1 fl.-BET II 
C:;-CC3-lAC 3,LI-SE IE I P I H'*II AI 4.L I+SE*ZA I S,L 1/2. J 
C4-Cl*AE IHI/SE2 
C 5=6. *EIP 1 M I/IPWTH« M I*SE21*14.*C2ISE+C3*11 .-Z. *B E T I I*BE Tl 
SP IloU-C4-C5 
SPIZ,LlcC4+C5 
C4=C*Z.*EIHI*THIMI/PWTHIH) 
C5=12.*EIPIHI/ISE*SEZ1*13.*CZ/SE+C31*BETI 
SP (3 ,L) RC4.,C5 
SP 14 ,L I=C4+C5 
!All,L1cCCl 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

lA IZ ,1.I=CCZ 
ZAU,l'''CC3 
C=6 .-E IP 1M '/SE*SET 1 
ZAI4,l'·ZAI4,l.+SE-ZAIS,L.+C*ICZ*Z./SE+C3*fl.+Z.*SETII 
ZAIS,l'-ZAI5.LI+4.*C/SE*CCZ*3./SE+C31 
ZAI6,l'-ZAf6,ll+Z.*AEfMI*CI/SE 

11S CONTI HUE 
IFIKClIHSTGI-1181,8Z,83 

8Z WRlTEI91 (IOAIJ,II,J I,~I,I" l,NJTI,IIV5!J,II,VPfJ,II,SSfJ,II, 
ISPIJ,II,J = 1,41,1 .. 1,NELI,IIZACJ,II,J .. 1,61,1 = I,NELI 

GO TO 81 
83 IFIHH-1184.84,85 
85 IFIMRES181,81,86 
84 REWIND .. 
86 REAOl91 IIOAR fJ,1 I,J-l,41 ,I "I ,NJTI,IIVSRI J,II ,VPRI J,I I ,SSR 1 J,II, 

lSPRIJ,IltJ· 1,41" .. I,HELltIlZARfJ""J = 1,61,1 .. l,NElI 
00 87 I .. I,NJT 
00 87 J .. 1.4 

87 OAIJ,II .. OAIJ,II+DARIJ ,I I 
00 88 I .. I,NEl 
DO 88 J • 1,4 
VSIJ,II - YSIJ,II+VSRIJ,II 
VPIJ,II .. VPIJ,II+VPRIJ,II 
SSIJ,II .. SSIJ,II+SSRIJ,II 

88 SPtJ.11 .. SPIJ.II+SPRIJ,II 
00 89 I .. I,NEl 
DO 89 J .. 1,6 

89 ZAIJ.II .. ZAIJ.II+ZARIJ,II 
81 PRI NT ZO, NN 

"UNT ZI 
PRINT ZZ, fl,fDAIJ,JI,Jel,4I,J=I,NJTI 
PRINT 30 
PR I itT 31, f I ,HI f I I ,NJ II I, f VS I J, I I ,Jel ,~I , C V P C J , J I ,J= I ,4 1 , I-I ,NE L I 
PRINT 40 
PRINT 31, II ,NI C I I ,NJ II 1 , I SS I J ,II ,Jel ,41 , I S P« J , I 1 ,J" 1,4 I ,I • It NE L I 
CALL PlFOS 
GO TO 91 

ZOO CAll (;STRAIN 
RETURN 
EHO 
SUBROUTINE PlFDS 

TO PRINT FINAL PLATE FORCES ANO DISPLACEMENTS 

COMMON, DIMENSION AND EOUIVALEN(;E STATEMENTS 

COMMON NSTG,NSRF.NSEG,SEGl,NL,NLI,HR,NSLs,NSLSl,NSl,LSLS,~SS.'"WO, 
INC8,IJT,JXT,N9l'NJT,NEl,M3,MX,M6,M31,NX8ANO,~AXJTO,YMS,CLC,CFC, 
ZNSTDP,KODJA,KODBC,KODSPT,KODTS 

CONNON Hi UI ,VIISI,TIiI151 ,EI151,PWTHIISI ,NPI fI5I,NPJII51,ItPLI151, 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

INPOI FI 151,ZENDI901 ,BCORI 130151,IORI f3,15',6CENDI3,15I,IENDI3,ISI. 
ZIEOI4S,~I,SSCf45,41,lKI90,46I,IFDI901 

COKMON HNSGIZ51,NSALIZSI,NC8AIZSI,KCLIZ5I,NXTLIZ51,NXTRIZSI. 
IIOJFIZ51.IDXSIZ51,XSECI511,ISTOPI501,KANCHISOI,AJPI64,501, 
ZPJPI64,SOl,LINDI64,SOI,PBARI45,511,NELCIZ51,AREAfZSI 

COMMON NII151,NJllSI,AEI151,EIPI151,EIS(3,lSI,PPI151,lI90l, 
llORI 1451.01 SP 164,46 1,01641, VS( 4,151 ,VP{4. IS' ,SS f4tl51, 
ZSP 1",15 I ,NN ,S IZ,15 ,SOl 

DIMENSION lA(6,151,SIC151.SJ(151 

EQUIVALENCE Il,lAI 

10 FORMAT 1111Z9H PLATE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENTSI118H ELE I J 
I LONG. OISP TRANSVERSE DISP BEAM ROTATION. 

11 FORMAT C316,3E20.BI 
12 FORMAT IIIIZZH PLATE INTERNAL FORCESllll5H ELE J BEAM M 

10MENT TRAN. SHEAR AXIAL FORCE NXIII NXIJ' 
Z SXCll SX{JII 

13 FORMAT 116,ZI4,3EI5.6,4EI5.61 

PRINT 10 
PRINT 11, II,NIlIJ,NJllltllACJ,II,J=I,3I,I=I,NELI 
PRINT lZ 
00 ZO J"l ,NEL 
J-KPLII I 
CI-lAI6,II/PWTHIJI 
CZ.lAI~,J I*PPIJI 
FI-Cl+C2 
FJ-CI-CZ 
SHII .. FIITH{JI 
SJIII = FJ/THIJI 
PRINT 13, I,NlllI,NJIll,llAIK,II,K=4,61,FI,FJ,SIIII,SJIIJ 
IFINSTOP' Zl,ZO,ZO 

21 S 11 ,I ,NN I e S I II I 
SIZ,I,NNI s SJIII 

ZO CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CSTRAI N 

FORMAT STATEMENTS SUBROUTINE eSTRAIN 

"50 FOR~ATIlHl,19X,39HSTEEl STRESSES FOR ALL CABLES AT STAGE IZlZOX,40 
lHNOTE SEG.NOS. REFER EO TO PRESENT STAGEIII 

74 FORMATIZ5X,9HCABLE NO.,Zx,7HSEG.NO.,ZX,14HREYISEO STRESS I 
75 FORMATI27.,IZ,10X,IZ,4X,ElS.61 
76 FORMATIIHO,13,13H STAGE CABLESI 



C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

COMMON DIMENSION AND EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS 

COMMON NSTG,NSRF,NSEG,SEGL,NL,NLI,NR,NSLS,NSLSI,NSI,LSLS,NSS.NHO, 
INC8,IXT,JXT,NPL,NJT,NEL,H3,HX,N6,H3I,NXBANO,HAXJTO,VHS,CLC,CFC, 
2NSTOP,KOOJA,KOOBC,KOOSPT,KOOTS 

COMMON HllSI,VI151 ,TH1151 ,EI151.PHTHI151 ,NPI1l51,NPJIISI,KPLIISI, 
INPOIF liS I ,ZENOI901 ,eCORII3 .151, lOR I I 3, lSI .BCENOI3 ,lSI, IENOl3 .ISI, 
2IEOI45,41,SSCI4S,41,ZKI90,461,IFOI901 

COMMON NNSGIZ51,NSALI251,NCBAIZ51,KCLIZSI,NXTLIZSI,NXTRI2SI, 
IIDXFI2SI,IOXSI2SI,XSECI51',ISTOPI50I,KANCHI501,AJPI64,SOl, 
2PJPI64,SOI,LINOI~,SOI,peARI45,SII,NELCI2SI,AREAIZSI 

COMON NII151,NJIISI ,AE1151 ,EIPI151 ,E ISI3,ISI,PPI151,11901, 
lZORI1451 ,0ISP '64 ,46 1,0164 I ,VS 14, lSI ,VP 14, 151 ,SS 14, 15 I. 
2SP(4,ISI,NN.S(2,15,501 

DIMENSION YI50,61,FI50,61,EPSCISO.61,TEHPFI3001,TEHPEI3001 

EOUI VALENCE IZK,Y I ,IZKI 301 I ,F I, (ZKI 6021 ,EPSC I, IZK 1903 I .TEHPFI. 
11 ZK 11204 I, TEHPE I 

LFC • 0 
NSTGM .. NSTG-I 
IFfNSTGMI86,86,80 

80 IF IKOOTS-1I85,90,9D 
85 CONTINUE 

DO 91 J • I,NSTG" 
91 LFC • LFC+NCBAIJI 
86 8ACKSPACE 5 

GO TO SOO 
90 REWIND 5 

PRINT 450, NSTG 
PRINT 74 
DO 1000 NST .. I.NSTGH 
NTO • NCSAI NSTI 
IFINTO.EO.OI GO TO 1000 
NSG • NNSGINSTJ 
IXE .. NXTLINSTI 
JXE • NXTRINSTI 

·IFIKClINSTI-1140,40,41 
40 LCS .. JXE-l 

GO TO 42 
41 LCS .. NSRF 
42 NCS • ILCS+l'-IXE 

NTRM • NTO*NCS 

K • NST+I 
KSAL .. 0 
DO 10 I • K,NSTG 
KSAl • KSAL+NSALII I 

10 CONTINUE 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

ICS = IXE+KSAL 
JCS = LCS+KSAL 

READ lSI (lVII ,J, ,J = I.NTD),I = IXE,LCSI 

CAll 1081N 14HREAO.4LFXXX,TEHPFIII,NTRH,JDXFINSTII 

LH 0 
DO SM' I,NTO 
DO S L = IXE,LCS 
LH .. LH + I 
FIL,HI = TEHPFILHI 
CONTINUE 

CALL 1081N 14HREAO,4LSXXX.TEMPElll,NTRH.IOXSINSTII 

LH .. e 
DO 6 H .. I.NTO 
00 6 L • IXE.LCS 
LH .. LN + 1 
EPSCIL,HI .. TEHPEILMI 

6 CONTINUE 

It .. ICS-l 
00 20 I .. IXE ,LCS 
K .. K+l 
DO 20 J = I.NTO 
KC .. LFC+J 
NL .. NELCI ItC I 
KP • KPLINL 1 
EPSI .. SII,NL.KI/EIKPI 
EPSJ .. S/2.NL.ltI/EIKPI 
EPSCP .. I I IEPSI-EPSJIIPWTHIKPJ IHI I.JJ)+I EPSI+EPSJI/2.0 
OEPSC .. EPSCP-EPSCII.JI 
FII ,JI .. FII ,JI + 10EPSC*YHS*AREAIKCIl 

20 CONTINUE 
PRINT 76. NST 
DO 3S I = I.NTO 
KC .. LFC+ I 
DO 3S J = IXE.LCS 
L = KSAL+J 
SIG = FIJ.I JlAREAIKCI 
PRINT 7S, KC.L.SIG 

3S CONTINUE 
LFC = LFC+NTO 

1000 CONTINUE 

500 IFINC8AINSTGI 114.14.501 



C 

C 

C 

C 

501 I F I KCLtN S TG 1-1150.50,51 
50 JXTM " JXT-l 

GO TO 52 
51 JXTM .. NSRF 
52 REAO 151 IIYIltJI,J 1,NC81,1 

00 bO J • IXT,JXTM 
DO bO I .. l,NC8 
KC ,. lFC+1 
Nl - HElC IKCI 
KP • KPllHll 
EPSI .. SI1,Nl,JI/EIKPI 
EPSJ • SI2,Hl,JI/EIKPI 

IXT,JXTMI 

EPSCIJ,II • IIIEPSI-EPSJI/PWTHIKPII*YIJ,III+(EPSI+EPSJ)/2.0 
bO CONTINUE 

LM • 0 
DO 25 M .. 1.NCS 
00 25 L • IXT,JXTM 
LM • LM+l 
TEMPEILM' - EPSCIl,MI 

2S CONTINUE 

CAll 1081N IbHWRITER,~LSXXX,TEMPElll,NWO,IOXSINSTGII 
13 IFII08INI~HTEST,~SXXXII13,1~,1~ 
I'" ReTURN 

EHO 
SU8ROUTINE STI F 

C TO CALCULATE STIFFNESS AND COEFFICIENT MATRICES FOR EACH TYPE OF PLATE 
C 
C COMMON, DIMENSION AND EOUIVALENCE STATEMENTS 
C 

C 

C 

c 

COKMQH NSTG,NSRF,NSEG,SEGl,NL,NLl,NR,NSLS,NSlSI,NS1.LSLS.NSS,NWOo 
INCS,IXT,JXT,NPL,NJT,NEL,M3,MX.Mb.M31,NXBANO.MAXJTD,YMS.etC,CFC, 
2NSTOP,KOOJA,KOOSC,I(ODSPT,KOOTS 

COMMON HI151,VllSI,THI15I,EI151,PWTHIISI.NPlllSI,NPJI151,KPl(lSI. 
INPDIFI151.lENOI901,8CORI13,151,IORI13.151.BCENDI3.1S),I£NOI3,IS). 

-2IEO (~5,~ I,SSC 1~5 ,41 ,ZI((90,46I.1 FDI901 
COMMON NNSGI25I,NSALI25I,NC8AI2SI.KCL(Z51,NXTLIZSI,NXTRI251, 

lIDXFI251,IOXS(25),XSECIS1',ISTOPI501,KANCHI501,AJPCb".50), 
2PJPlb .. ,501,LINOlb~,501,PBARI"S,511,NELCI25I,AREAC251 

COMMON 8IGK(b~,20I,PTTT(b4,4bl,CM(9,151.HMI17.151,FJI9,151. 
lA(4,~"8TAVI~I,RSARI",,OI201,Zllbl 

DIMENSION SI((8.81,SKAI8,8).81151,SMI8,8.15) 

EQUI VALEHCE 18, 1li I, IPHT ,SM I. I PTTTII 0011,51( I. IP TTl I 11011, 51':A I 

C FOR NEGLECTING SHEAR DEFORMATION SET SHEAR = 0 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

SHEAR" 1.0 
00 100 l" 1, NPl 
HO=H( L I 
vo=v IL) 

COMPt)TATION CONSTANTS ARE FORMED 

G=PWTH (LI 
EG=SEGll Z. 
BET-l.Z*IG/EGI**Z*SHEAR 
BETI=l./ll.+b.*SETI 
EG2=EG*EG 
Gl-E;IU.SI L)*G 
CC"l.S*(; l*G*G 
G2-GIIIG*GI 
Gl=G l/EG2 
G3"Gl*G/EG*SETl 
G4=CC/(EG2*EG21*SETI 

STIFFNEsS MATRIX FOR SINGLE PLATE IS LOADED 

01=Elll·Slll~*3/(b.*GI 
51111,2'=01 
SII(2.1I=01 
$11(1,11=2.*01 
SIC(2,2'=SII(I,11 
C=01*3./G 
SICU ,31-c 
SIC I 1.4'=C 
SII:I2.31 • C 
511:I2,"'=c 
SII(3,I'=C 
SII I:"Z,'"C 
SI( I .. , 1I=C 
SK(~.ZI-C 
C-C*2./G 
SKI3,31=C 
SII(3.")=C 
SI((",31=C 
SII14,41=C 
C=4 •• BE USE TI #G I 
SKI5.51=C 
SKIIl.bl=C 
C=II.+2.*SET)*SETl*Gl 
51( 15,6 I cc 
Sl(lb.51=C 
51': (5,11 =-G·3 
51( 15 ,81=G3 
SKI6,1'=G3 



C 

SI':16,8I z -G3 
SI': 17 .51=-G3 
SI':17.61-G3 
SI': 18,5 I=G3 
SI':18,61--G3 
SKI7,71"GZ-G4 
SKI7,81=GZ+G4 
SKI8,71"SI':17,81 
SI':18,81&SI':17,71 

C STIFFNESS MATRIX * TRANSFORMAT[ON MATR[X 
C 

C 

00 10 1"1,4 
J=I+4 
S~AII,11=-SI':II.31.YD 
S~AII.ZI--SkII,31*H0 
SkA II ,31- SI': I I ,11 
SI':AI [,41- 0.0 
SkAII,5I a SI':II,41*YD 
S~AII,61= SI':II,41*HO 
SUIl.7I a SKIl,ZI 
SKAII,81- 0.0 
SKAI~,11--SI':IJ,7 I*HO 
SKAIJ,Zle SI':IJ,71*YO 
SKAI~,31- 0.0 
SKAIJ,41- SI':IJ,51 
SKAIJ,51- SI':IJ,81*HO 
SKAIJ.61=-SkIJ,81*VO 
SKA I J ,7 I- 0.0 

10 SI':AIJ.81- Sk1J,61 

C TRAHSPOSED TRANSFORMATION MATRIX*STIFFNESS*TRANSFORMATION MATR[X 
C 

C 

DO ZO 1-1.11 
SMIl,I.LI=-SKAI3,[ I*VO-SI':AI7,[ )~HD 
SM IZ,I .LI--SI':A 13, I I *"0+ SI':A I 7, II*VD 
SMI3,I,1I- SKAIl ,II 
SMI4,I,LI- SI':AI5,[1 
SMI5,I,Lle SKAI4,II*VD+SI':AI8,[ )*HD 
SMI6.I,Lla SI':AI4,I )*Ho-SI':AIII,[ )*VD 
SMI7,[ .Lle SI':AIZ ,II 

20 SMI8,I,LI- SI':AI6,I) 

C CALCULATE CM MATRIX, -IF[XED JO[NT FORCE~l DUE TO ACT[ONS AT PREVIOUS 
C SECTION 
C 

G2=13.+Z.*BETI*EG*G3/Z. 
G3-Z.·G3 
G4-Z.*G4 
C-G3*G 

C 

CM(l,Ll=Gl 
CMI2,Ll=-G3 
CM (3 ,ll=GZ 
CMI5,LI=ll.+Z.*BETI*BET1/G 
CMI4 ,LlcCMC 5,LI *6 ./EG 
CM 17 ,LI=-G4 
CMC8,LI=C 
01=6 .*BE Tl lEG 
CMC9,LI=01/EG 
CMI6,L 1=-01 =BE T 

C CALCULATE HM MATR[X ClK DUE TO F[XED JOINTI 
C 

C 

Gl=EILI*BILI*G/SEGL 
HMll,LI=-l./Gl 
HM I Z , LIe -8 • *G 1 
CC-18.*SEGL/CC 
CzCC*SEGL*SETl 
HMI3,LleBET1*117.-18.~BETI 

HMI4,LI=BET1*SEGL*ClO.~BET-5.1 
HMI5,LI-C*14.*BET-l.I/Z. 
HMI6,LI-C*SEGL*BET*13.-2.~BETI/8. 

HMI7,LI=-9b.*BETI/SEGL 
HMC8,LI=SET1*CZ9.-l8.*BETI 
HMI9,LI-BETl*CC*C3.-b.·BETI 
HMll0,LI--Z.*SET*C 
CzBET1/ICC*SEGLI 
HMlll,Llc-384.*C 
HMllZ,LI=BET1*11Z0.-48.*SET)/CC 
HMI13,LI=BETl*113.-18.*SETI 
HMI14,Lle-II.*BETI*SEGL*BET 
HM 115 ,L )--6 .*OH 8, L I 
HMI16,LI=48.*BETl/SEGL 
HMI17.LI=BfTl*ll.-18.~BET) 

C CALCULATE FJ MATR[X IlK DUE TO JD[NT D[SPLACEMENTSI 
C 

C 

CC=SE GL IG 
FJII,LI=-4.*CI.+SETI*SETl*CC 
FJI2,L )=BETl'CZO.+24.*BETIIG 
FJI3,L I=C*CC*(7Z.+48.*BETI 
C=19Z.*C 
FJ C4 ,1l=C/G 
FJI5,LI=4.*Gl 
FJI6 ,L )=BEll*1 IZ.*BET-8.1 
FJI7,L )=HMI16.Ll 
FJI8,LlcC 
FJI9,LI=3.*C/S~GL 

Ion CONTINUE 



c 

c 

c 

c 

C 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OSYINV IAI 

OUIEIISION AIIt.1t1 

AI2,1I"'All.21 
AC3.lJ=Allt31 
AIIt,I'=AI1,1t1 

20 00 160 N"'l.~ 
30 PlvOT"A!H.NI 

IFIPIVOT.EQ.O.OI CALL ERROR 
40 A4N,NI--t. 
50 DO 600 J"l,1t 
600 AIN,J'.A4N.JI/PlvOT 
80 DO 11t5 1-10" 
90 IFCN-I I 95,1"5,95 
95 IFIAII,NII 100.11t5,100 

100 00 litO J:I,1t 
110 IFCN-JI 120,1 .. 0.120 
120 AII,JI-AII,JI-AII,NI*ACN,JI 
UO AIJ.II=A(I,JI 
lItO CONTINUE 
145 CONTI HUE 
1 SO DO 160 1-1,4 
160 AII.NI*AIN,II 

1603 DO 165 1=1," 
1~ DO 165 J&1.4 
1605 AII.JI--AII.JI 
250 RETURN 

EHD 
SUBROUTINE DSIMEO IA,NN,MLI 

DIMENSION AI1t5.1,. 101 .. 51 

C SET 1.0. ARRAY 
C 

c 
c 
c 

LL-!IIN+"L 
MM-NN+l 
00 50 ""itNN 

50 IDUCI-N 

00 475 .. -1 ,lIN 
Hl .... ·1 

LOCATE LARGEST ELEMENT 

D·O.O 

C 

DO 100 I =N .NN 
00 100 J=N.NN 
IF IABSIAIItJII-D) 100,90,90 

90 D=ABSIAII ,JII 
I I =1 
JJ=J 

100 CONilNUE 

C INtfRCHANGE COLUMNS 
C 

C 

DO 110 I., 1 ,NN 
O=AII,NI 
All ,NI=AII ,JJ I 

110 AII.JJI"O 

C RECORO COLUMN It; TERCHANGE 
C 

C 

1"/OINI 
10fNI=IOIJJI 
101 JJ 1=1 

C INtERCHANGE ROWS 
C 

C 

00 120 J=N,NN 
O=AIN.JI 
AU"JI~Alli .JI 

120AIII,JI"0 

00 130 L=MM.ll 
O=AIN,LI 
AIN.L1:AIJI.LI 

130 AlII ,L1=O 

IFIA(N,NI.EO.O.OI CALL ERROR 
00 150 L=MM,ll 

150 AIN,U-AIN,LI/AI N,NI 
C 
C CHECK FOR LAST EOUATION 
C 

C 

C 

IF IN-NNI 200,500.200 

IF IAIN.J)I 250.350,250 
250 AIN.JI=AIN,JI!A(N,NI 



t-' 
1.0 

'" 
C MODIFY A II .J I 
C 

DO 300 I "Nl .IIN 
300 AII.JI=AIl,J I-All ,NI*A(N.JI 

C 
C MODIFY 1>II,lI 
C 

350 DO 400 l=MM,LL 
400 AtJ,l I=AI J.l I-AI J.NI*AIN,l I 
450 CONTINUE 
475 COIIT! NUE 

C 
C BACK-SUBSTITUTIOII 
C 

500 Nl"N 
N=N-l 
IF I'" 700,700.550 

C 
550 00 600 l=MM.lL 

DO 600 J=Nl.NN 
bOO AIN.lI=AIN.LI-AIN.J!·AIJ,ll 

C 
GO TO 500 

C 
C REORDER UNKNOWNS 
C 

700 00 950 N=I,NN 
DO '100 IxN,NN 
IF lion I-III 900,750.900 

750 00 600 L"MM.Ll 
O=AIN.L I 
AIN,ll-AII .ll 

~oo AI!,ll=D 
GO TO 950 

900 CONTI NUE 
950 101l1=IDINJ 

C 
C 

RE TUI!N 
C 

EIID 
SUBROUTINE ERROR 
FORMAT I 16HOS I NGUlAR MATRI ~l 
PRINT 1 
$TOP 
END 



A P PEN D I X C 

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 

C.l Listing of Input Data - Example 1 

C.2 Explanatory Remarks for Data Input 
for Example 1 

C.3 Selected Output - Example 1 

C.4 Listing of Input Data - Example 3 
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C •. l Input Data for Example Problem 1 

No. Type 
Data Card Card 

1 1 EXAMPLE PROB. 1 THREE SPAN CONTINUOUS GIRDER. 
2 2 1 1 2 
3 3-1 1 O. -3.0 1.0 432000. 
4 4-1 1 1 2 1 
5 5 O. O. 4175000. 
6 6A 7 1 1 8 
7 6B 0 0 
8 8-1 1 6 . 10. 
9 8-2 6 8 5. 

10 9A 1 1 1 .00635 135. O. 0 
11 9B O. 0 0 
12 10 1 O. 30. -1. 8 0.5 
13 11 1 O. O. O. 1 1 0 
14 12A-1 1 1 0 
15 13-1 1 O. . 225 O . O. o 0 o 0 
16 13-2 2 O. . 225 O . O. o 0 o 0 
17 12A-2 2 0 0 
18 12A-3 3 0 1 
19 12A-4 4 0 0 
20 12A-5 5 0 0 
21 12A-6 6 0 0 
22 12A-7 7 0 -1 
23 15 1 O. O. O. 0 1 0 
24 7A 2 0 6 1 1 14 
25 7B 0 1 1 1 0 
26 8-3 8 10 5. 
27 8-4 10 14 10. 
28 9A 2 3 1 .0191 435. O. 0 
29 9B O. 0 0 
30 10 1 - .25 7 1.2 
31 10 7 1.2 60. 1.25 9 1.1 N 

32 10 9 1.1 14 O. 
33 11 1 O. O. O. 1 1 0 
34 14 1 0 1 0 O. O. O. 
35 12A-8 8 0 0 
36 12A-9 9 0 0 
37 12A-10 10 0 1 
38 12A-11 11 0 0 
39 12A-12 12 0 0 
40 12A-13 13 0 0 
41 15 1 O. -1.125 O. 0 0 0 
42 7A 3 0 14 1 10 19 
43 7B 0 1 0 1 0 
44 8-5 14 15 5. 
45 8-6 15 19 10. 
46 8-7 19 23 5. 
47 8-8 23 28 10. 
48 9A 3 3 1 . 00955 225 . O. 0 
49 9B O. 0 0 
50 10 10 1.5 77. -.645 11 -.85 

51 10 11 -.85 18 -.85 

52 10 18 -.85 148. -.645 19 1.5 

53 11 1 O. O. O. 1 1 0 



No. Type 
Card Card 
54 12A-14 14 0 
55 12A-15 15 0 
56 12A-16 16 0 
57 12A-17 17 0 
58 12A-18 18 0 
59 12A-19 19 0 
60 12A-20 20 0 
61 14 1 0 
62 12A-21 21 ~ 
63 12A-22 22 0 
64 12A-23 23 0 
65 12A-24 24 0 
66 12A-25 25 0 
67 12A-26 26 0 
68 12A-27 27 0 
69 15 
70 7A 4 0 
71 7B 1 0 
72 12B-1 1 2 
73 13-1 
74 13-2 
75 12B-2 2 0 
76 12B-3 3 0 
77 12B-4 I, 0 
78 12B-5 5 0 
79 12B-6 6 0 
80 12B-7 7 0 
81 12B-8 8 0 
82 12B-9 9 0 
83 12B-10 10 0 
84 12B-11 11 0 
85 12B-12 12 0 
86 12B-13 13 0 
87 12B-14 14 0 
88 12B-15 15 0 
89 12B-16 16 0 
90 12B-17 17 0 
91 12B-18 18 0 
92 12B-19 19 0 
93 12B-20 20 0 
94 12B-21 21 0 
95 12B-22 22 0 
96 12B-23 23 0 
97 12B-24 24 0 
98 12B-25 25 0 
99 12B-26 26 0 

100 12B-27 27 0 

101 

Data 

1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

-1 
1 0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 O. O. 
0 0 
0 1 1 

1 O. • 3 
2 O. O. 

BlANK CARD TERMINATES RUN 

O. O. 

O. 0 1 0 

O. O . 
O. O. 

0 o 0 
0 o 0 

o 
o 

o. 
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C.2 Explanatory Remarks for Data Input for Example 1 

Card 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Card 
Type 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6A 

6B 

8 

8 

9A 

9B 

10 

11 

l2A 

13 

16 13 

17-21 l2A 

22 l2A 

Remarks 

Title 

Cross section data 

Plate data--one card for each plate type. This example, 
1 card. 

Element data--one card for each element. This example, 
1 card. 

Tendon data 

Stage data for initial stage 

Stage data word for initial stage 

In the initial stage, cards 7 are omitted and data input 
goes directly to cards 8, segment data. In this example 
segments between stations 1-6 are identical so they are 
included in one card. 

Remainder of segment data for segments between stations 6-8. 

Initial stage tendon data 

Initial stage tendon out of plane data 

Tendon profile data. All tendons stressed in a stage must 
have their type 9A, 9B, and 10 cards arranged in sequence 
here. 

Boundary condition for each element at orlgln. In example, 
provides for no longitudinal or transverse displacement and 
no moment at the origin. 

For the initial stage, type 12 initial segment cards are 
required for each of the initial segments. This card shows 
IAJA = 1, since joint actions are to be specified so that 
dead load acting on joints can be applied. 

This joint action card specifies that one-half the dead 
load (0.225 k/ft.) be applied as a transverse load along 
joint 1. 

Remainder of dead load is applied along joint 2. 

Initial segment cards for segments 2 through 6. IAJA = 0 
means same joint loads as previous segment, so that dead 
load is applied to all segments uniformly. 

Initial segment card for segment 7. ISTOP = -1 indicates 
that either an interior support or stopover will follow seg
ment 7 at this stage or some future stage. In this case 
station 8 will locate the interior support at stage 2, 3, 
and 4. 
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Gives boundary condition at station 8 as a roller with 
transverse displacement prevented. 

END STAGE 1 - BEGIN STAGE 2 

24 7A 

25 7B 

26 8 

27 8 

28 9A 

29 9B 

30 10 

31 10 

32 10 

33 11 

34 14 

35-40 l2A 

41 15 

END STAGE 2 

42 

43 

7A 

7B 

44-47 8 

Information on number of segments and tendons added in the 
second stage. 

Second stage code words - KODJA = 0 indicates no change in 
joint actions for segments of stage 1. Only type l2A cards 
needed for new segments. KODBC indicates a change in 
origin or end boundary conditions due to change at station 8 
from end to interior station. Both card type 11 and 15 
required. KODSPT ~ 1 indicates interior support condition 
(at station 8) has changed. Type 14 card required. 
KREF = 1 indicates this is last stage of cantilevering 
sequence. 

Segment data for segments between stations 8-10 

Segment data for segments between stations 10-14 

Second stage tendon data 

Second stage tendon out of plane data 

Tendon profile data--linear--stations 1-7 

Tendon profile data--parabolic--stations 7-9 

Tendon profile data--linear--stations 9-14 

Origin boundary - same as #13 

Interior support designation at station 8, which has 
changed from end boundary to interior support--follows 
card 33, since no card l2A, or l2B, or 13 is needed for 
segments 1-7, this stage. Whenever card 14 is used, it 
must come right after applicable card l2A or l2B and 13. 

Initial segment cards for new segments 8-13 

End boundary card for station 14 with dead load of 1/2 
the closure segment imposed as a prescribed transverse 
force. 

BEGIN STAGE 3 

Adds 3rd stage structure and closure tendon 

Third stage code words - same as #25 except KODSPT 
since no change in interior support from stage 2. 

Segment data for segments between stations 14-28 

0, 

48-52 9A-9B-lO Tendon data for tendon 3 

53 11 

54-60 l2A 

6] 14 

Origin boundary - same as #13 and #33 

Initial segment cards for new segments 14-20 

Interior support card for station 21 
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62-68 l2A Initial segment cards for new segments 21-27 

69 15 End boundary card for vertical reaction at station 28 

END STAGE 3 - BEGIN STAGE 4 

70 7A 

71 7B 

72 l2B 

73-74 13 

75-100 l2B 

No new segments or tendons added for fourth stage 

To analyze for live load, joint actions must be changed, 
hence KODJA = 1. All boundary conditions remain same, so 
KODBC and KODSPT = O. Therefore, modified segment cards 
required for all segments but no boundary or support cards. 

Modified segment card for segment 1 

Joint load card with live load at 0.3 k/ft. 

Modified segment cards for other segments. IAJA2 = 0 
indicates uniform load on all segments 

101 BLANK CARD TERMINATES RUN 



B.4.l 

B.4.2a 
Stage 1 

B.4.2b 
Stage 1 

C.3 Selected Data Output - Example Problem 1 

£~AMP~E ~~OR. hO. 1 - j ~~~N CONTINUOUS 6rRt(~ COh5TRUr.TfO TN 3 5T66[5. 

PROILEM COhTAOL OAIA 

NO. ~L' TyPES' 1 
hO. tLE~EN1S I 
NU. ~OINT~ .? 

I'L TYPE. 

c. -3.00000QE'UO 

THTCKNFU 

1.000000£000 

CONN'CTtVrIY DATA 

ELf: PL 

? 

TENOON CONTROL r,u A 

§TlEL MOUULuS. 4.17~OOo[.0~ 
'RICTtO~ C'N~TA'T. o • 
• o~BL( CON~TA~T. u. 

SPA"'. ..O.oftO .n. OF SfGM[NTC. 1 
I,". '" TENOIlNS 5TM£SSEO • 

I 
? , 
4 
~ 
II 
T 

TEN{,U .. ~O.. I 
AlitA' j,.3!1ftOOUE-Ol 
~'" cu".n. I 
EUM"NT. I 

INITI-L ~ACK FORCE. 
FINAL JAC~ Fo~rf • 
LTVE ~ .. O INOE.. 0 

OTVE~uf.~CE. O. 
S101. LE.fT. " 
STA. toI:IGHT. 0 

CONTROl COOROTNATES 

I 
2 
:I 
4 
5 

" 7 

n. 

10.000 
10.000 
10.000 
10.000 
IO.~OO 
~.ooo 
!>.OOO 

l.nOOGo! .02 
1. "OOGOhOl 

I" 

1!.t2!1984E'04 
~.12!191!4£.O. 
~.I~!lge4[.O. 

1.12598.£004 
,.\25984E'0. 
I! • I 259841! .0. 
t.12!198.[.O. 

NrR 

• 

IIOOULU$ 

4.310008(005 

YII 
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1 
URlhlN ~CUNOAky CO~Olll~~S AT STAAE 

tLt 
1 

B.4.2(c) 
Stage 1 

AXIAL FOH/OI~P 
0, 

I~O~X 

I 

INO!:X • FIIH lq vE ~ FORC" 

SHEAH FIlR/CISP 
0, 

Fow 6lvt~ nlSPLACEMENT 

INOFX 
I 

JOINT ACTION~, SU~~n"T A~O STI1POV~R OATA FO~ STAGr 

IAJA • n. JIlINT ACTIONS ~AHE AS LAST ~Er.ME"T 

B.4.2(d' 
Stage 1 

I. "OI"T A(TIOl'S OIFFEHENI FRr.~ LAST SEGMENT 

IAJAZ • Q. JIlIN'1 ACTIONS ~AME AS LAST 5Er,"rNT 
I. JOI,.T ~CTIONS SAME AS LAST STAG[ 
? JOINT ACIIONS RF-SPECIFI .. n 

ISTOP E_,. ~L"'P(,><T AFTER THIS SEGMF .. T 
0, • 11 S"~~OR T OR STOPOvER 
I. ~Tn~nvtW AFTER THIS SEGMFNT 

IAJA • ISTOP • 

MOMENT OR ROT 
0, 

INorX 
o 

......................................•..................•...................•...•.•• 

AP"-! nil JUI~I AC 1) ONS 

JT. HORIt. I" Ir, VfRT. FIn LONO, 

o,Uoooono .Z'~oooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 

l O,OOQnUOo '. z'Souoo o.UOOoooo 0 0.0000000 

I~UEX E FOR 61 VE~ "ORC" 
FOR 61 VEh OISPLACE"!:NT 

.....•.....••.....................•.•..............................••••......•...•.•. 

SEG IAJA · SEC. JAJA · SEc, IAJA · SEG IAJA · SEr. IAJA · SH IAJA · 
tNU AOUNOARY Co~nITluNS AT 5TAGf 

tL~ 

1 
AxIAL FoR/UI~P I~Df.' 
0, 

IN))EI FOI< r.lV[~ FORC" 

ISTOP · ISTOP · ISIOP · ISTOP · ISTOP · n 
ISIO~ · .1 

SNEAH FO~/CISP INOFX 
O. 1 

B.4.2(e) 
St:age 1 

FOk GlvH nlSPI ACE"ENI 

MOM[NT OA ROT INOEI 
O. 0 

FlhAl PLAT! FORCES ~NU UISPLACE"fNTS FOR lONOITUolNAl PLAT( flf"[NT5 AT [NO 

PLATE IhTERhAl OIS~LACE~ENTS 

J 
1 

lONG. r)ISP 
_b,21390Sb5F.03 

TRAhIV,RS[ OUP 
0, 

I~TERNAl FOHCES 

J BfAM MUME~T 
2 .h.7?IHIH~001 

TIIAN. SHEAR 
1.' 7H75£000 

AJIAl FORC!: 
_1.3443,,4ro02 

8UM "OUTION 
_2.08806!JUI_03 

NXC I , 
.... 61.I.UOl 

.• NX,;.i, IXCII 
.6.8Z1110E-13 ~1.'62~Z~[.~1 

IXCJ, 
.60U12~OE_1l 
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i tLt 

B.4.3(c)1 
Stage 1 

t Lt 
1 

JOINT 
1 

HE 
I 

J T~"S~f~S" Dn~ 

~, 

MEA" ROTATION 
1,391'99A4(-03 
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J 
2 

t'~A~ '''l''E~T II>AI';. ~ .. tA~ UI4l Fm'CF 'H,II ~X'JI 
-4.UI21I'f·OI 

SX (1\ SX 1.11 
n- -3.4P'~.~F.OO ·1.'.4J~4f.O? -4.4Alzt2E+Ol -. ,48 1212£'01 - •• 48\212!00 I 

... ORIlC~ 1 H I)I'~ 
O. 

,,<IITICAl Ul~P 
~.QI51U9SS[-nJ 

~ .Q17U04?bE_nl O. 

J 
? 

Io.rT.a,T}t.""ll wOT4TIC"'CJ) -if) 

v. o. ~. 

U. 
n, 

pOI ATiON La"". DIS~ 
1.50'io·]"100~:-Ol 

.2.54?lS?f>lF_03 

1.1111 u,Jl ~II) ~(JI 
IS.O'io.'~r-n'-Z5.4Z1S3f'·O'-6Y.lS710F.04 69,17004[-0' 

~L'Tt EOGE FO"C~S 

Ht 

B.4,3(d)1 
Stage 1 

Ht 

tU 
I 

JOINT 
I 
2 

J 

II o. o. 
CIT I 

o. 

J LO"-lG. I'\ISP 
_~.1F1eSF4;o1.0_r ... v .. 

TR"S\I<"U Dnp 
-~.91","~91[-nl 

J IH /J1K4 M(IME .... T 
2 _1.ft<(l4I:it:lH .. +1l1 

"OR1IQ"TAL "I~" 
O. 
0, 

T".~. ,WfAR 
-J,t'll°l.;pt,,+oo 

VFRTlCAl OUP 
1.OlU5Cj6 7[-01 
1."1498Cj65E-02 

A., AL FOllcr 
.. 1.'·4l".'.+Cll 

O. 
o. 

J 
2 

"rTfl10~'11 ROTATIONIJI -tl) 
~. o. o. o. 

PLATE EDGl ,oRCES 

Ell: 
I 

lL[ 
I 

HE 

J 
2 u. o. n. o. 

J 
2 

LONG. 1'1151' 
_IoS'S97UI,·U3 

"A,~SYFt:lsr DIS" 
_1.9\492466E_02 

J &£A" "0"E"1 
2 _ •• 23 79A7t.'OI 

"~'H. SH[AR AxtAl 'O~CI 
-2,15;981E'00 "1.~4436'£'02 

1111 flJ) PII) PIJI 
-ll.~94~OE-1J-l9.qI116E·I' 14.J.7l9'-OZ 2 •• 50000[-02 

BU~ ~eTATTOl'; 

1.349l9!187[.o3 

"'X (II 
.C;.SSIIZl".nl 

""x r J 1 
-J.4IIJ01f·OI 

SX III 
-S,551U3E'ol 

s.(~, 

.).41\lUI[.OI 

WUI 

Q(JI 

LO~Il. OISP 
1.4t-;'51~718£-Oll, 

·1.119.n~~1f'-oJ 

urn UIJI Hil YlJI 
74.5S7.7E-nl-3\.19409r-O'-19.1486ftl-Ol 1~.I·qqQ[-03 

Till TIJI 'Fill PIJ. 
-]8.688~8E"'3 78.25703£-13 1'.93.00E-02 22.50000!-OZ 

BfA" ReTATt O" 
1.0'2Z8~ liE-OJ 

",_,I) Slit' 
.. 1.306!1l1"01 

loX !JI 
_1.A!558I8[oOI -7 .~06!131hRI 

SX~~I 

_,.6558&8,.01 
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JOI .. , 
I 
C 

MORI10NTf\. 1115~ 
0, 

VFRTlC~L DiSP 
2,T072?7~IE_02 
2, T073!;77uE_n2 

ROTaTION LONG. OISP 
-I,838273l9E_03 
.3,34831465£.03 0, 

PLATE lUGE OISPLACF~~NTS 

HE 
I 

J 
2 

PLATl EDGE FO~CfS 

Hl 
I 

J 
2 

Iof('-TA' J {,N (T 1 
n. 

",11 

PLATE IhlEANAL OISPlACE~ENTS 

"OTATIOt"JI 
0, 

"IJI 
0, 

o. 

Q III 
o. 

0, 
O. 

0, 

0, 

UCII UCJI YeIl YIJI 
-18,38273E-~4-3l.48l15!-04-27.0722a[_03 27.07358!-Ol 

TOI TCJI PCII PCJI 
-ll.50244!-ll 37.09957[-13 14.9~465[_02 22.50000[-02 

ELE 
I 

J LO"lG, nISP 
-2 ,5q31~'02~-UJ 

TRA~SYf"SE [\loP 
-~,7072''~IJor-n2 

BEAI< ROTATION 
5.033H08SE_04 

lLf 
I 

B.4.3(d) 
St-age 1 

J ""A"" JoIIuJoIIEP<.l 
? -~.1 j]"3?l'OI 

TDAN, SHEAR 
-1.49~'20£'OU 

AJIAL FnDCF NlIII 
·I"'.3~'f.o, -a.55683'['01 

NlCJI 
-4.055906['00 

'llll 
-1.556134['01 

Sll~1 

- •• 05S9U6E·Oo 

FI~AL JOINT AhO pL,TF FOHtf5 AND nISPlACEM[NTS ro~ S[G~FNT NO. 

~OI"'T 
I 
2 

MOAI10,"HL 'llS~ 
O. 

vfRTlCAL DUF 
5, n05383)UE.n3 
5.n06671.~E_oJ 

AOTaTION LONft. DT5P 
_8,8,IQU09[_03 
-3,Oq7168.2[-03 O. 

O. 
o. 

ELE J 
2 

~nTATIOh,JI ROTATIO~IJI .CII 
o. o. n. 

PLATE EDGE FOACF~ 

ELE 
I 

J 
Z 

,., II 
0, 

PLATE IhTlRNAl OISPLAC!~~NTS 

"CJI 
o. n. 

n. 

C C I I 
o. 

tLE 
I 

.J 

2 
LONO. nISP 

_5,9U57IJ251".03 
TRAhSYFASE OISP 
-5,006027lIlE-03 

~LAI£ INTERNAL FORC~S 

lLl 
I 

J 
2 

I:IfA.' 1I01l[NT 
_~,Q9149bE'OI 

TAAN. SHEAA 
9.79\1S00~·OI 

AXIAL 'OIlC[ 
-1.34 4364£.02 

UIII UCJI YIII VCJI 
_88.JI9~.[_04-30.97161[_0._5o.05313E_04 50.0~~7IE-0. 

QCJI TIll TCJI PIli PIJI 
8l.4QIl.ZE'il-Io.50812!-12 14.,9a9I1E-02 22.5oo00E-02 

ilEA" IIOTITION 
-1.9I16052U_Ol. 

NX'JI '-III NlCII 
_9.142210['01 1.;97a54E'00 ·-9.1~22101·01 

S.C~I 

I. 797854[ .0.0 



T 
Begin 
Stage 2 
B.4.2 

EI.[ 
1 

~f"A". Ilo.ono 
"". Vf ~eGME"T~ = l:l 
"n. Of l(),no~s STfrtf SSt.O c: 
~o. 5~G. _OOEO LEFI ~ 

.. ". ~EG. Annen RIGHT • 

~tt;~t."'l NU"!lE" SEil~nl IF''G Iii 

I 

1 
1 
• 
'5 
~ 
7 
A 
Q 

lu 
11 
17 
Il 

TtNr·o" ""0.. 2 
AwE_ • 1.~I"OOdE-Ol 

'''. CVRVES. J 
lI.EMt ... l _ I 

!~I'IAl JACk ,nRcf _ 
F I ,.At J'C~ rCArE -
LIVt t .. n INOEX • 

i!fYrj.Qt."-(E. fh 

~rA. L.EFt • 
<11M •• qo.,T • 

C'I fwvt toll. YL 

•• 7~O 
;> 7 1.200 

9 1.100 

I '<I I '_L n; .. oo .. 51~t:5S 

H'IUON ~f a"EN' 

? 
? l 
r 3 
? • '5 

" it 7 
? 8 , 9 
C 10 , 11 
i! Il 
2 13 

IU.OOo 
lo.noo 
la.nov 
10.000' 
10.000 
5,000 
5.000 
<;.000 
5.~ou 

10.000 
10,000 
10.000 
10.000 

•• 3!u06H'01 
•• )~on OO~'O 1 

w" y .. 

-0.000 .0.000 
110.000 1.150 
-0.000 -0.000 

'''TEa 'AICT(O" LOs!! 

SlRrSs 

7.2" .. ..,'.0. 
l.1114AIE'04 
7.;>'7487£ '04 
1.277461E.0. 
,.;>174AII.04 
Z.2 7748?hO. 
Z.Z7748..,r;. .. 
7.2774A"'''.04 
,.l>17417U,4 
,.277 •• n.,. 
1.2174I7hO. 
Z,2?Y.I..,UO. 
Z. f?T4I7E ••• 

NU 'R 

7 1.'00 .. 1.100 
I. O.noO 

AI'AL fO~/O(SP 1"01. SHI.H 'OR/oIS' INnr' MOMENT OA .of (NOrl 
O. I o. I •• 0 

!NOrl • ~ ro~ GIVEN 'OAC! 
I ,.0,. GivEN OtlPlACEMENT 
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JOINT ACTIONS. ~UPPOHT A~O STOPOVE~ DATA 'OR STAGE ? 

IAJA • n. JOINT ACTIONS ~AHE AS LAST S£GMfNT 
1. JOINT ACTIONS DIFFE~ENT FAC~ LAST ~EePfNT 

IAJA2 a O' JOINT ACTIO"S !;A14E AS LAST SEr,HENT 
I. JOINT _,lIONS SAME AS LA~T STAGE 
? JOl"T ACllONS RF-SPECIfIEO 

ISTOP a_I' S",",PD"T AF TER THts SEGMENT 
0, I 0 SIJ~~O"l OR STOPOVER 
1. 'T('~OV~H '~T£P THIS SFOM£~T 

.....•..•..•.•.................•...........•.••.•......................•.•..•••...... 

JT. AfTIUNS FD~ REG. 1 THflU 

•.•.........•.......................................•.........••.•••...••...•••.....• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ELE. 
1 

COEFFICIENT 
-0. 

SHEAII 
1 

C('>EHICIFNT .n. ACT, 
o 

CO£"F1CIENT 
.0, 

..........•...........................•.......•...................•.••••.••••••.••••. 

E.Lt. 
1 

ELE 
I 

SEe IAi';A 11 0 I5TOP • 0 
~[C; ~ lAJA a 0 lSTOP • 
Hr. It IAJA • 0 ISTOI' • 
Sf(; II IAJA • 0 lSTOP • 0 
S£n J ;- lA.JA • 0 ISTQP • 0 
Sfr, I' 'ftJA I: ISTOP • 

AXIAL 'O~/OlSP I~OE1 5"[AH f'~JCls' I~O[l 
O. ? .1.1?~OOOOOf·OO ~ 

l~O[~ • 0 FOW GI~[~ fO~CF 

1 ,OA GI~[' OISPlACE~~~T 

J 
? 

LO~G. "15" 
.4.3IHlT61~·VZ 

TA •• SVt"SE OUP 
!I.64!134? lt IE_." 

~LATE IhTER"AL FOkfF_~ 

lLE 
1 

J 
it 

Hf ." H~H["T 
l,hl""8~t-12 

Mo~rWT OR .OT I~O[' 

O. 

IEAM ROUTI0N 
.2.80280<l29E.0:I 
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>l"AL PLATE F'OHeFS '>lu IdSPlAr,tl'r"TS FOil LO"GITUohAl PLATE ELE"ENTS AT ENr, OF 5EGllfNT 

PLATE 015pLACF.F"TS .N~ ~F.CTla,,~ AT INTER TeA SUPPOAT 

7 .... 0 AT ,SUPPORT 

J 
2 

I."Nh nl'i"/"E~CT, INOE. 
.'.bl~b7004~-Oc 0 

T~'N. DISP/R!ACT. INDE~ 
- •• 143A4~4~E'OI 1 

8£A" AOT./R!ACT. 1 .. 0E. 
-1,08394821[-04 0 

lLt 
1 

Hf. 
1 

t~E 
1 

~OI"'T 
1 
2 

HE 
I 

J 
< 

J 
2 

J 
? 

LONG. ~ISP 

-l.e'~b7"04r-1I2 

TIUh5vr~5f. OI~P 

.... O~'i2lnr·l~ 

",.'" MU"f"l 
1.~?"A1O~+~1 

~. 

rtF " ... M{jMt NT 
1.i'Hrl<~·t..l\l 

T""", SMEAR 
2,1I1632H'01 

AU AL F'(1I'1CE 
-'.~4p101f',02 

TR'~5\1rRSt 01'" 
o. 

I"AN. SM[AR 
-4."S4UQ 1,'OO 

AlIAL F'OPCE 
-9.6'306S(.0? 

MOR 17CN1'L I)I'~ 
O. 

\I~PT IC.lOI~P 

.4. Q ?Q'ihQQOt,-Ol 
-.,4?~bq~~u£-nl 

0, 
0, 0, 

J 
2 

'''·TA T 1"" til II(,U T\ a, I JI oil I 
U. O. ft. O. 

PLATE EUGE rO~CE5 

t.LE 
1 

J 
Z 

Mill 
o. 

"(JI o I II 
o. 

~LAll INTERNAL OTS~LACE~E~IS 

I".Lt 
I 

ELI'. 
1 

J 
2 

LONG. "151' 
-c.19639631"-U] 

TQA~!VfRS[ oftI' 
4.92Q34Z!lIE-0l 

BE AM "OME"T 
S,·'10'~~t.QI 

TPAN. ~HEA~ 

-~.'''~~60f'OO 
A_tAL FORCE 

-S,69~06!1f'OC! 

BE .. M ACTATION 
-1.OS'94s2IE-OA 

NlIl1 
.9,AII2023[,01 

"llJI 
-!."~093Z[+OZ 

BEA" IIeTATION 
-I .254A4586[_03 

.. 1111 
_1.I1?QAO[+U 

t,)l.IJI 
-2.6124 36E'OZ 

LO"II. OISP 
-],31A6Q'~O£-03 
_1.0,,1118914£_0] 

5)1.(11 
-9.4"20UhOI 

5X111 
-1.1729AOE+q2 

S.(~l 

-1.9S09lZf' OZ 

SI(~1 

_Z.6224 l6f,02 

Io'IJI OfTI UIJI WUI ¥IJI 
-3J.24608f.04-10.6elS9E-0~ A9.2,9,n,_04_49,2S69Sr-04 

OIJI TIT! T(JI Pltl PIJ) 
26.01"2£-j, 17,15205[-1] 14.78 119E-02 22.S0000r-02 

BEAM RoTATION 
-7.121394811[-04 

NK(II 
-1,)1 11 316[.02 

HIIIJ' 
_2.471°"1£+02 

51111 
·1.~lA316['1I2 

Sll,j) 
-2. 471061f'02 
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,,01"1 
1 
Z 

fLE 
I 

Ell 
I 

~OR!Zr."T hL UI~I' 
O. 
U. 

V!'IITICAL OISP 
-fl.~'12Stl978E:.03 
-8.'1'112 .. 9~'IE-03 

J 
Z 

N~rArr0NIII RDT'TIO~IJI .1" 

J 
2 

~. O. n. 

.. r l) 
o. 

O. 
O. 

a. 

O. 

'ICJI 

OIJI 

LON~. OISP 
_6. 6 JIll 1'i34E-Ol 
-6.50021488[-03 

\.lIT! IJIJI VIII VIJI 
-66.78115E-n.-65.00"'(-O •• 5.92"0f_0._85,9 12'0f-0. 

T!T! T(JI PIll PIJI 
-23.ll664[-1l-10.63598(-12 14,93400[-02 22,'OOOO!-02 

~LAT£ IhTlRNAL OtSPLAr.l~ENTS 

ELE. 

ELE 
1 

JOlrltl 
1 
2 

tLE 
1 

ELE 
1 

El.f 
1 

ll.E 
1 

J LO"G. nlSP 
-f>.58'119511"·Ul 

T.A~SVrgSt Olo;P 
.,5~lfjlqH~~·n3 

flU" II~TATTO" 
-5.928 01556[-05 

J 
Z 

bfA" "O"ft.T rOAN. 'MtAN UTaL ,nllcr NlCI) .l'J) .5-111 SIfJI 
4.~.~~?lL·nl -3.'0.~]cr'oo -~.~q]065[."> _1.510621E.02 -2,l24750£'02 -1.510~Zl[.o2 -2.224 750E,02 

HORIlCNT'l u!!>P 

O. 
U. 

VJ'R TI CA1.. D n_4. :>55:141\08£- 01 
_4. "SSl4t108[-a? 

O. 
0, 

J ~nT.TIGhll) WOT4TIONIJI aliI 

J 
Z 

Q. b. O. 

"II ) "'JI 
~. 0, D. 

J 
2 

LONG, nlSP 
_401.56.36!1v-0i! 

TRU,SYrAS[ DI~P 
4.2'S]460I(e02 

J 8fAM NOM[ftl 
Z _4.19ft019foOI 

TlllN. SHEAII 
1."551511[000 

,..1A1. 'ORC[ 
-4.3.,,101,·0, 

Q IJI 

\.0"0. OISP 
.4.54911",4£_0? 
.3.h'llio7£-Ol 

\.Ilf) UIJ) V!I) V(JI 
.4S.4QI16f-ftl-l1,4Z111[-Ol .2.,5l46f_03_42.55346!-03 

TIll fiJI P(II P!JI 
l5,&6l11f-12 29.08509[-12.22.50000r.02 22.50000!-01 

BE"" RCTATION 
-Z,69021124'-03 

Nx!lI NJlIJI .UII' 
_1,12"06[001 -1.i;02ll!'" '-1_'21906Eooi 

UIJ, 
-1. 11022.ro02 



LV',G. CCNFIG(J"ATlO,", Of "lR~CTURt AT !lUGF 

""AN. c2!>.ono 
0". til' ~[G"FI"T~. 11 
~u. of ltNPO~S SI~ISSED • 
~". 5EG. ~mfl"\ Ltfl. 0 
~n. SEG. AnOln ~ll~T. 14 

S!.r.O,lfllT NU"~£" SIG~r~ T 

~ 

3 

• 
5 
6 
1 
q 

Q 

In 
11 
12 
IJ 
I .. 
15 
16 
11 
IK 
1<> 
2n 
21 
2? 
<3 
2. 
25 
C .. 
n 

U"'r.l" 

10.000 
10.000 
10.000 
lo.noo 
10.000 
5.000 
!:..ooo 
~.nOO 
5.000 

10.000 
1 0 • 0 0 0 
10.ono 
10.0no 
5.00 0 

10.900 
10.00U 
10.000 
10.000 
5.000 
!>.OOO 
!I.OoU 
!I.OOO 

10.000 
10.000 
10.000 
10.00 0 
10.000 

l"pul OATA FO~ (AILtS STAESSEO AT STAGE 

Tt."11 u~ ~O •• 3 
jwt.,A • '1.5!10000[-03 
"i.'. CU~VES • 3 
t" "f NT • I 

l~ITIAL JACK ,"RC[ • '.2!10000h02 
rlNAL J_CK 'OR~[ • 2.nooooF .01 
II VE I:.ld) INOf.1 • 0 

OIVEPGE~CE • O. 
STA .... EFT • 0 
sr.. RICi .. 1 • 0 

~()NI"OL COOPO''''''15 

CItRVI NIL l'L X" 

10 1,500 17 .nOo 

1 

YN 

_,,45 
11 -,aso ·0.000 -0,000 

3 18 -.850 14A,OOO _,645 

I"PUL lE"DDN SlRt'SS AFlU 'RICTlO" LOS,! 

Tf,",OO" SEG"["T STRrSS 

J 10 ".356021 F .0" 
J a 2.356021£'04 
3 2.356021£.0" 
J 13 ... 356021£.0" 
J )" 2.35602]£'04 
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IUA YA 

11 -."50 
18 - •• 50 
19 I.~OO 
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I:.l.l 
I 

A_IAI. FO~/DISP I'OEX SHEAR FOR/OlSP tNnF. 
O. I O. I 

INDU • F('~ H~E" 'O"C~ 
FI.h "nH 0 1 SPI ACEMENT 

JOINT AcHeNS. ~U~'~(\"l AM' STnPovER OATA FC~ STAGf 3 

11JA • n. JOINT ACTIONS Sl~E AS I.A~T ~E~MENT 
I. JOINT AcTIO",S OTFFEPENT FRC~ lAST SfG~ENT 

IAJA2 • n' JOINI ACT InNS ~AME AS LAST SE~M[NT 
I, JOINT ~CTIONS sA~~ AS LAST ~TAof 
2, JOINT ACTIONS RF-SPEClfIEO 

ISIOP _.\. S"I'P(.Ml AF TEP T .. is SEG~E'H 
n. '0 SU~~ORT OR STOPOVFR 
" <TOI'OhR AFTEII THIS SF\lM~NT 

MOMENT OR ROT INOFX 
O. 0 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I T"R~ 13 O"CMAN~Fn FROM lAST STAGE 

•...........•.......•.....•...........••.•••........•............••..•..•........•... 

SEG 14 I.JA • 0 iS10P • 
Srn 15 J/oI;JA • 0 ISTOP • 
~E~ I. lAJA a 0 ISH)P • 
hG 11 lA,JA Co 0 ISTOP • 
SEG j" IAJA • 0 ISTOP • 0 
SEr. lQ IAJA • 0 IS lOP • 0 
StG 20 JAJA • 0 lSTO~ • .1 

..•..••....•........•.................•......•.....•........•••...................... 

ILl. COEfF fClp"T 
I -0. 

!I""R 
I 

CH" ICIE!,;T !!rT. 
o 

••.•••.••..•...••......................•............••.....•......................... 

5EG 21 I_JA • ISTOP • 
lEt> 21 j~JA • 0 ISTOP • 
lEG ~3 jAJA 0 ISTOP • 
iEG 24 IAJA • 0 lSTOP • 0 
SEG c!t IAJA • 0 ISTnp • 0 
SEO 26 lA,JA II 0 ISTOP • 0 
5Ec 17 IOJA • 0 15TOp • 0 

AXlA~ FO~/OTbP I"Of, SMEAR FO~/CISP fNDfX 
O. 0 O. 1 

INDE~ • Frow bhEt. FORC" 
rON ~l~f~ DISPLACEMENT 

PLATE I"TERNA~ DISPLACEMENTS 

HE 
1 

fLt 
1 

J 
2 

J 
:? 

LONG. n)SP 
_1.3339.41l,.U2 

TA ..... VF!!U OlSP 
.II.88n A42Dt-16 

ilEA" MD"I"T 
7,1'7,>958[-\2 

r"AN. SMEAR 
1.1 245 74[-00 

ulAl. FMCf 
1.~"4U2F.12 

MOMENT OR QOT IHor_ 
o. 

I!!'AM RoTATtON 
.11,15185311(-04 

.. x ,II 
5.3053861-12 

"XIJl 
-4.;,S8tle:-t2 

!Xltl 
S.~o5386E·12 

SJl~1 
-4.3'SUU:·U 
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FI~AL PLAfF. "Q"'CF~ A"I) ulSPLAcEIOEWTS fOR LONelTUolNAL PLATE ELEIIENT$ AT [NO 01' S[GII[NT 20 AND AT .SUPPO!!' 

PLATE OISPLACE~f_TS AN~ HFACTIONS AT INTER.CA SUPPORT 

H.E 
I 

J 
7 

.1 
? 

LowG. DISP/AEACT, INO[. 
-1.313~4471r-02 0 

TRlN. OISP/RfACT. INDEI 
1.J2457JQZE,Oo I 

8,A" ROT,/RIACT, INDEX 
1.6]772937£.03 0 

LO.,G. OISP 
-1.333 ...... 71 .. ·u2 

TQA~5YfR5E OI~P 
A.~eI7B420E·i6 

!:lEA" ROTATION 
1 ... J77293TE.03 

~LATt I~TER~AL Fo~rF~ 

~LE 

I 
J HAM MOI4Et.T 
2 ·1,""744"f.'~1 

TPAN. SHEAR AxIAL rORC[ NIII) 
8.~5?J57E·09 .1,!6~'7'[_IO _~.?ge296E'OI 

t.llCJI 
5,298 2961'01 

.UUl 
-1.298296E·OI 

F I'~L PLAH r~ucn "'11 lJISPLACEH'.TS 1'011 LONGtTvolNAL PLn! !UME"UAt [NO 0' IEGII[NT 

PLATl OISPLA~E~F"S .~lJ WeACTICN~ AT INT[RtOR SUPPORT 

7 AND AT .SUPPORT 

t.LE 

Hl 
1 

El.f 
I 

!tINe.. nUP/RE-CT. I"OEl 
t.~~3ft~I~I'-14 0 

TRA~. DISP/RIACT. INDEx 
1,326573'21'00 I 

8EAM ROT./R[AtT, INO[1 
-1.61772937[-03 0 

J 
;> 

LO,"~. ~ISP 

?ti6368151"-h 
Tq.~SVr~Sf onp 
~. 

,[AII ROTA7tOH 
-1.63772937£-03 

J nFA~ HD~E~T TPAN. SH£'~ 

2 -1.9474 •• £,01 ·1.'24514~'00 
A.IAL I'ORCE ~llli 

6.~04}48r.10 .!.2"r9'E'01 
.. llIJ} SICII 

!.r,8c06('OI -!.291 2.6'·OI 

~LAT[ I~TER~AL OTSPLACE"E~TS 

ELf 
I 

tl.E 
I 

J 
2 

LONS. !'lISP 
O. 

HIA~sYrASE Dn" 
o. 

bf~M HO.E~T TqA~. SHEAR A.tAL rORtE 
o. -1.124514['00 5.~19414£_1~ 

8(AIO qOTATION 
8.ISI8S31 \£.0. 

Nl I II 
1.8 7'11105e.IO 

I!;XIJI 
I.U'IO!l[-lO 

11111 
l.anIOU_lO 

51(.11 
5.2QII2 96E.OI 

Sl 1.1) 
!.29~2~6E'01 

SHoll 
1.819805[_10 
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JOINT 
1 
2 

NOR IlO,,1 H ... , ~i' 
O. 

VFIIT IC4L !.lISP 
·~.101118986E·~. 
• ..... 88~.~85E-!l. 

IICTATION LONA. 01SP 
-2.ll1lBnp3[-Ol 

lLI:. 
1 

t.LE 

I:.LE 
I 

t.LE 
I 

.I0b,T 
1 
2 

I:.LE 
1 

HE 

0, 

J .. 

J 

2 

.J 
? 

0, 
O. 

><OTATIONIlI 1I0HTtO"rJI .111 
0. o. o. o. 

, . , 'II "1.11 

tONG. "\Si' 
-Z.196l'lS31r.UJ 

C III 
o. O. 

TIIA"'Y£Il'$[ ou" 
.... 141".[-04 

~'.'" .. 0111 NT 
Q.flH291"'01 

TIIAN, SMI ... 
.1.49"10)-£'00 

AahL 'OIlCI 
-1."'OfiIE '02 

HOlllzc",l.t DIS" 
0. 

V"RTICAL Otllt 
-1. ft l"OIl"lllt.nl 
.. 1.ftJ909U1l!:.n1 

o. 
O. O. 

.I 
2 

.I 
2 

POTAT1CNIII IIOTATIO~IJI 0111 
0, O. ft. o. 

o. o. o. o. 

PLAT! I~T!R"AL D'SPLAeIM'~TS 

HE 
1 

J 
2 

LONG. I)lSP 
_6.66972353!_03 

TI'IAh'V,IIS! Ilil" 
1.U9D968U:·~1 

QIJI 

-2.c!5.159IE-OJ 

UIII OIJI VII) YIJI 
-ZI.21J81f.ft4-22.6;.161:-0. 11,01890£_05 •• 6.889431:-05 

fetl Tt.J1 'PilI PIJI 
11.60313[-13 20.40121£-11 1.,18119£.02 22.500001-01 

HAil IlClTAnON 
4.60uunE.05 

"XIII 
-1.J6,U'hOI 

101·".11 
.2.4"'01['02 

$llll 
·h362 •• U·o2 

511.11 
·Z.4l29 U.[.OZ 

LONII. OISP 
.6.6691U53[.03 
••• 6691n53£-OJ 

UII' UIJ, ~It' VIJ' 
•• 6.697'.E-~.'6~.691'4!'04 10.3909,[.01.10.3909"'02 

THI fiJI '''11, PIJI 
IT.I'2611'il-4,.41412!"11 1 •• 418411_1).'0.51149['11 

BEAM RelaTION 
.1.!l9T62623E.1 4 

.. fJ, 
·1"19.4~TUOI 



OAIOIN itOUNOA~Y CO~IlITI()"S AT STAI'IE • 

t:l.E 
I 

A~IAL ,nR/OISP I~OEX SH[AR ,nR/OISP INOf. 
o. I o. I 

IND[~ • ~ FOH ~Iv[~ FORC' 
I Fnk GlvE~ DISPLACEMENT 

JOINT AeTIONS. SUPPORT AND STopovEM DAT, 'OR STA~E • 

IAJA • ~. JOINT ACTIONS SA~E AS LAST 5[~M[NT 
I. JOINT ACTIONS OTFFE~ENT FAC~ LAST SEGNFNT 

IAJA2 • O. JUINl ACTIONS ~AMf AS LAST SEr.M[NT 
I, JOINT ACTIONS SAME AS LAST STAOE 
2, JOINT ACllONS R'-SPECIFIF" 

ISTOP -·1' sup~n~T ArT[R THIS SEGMENT 
O. fO ~U~PORT OM STOPOVER 
I, ~TUPoVER ArT[p THIS SEGMF~T 

5[(1 IA,JAI • ISTOP • 

MOMfNT OR ROT INDf~ 

0, 0 

..................................................................................... 

APp(f£(IJOI"T AC11","S 

.IT. IooRU. FlO VUlT, Fir ROT, M/III LOJole. '/0 

O,UOOOOO(l (I ,3000000 0,0000000 D,DOOOOOO 

2 O.VOOODQO u.OOOOOOO 0 0,0000000 0 0.0000000 

INOEl • .Oil GIV!" FORe, .,," (iIVE~ DISPlAC[Mf:NT 

..................................................................................... 

SEG ~ IAJA' • 
s[O 3 IAJAI • 
SEG • IAJAI • 
~[G 5 IA,J .. • 0 
!lEG 6 IAJA<! • 0 
au , lA,JA' • 0 
SEo A IAJ" • 0 
Su " IAJU • 0 
5f:G 10 TAJd • 0 
liEo 11 TAJA' • 0 
SEa 17 IAJU • 0 
SEC; I~ IAJAl • 0 
SEa 14 IA .. A2 • 0 
Su l!l, UJU • 0 
SEt; l~ IAJA2 • 0 
SEG 17 IAJA2 • 0 
SEa IP IAJA2 • 0 
S(G 19 IAJU • 0 
!tEG 20 IAJU • 0 
SEG 21 UJU. D 
SEC) n I AJAa • 0 
HG 23 IAJ&2 • 0 
SEG ~ .. IAJAil • 
::'£0 25 IAJU • 
sEC) 2~ I~JA2 • 

'EG U UJA2 • 

[NO ijOUhOARY CONDITIONS AT STAG[ • 

ELf 
1 

I~Oh 
o 

'DR GIVE" ,ollcr 

lITOP • 
UTOP • 
lSTOP • 
I STOP • 
ISTnP • 
ISTOP • .1 
!STOP. 0 
I STOP • 0 
ISTOP • 1 
ISTOP • 0 
ISTO!' • 0 
lSTOP • 0 
lSTOP • I 
ISTOP. 0 
lSTOP • 0 
!STOP. 1 
ISTOP • 0 
UTOP • 0 
ISTOP • .1 
ISTOP • 0 
!STOP • 0 
IITOP • 1 
UTOP • 0 
I5TOP • 0 
liTO' • 

'STOP • 

SIoUR 'OA/DIIP 
O. 

row GIWEN OIS'LaCf~[NT 

INor~ 
1 

1I01Il:NT 011 lIIet' 
e. 

215 
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Elf lO"'I(,. nlSP 
-1.333~"'11~-Ul 

TIUUV!IISE OISI' 
O. 

TIIAN. SHEAR 
6.,nOoe!-oO 

UtAl 'ORC[ 
9,094941[_13 

nAN IIOUTION 
.. 1.164 7:J!l36!-03 

NI,II 
J.031649r-ll 

~IIJI 
3,031649["13 

UUI 
3.0~16"'E"I' 

FH'Al. I'LATt: 'O"'US "'>'1) 1llSI'LACEMENTS FOR lONGITUI)bAL PLAT!: £LEMENTS AT ENr, 0' st:al/rHT 20 AND AT .SUPPORT 

PLAIt: OJ$PlACh<£IIoTS AND IlEACTJON~ AT INIEIHoCfI 5. "I'O"T 

J 
2 

l.ONG. OISP/~f'CT. INO[X 
-1.J'39441 If-OZ 0 

Tk.~. nISI'/II[ACT. INDEX 
-7.131~9911['01 I 

8F.AM AOT./IIEACT. INO[. 
.4.6~8'IIJl[-04 0 

~LATE I~TEIIHAL DIS~LACE~~"'T5 

ELE 
I 

J 

PLATE I~TtRhAL F"NrE~ 

LONG, rl}~p 

-1.33J"H1IF.U2 
TRA"nr"st n \ ~P 
-2.U04UO"£-1~ 

~EA~ RCUTtON 
• .... cAUI32E_U 

SXCJI 
,.031 649t:-13 

J 
2 

.. fl.'" ,.O"f~T 
\.!'7,.~9!>t.·02 

TIIAN, SHEAA A,tol ,QPC[ NlCl1 "X'JI Sltll SI(JI 
1.~7'000[·O\ .',I'3b9?F-\0 1.0 •• ,91£_02 -1.O.I).1[-OZ 1'00"'97['02 ·h04Rl~7!.02 

'I~.L Pl.ATE "RCf~ AND ~rSPLArE~EMT5 'OR LON~IT~rl~Al Pl.ATE FlrMEN1S AT EN~ 0' 5EO~ENT 

PLATt OI5PLACE~[~TS ANV R~ACTICN~ AT INT[RTt~ 5L~PO~T 

1 AHD AT .SUPPORT 

J 
2 

LONG, erSlI/REACT, INOE, 
-, •• ZIS6SSS r ·I' 0 

TWAN. nT~o/~EArT. IND~X 
-2,1)7nQQI1[.OI I 

~!A~ AOT./REACT. IHO(1 
4,~1868137f-O. 0 

J 
2 

LONG. "ISP 
·' •• 21~6~~8'·1· 

TIU~SVFA!l[ cuP 
-1.II02~JOI[·I!I 

PLATE I~TERNAL rnllrES 

t.LE 
I 

"La IE 

ELE 
I 

PLArE 

ELE 
I 

J 
2 

I~T[A,"AI. 

I~TER!;AI. 

J 
2 

9~A" MO"£IoT 
1,~12!i9!1f.'OZ 

DISPI.ACH'lNTS 

T"AN. 'MIAII 
1,16;'099£-0 I 

Uhl. 'OIlC[ 
.'.4141,6[-10 

J LONG. niSI' ''''ANIV[II'' 0151' 
2 O. O. 

'O"c:tS 

er.'" HOM["T T"AH, SHUll ufAl. 'OIlC' 
O. -6. '790011-00 "',,'lOlln.lO 

~EAM IIOUTIO" 
4 .U •• IP2E.04 

NXlft 
1.0":l97r_U 

,"XIJI 
-1.0.U<l7[ •• ' 

8U14 ReTnIO!; 
1.16413536(-03 

NXIII I/ICJI 
....... OTOO9E·10 .2.,,070091 .. 10 

.IIIUI 
1.0"'''''02 

·111111 
· •••• 0100'1.&0 

SlIJI 
-1.04l1!7I,02 

III"" .' •• 01009£ .. 10 



t:.L. 
I 

HORllC .. ] tL l'1;¥ 
O. 
U. 

V~IHICAL OISP 
P.11b~141!"E_n4 
a.11R".4<;~f-~4 

J 

2 
.nT.!ID~!11 ROT"TION'JI ~I!l 

J 
Z 

~. O. n. 

"(J' 
o. 0, n. 

RCTATU1" 

~ . 

Q(JI 
~. 

LO"9. OISP 
_I,b909InH.0) 
-~.10!8R~37E·03 
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U(II UIJI ~III YCJI 
-16.~091IE.n4.17.01&8IE-O.·el.76414(-05 81.76945!*01 

T(1l TeJI '''11 PIJI 
B4,1419Z!_,4 1~,~1940€·lJ*15.Z1161(*OZ 22.50000t-02 

PLATE I~T£RNAL OtS~LACE~lNTS 

t.L£ 

I 

t Lt. 
I 

JOINT 
I 
i! 

f.~E 

1 

~~f. 
I 

ELE 
1 

J 
~ 

LO .. G. nuP 
-2,1 963'<1131,.03 

TlU~5VrIlSf O!~P 

• A .17 7 ~ n4ZE-n4 
IIU" gClATTO" 

103,,991331E-04 

J 
t 

~r ... MOME"T 7"''''. SIolEA~ A_tAL 'OIiCE Hxlll 'XI')! SICII "Sll./I 
; •• 1~Obl~·OI -9.~474"~E·OO .5.693065€.O~ .1.50~9.9E.n2 .?2~~.l7['02 -1.505'.'(.01 -2.2894 27(.OZ 

.. ORUO ... T~l "lS~ 
0, 
o • 

V(RTICAL OUP 
•• 'I694 0888E.02 
4. Q 6'13047i[.02 

J 
Z 

"cT~Tlnh,11 ROTATIONtJI .'11 

J 
2 

0. o. o. 

~! II 
O. o. n. 

o • 
O. 

O. 

O. 

LONG. nlSP 
_6.6697?3Sl r .Vl 

TIUt.SVrASE onp 
.4.969 3'1660£-OZ 

LO"II. n7SP 
_6.6~q1tJ5)E.Ol 
.6.hQ1Z,UE-03 

OCII UIJI VIII VIJI 
.' •• 69?24E.n •• 66.69724r-04-49 •• 9409E.03 49,69l0511*03 

T ! II TlJI "' III 'eJI 
-11.0l1n9E-lt 44.85004£-la.31.000001-01 .',1".,1-11 

HEA" RC IA 1!ON 
".91431S44£-14 

PLATE INTERNAL 'ORrES 

~LE 

1 
J dFA~ HvMENT 
2 .!I.~61J23t:'Ol 

T~A"'. SMEAR AxiAL FOqtE NIII) 
-7.al0641£-10 -2.n33813£.OZ -1.235513!.01 

~Jt "" .1.2n-onll-01 
.Uell SIIJI 

.1"~1'1311.'1 ·.i.10401'1I.ll 
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~lEEL STRESSES 'O~ ALL CABLES AT STAOf 4 ,CITE SEG.NOS, RlfERED TC PRfSfNT STA~F. 

CaBLE HO, SEG.NO. ~E .. lsEr STIoIFS<; 

1 STAGE CARLt"~ 

1 1 1.~149S9'·04 
1 ? 1.91!>'!I961"04 
I 3 1.9191!1lF·04 
I 4 1.91"4311':'04 
I !I 1.9~"1l4"n" 
1 ~ I, 1l19'1SQ'+u 
I 1 2.o07?72,.n4 

c STAGE caRLES 
2 I 2.,,119111""04 
2 1 2.173611F.*04 
2 3 l.16Sue"04 
2 4 2.l~601\9F·04 
2 5 l.?~4201'·0. 
l' ,. l,31'Us,.n4 
iI 1 " ,'46"26"04 
l 1\ l.'3I1 UZf'04 
iI 9 ",2'1111151"'04 
l 10 ".21!>669F·04 
l II 2.21'1'104['04 
l 12 2.2011030"04 

" I~ 2.10AnI9"0" 

l STAGE CA8lEs 
1 10 2,35204711"n4 
1 11 2 .n'lll'''' 04 
~ 12 2.4011631!'O4 
l 11 2.4174SS~·04 
3 1· iI.410'U5"04 
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C.4 Listing of Input Data - Example 3 

t Stage Card Listing - Page 1 
TvDe 

0 1 INTRACOASTAL CANAL BRIDGE CHANGING I.AST STAGE TO o DIIIPL. 
2 4 4 '5 
3 1 S,8n 1it.58Q U4''''''' , 
3 2 1,&01 0.584 b]401U!. 
3 3 1,&&1 -1,375 l,kla0 U4""IIf. 
3 4 6,a01l1 ,6bbl 03400", 
4 1 1 2 1 
4 2 2 3 2 
4 3 2 4 3 , 
4 4 " 5 " 5 .25 .. iJ011l2 4 tallel .. 

1 6A b 1 1 1 
6B . 
8 1 7 5, 
9A 1 3 3 ,11125154 144. 595, 
9B 

10 1 • ,13b 4.b .. 2.4811t 3 3,51 8 
10 3 3,1518 I) 3,518 
10 5 3~5U 25,31 2,48111 7 -.13& 
11 t 
11 2 
11 3 
11 4 
12A 1 1 1 
13 t 
13 2 1~411 1,898 
13 3 11.33& I t 
13 4 6,938 d~217 

'to 

13 5 1,315 1 1 
12A 2 0 " 12A 3 1 .1 
13 1 
13 2 1 1 1 " 13 3 I 1 I ~ 

13 4 I 1 I " 13 13 1 I 1 0 
14 t 111 0 0 
14 2 " I " 14 3 " 1 -I 14800 
14 4 -1 1 1 b55. 
12A 4 li " 12A '5 1 " 13 1 
13 2 1,lUB 1.898 
13 3 0,336 t t 
13 4 ",'38 "",217 
13 5 0.375 1 1 
12A b I 1 
15 1 
15 2 
15 3 
15 4 

2 7A 2 2 2 1 1 11 1 
7B 
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Card 
Listing - Page 2 Stage Type 

• 
8 1 3 5. 
8 9 11 5. 
9A 2 1 3 • ",234UI 683 • Slf6. 
9B .79 5 7 

10 1 B.164 4.b9 2,752 3 3,685 
10 3 3.085 9 3~685 
10 9 3.085 45.31 2.752 11 ".lU 
12A 1 1 1 
13 1 
13 2- 1,410 ".898 
13 3 0.336 1 1 
13 4 ",861 .... l'I2 
13 5 ",3"" 1 1 
12A 2 " " 12A 9 1 B 
13 1 
13 2 1,41M B.898 
13 3 ",336 1 1 
13 4 61,803 "fit.Ul 
13 5 B,]"" 1 1 
12A 10 " Iif 

3 7A 1 1 2 I 1 llf 1 
7B 
8 1 2 U. 
8 12 14 5, 
9A 3 3 3 .823"8 6B3~ 546, 
9B ,79 ,. 10 

10 1 8.30lf 4.&9 2,752 2 3.685 
10 2 3,685 12 3,685 
10 12 3,085 65,31 2,75l I" "'.364 
12A 1 1 ., 
13 1 
13 2 1,4UI 0,898 
13 3 8,336 1 \ 
13 4 61,788 .0.0&7 
13 5 0.225 1 1 
12A 12 1 e 
13 1 
13 2 1.418 ",898 
13 3 8,336 1 1 
13 4 1,788 .1,"67 
13 IS 8,225 1 1 
12A 13 '" 

, 
4 7A II 2 2 1 1 18 

7B 
8 1 3 5. 
8 16 18 5. 
9A If 3 3 ,11277 372~ 298. 
9B l,21iJ8 • 14 

10 1 ,1'. 4,&9 2,752 3 3,685 
10 3 3,085 10 3.685 
10 16 3,685 85,11 2.752 18 8.364 
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, Stage Type 
Card Lis ting - Page 3 

12A 1 1 ., 
13 1 
13 2 1."U 0,898 
13 3 0,336 1 1 
13 " 1iI,7ea ee,Y61 
13 5 1r!,2a5 1 1 
12A 2 0 III 
12A 16 0 " 12A 11 e III 

5 7A 5 1 2 1 1 21 1 
7B 
8 1 2 1'11. 
8 19 21 S~ 
9A 5 3 :3 ,O1277 372. 298. 
9B l,illlb " 17 

10 1 1,1.4 4." 2,752 2 1,685 
10 2 3,.85 lq 3,685 
10 19 3,U5 U5.31 2,752 21 ",364 
12A 1 1 1 
13 1 
13 2 l,4HJ 8,898 
13 3 B,336 1 1 
13 4 0,788 .,,".".7 
13 5 0,225 1 1 
12A 19 III e 

'" 
12A 28 " I 

6 7A 6 2 2 1 1 25 
7B 
8 1 3 5, 
8 23 is 5. 
9A 6 3 3 .1111277 372, 2Qa, 
9B 1.584 " 21 

10 1 0,364 4.n 2,752 3 3,685 
10 3 3,685 II 3.685 
10 i3 1,685 125,:U 2,752 25 ".164 
12A 1 1 " 13 1 
13 2 1,411/1 8,898 
13 ') 8,336 1 1 
13 4 111,786 .111,067 
13 5 0~225 1 1 
12A 2 fa " 12A 23 " III 
12A 24 B " 7 7A 1 1 2 1 1 28 

7B 
8 t 2 U, 
8 26 28 5, 
9A , 3 3 .18745 2U~ 174, 
9B t,584 4 i4 

10 1 1,364 4.69 2.752 2 3,685 
10 2 3,085 26 3,685 
10 26 3,085 145,31 2,152 28 0,36" 
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Stage Card Listing -Page 4 
Type 

12A 1 1 0 
13 1 
13 2 1,4U ",898 
13 1 9,331» 1 1 13 4 1,788 "H,067 
13 5 1,225 1 1 12A 26 Id I 
12A Z7 " S 

8 7A e J 2 1 1 31 
7B 
8 1 2 U, 
8 29 31 5~ 
9A 8 3 3 .IUIU8 lh, 149, 
9B 2,8 3 27 

10 1 H,364 4.69 2,752 2 3,I»G5 10 a 3,,1»85 29 3,1»85 10 19 3.b85 165,:U 2,752 31 9,364 12A 1 1 1 
13 1 
13 2 1,418 1,898 
13 3 9,336 1 1 
13 4 1,788 wl,ld67 
13 ! 9~225 1 1 12A 29 I ., 
12A 311 ., ., 

9 7A 9 1 1 1 l 33 
7B III B I I 1 
8 1 2 1B, 
8 12 33 lli1. 
9A 9 3 3 \81638 186. 149. 
9B 2,0 3~ 

10 1 1,36l1 4,69 2,752 2 3,685 
10 2 3,b8S 3Z 3~I»85 
10 32 3.U5 185.31 2.752 33 1,364 
12A 1 1 III 
13 1 
13 2 1~4U 1.898 
13 3 1,336 1 1 
13 ,. ",788 -"."tl7 
13 5 1,215 1 1 
12A II " " 10 7A 10 I 1 1 29 34 

7B 1 
8 33 34 5. 
9A 18 2 3 ,11618 l f1 6, 149, "'1 
9B 

10 29 3,795 112,81 ,155 32 ",55 
10 32 -,55 34 ",55 
12B t 1 
12B 2 1 
12B S 1 
12B 4 1 
12B 5 1 
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Stage Card 
Tvt>e Listing - Page 5 

12B , 1 
12B ., 1 -
12B 8 1 
12B q 1 
12B 10 1 
12B 11 1 
12B 12 1 
12B 13 1 
12B 14 2 
13 1 
13 2 1.1I1 1 I 1 ~ 

13 1 .136 1 e 1 lit 

13 4 ~936 I 0 1 Ii 

13 5 ,375 1 0 t ~ 

12B 15 B 
12B HI 1 
12B 17 1 
12B 18 1 
12B 1'1 1 
12B 20 1 
12B 21 1 
12B 22 1 
12B 23 1 
12B 24 1 
12B 25 1 
12B 26 1 
12B 21 1 
12B 28 1 
12B 29 1 
12B 31 1 
12B 31 1 
12B 3Z 1 
12A 33 e 0 

11 7A 11 1 e 1 1 14 
7B 
8 1 ~ 5, 
9A 11 3 3 ,lIIe~38 186. 149. 
9B 

10 1 -2,e0 Z.5 .. 3.24 l .3,55 
10 2 "3,55 10 -1,55 
10 10 ",3,55 75~ ,,2.98 14 ],795 
12A 1 1 e 
13 1 
13 2 1~4U 0.8'8 
13 ] 0,136 t t 
13 4 lit. 788 _111,.,67 
13 5 "~225 1 t 

12 7A 12 ., 0 1 1 f2 1 
7B 
9A 12 3 3 ,0aU8 186~ 14', 
9B 

10 1 -2,80 2~5 11].24 2 .. 3,55 
10 2 -3.55 8 ,,].55 
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Card 
Stage Type Listing - Page 6 

,,\"55 10 8 ftS~ .2.<18 U 3. r9! 
13 7A II " " 1 1 9 

7B 
9A 13 3 3 .08638 l8~, 14<1, 
9B 

10 1 1.00 l~t; .. fIJ,41 6 2 -1rJ.55 

10 Z .I,~' 7 .",55 
10 7 -8.55 52.19 ,B5 <I 3. HIS 

14 7A 14 " " 1 1 b llJ II! " }, 

7B " 0 " 1 e 
9A 14 3 3 ,08618 18"~ 149. 
9B 

10 1 I,ll a~5 ,,0.41 6 2 .IrJ,S5 

10 Z 110.55 4 -1It.S5 

10 4 .".55 32.19 .85 6 3.795 

15 7A l5 " 1 1 ta ~b 

7B 1 1 e 1 8 
8 3' 36 1. 
9A 15 2 3 .1t1181!11!1 2Zb. 198, -I 
9B 

10 18 3,195 121!»~ .. 2.<18 22 .3.55 

10 22 .3,55 3ft -3,55 

11 1 " 1/1 e 
11 2 " " e 
11 1 " 1 0 

11 4 III " I 
12B 1 2 
13 1 
13 2 
13 1 1 1 

13 " 13 5 1 1 

12B 2 e 
12B 3 0 
12B 4 " 12B Ij 0 
12B 6 0 
12B 7 i6 
12B e Ie' 
12B 9 i6 
12B 10 i6 
12B 11 " 12B 12 '" 12B 13 " 12B 14 " 12B ,5 2 
13 t 
13 2 1 " 1 lit 
13 :I t " t it 

13 4 1 a 1 0 

13 5 1 0 1 iii 
12B U 16 
12B 1 7 2 
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Stage 
Card 
Tvoe Listing - Page 7 

13 1 
13 ~ 
13 3 1 iii 1 '" 13 4 
13 5 1 0 1 " 
12B 18 " 12B 19 " 12B a0 " 12B 21 " 12B &!2 iii 
12B 23 1/1 
12B 1.4 " 12B 25 " 12B 26 " 12B 27 " 12B ?,8 " 12B 29 111 

12B 30 111 

12B 31 " 12B 32 " 12B 33 " ,.12B 34 " 12A 315 " k1 
15 1 1 1 1 
15 2 1 1 1 
15 1 1 " 1 15 4 1 1 I 

16 7A lb lit " 1 iii! 36 
7B " " 16 1 e 
9A 16 2 3 .""850 228~ 198. -I 
9B 

10 i" 3,795 13~~ -2.98 2'4 -3,55 
10 24 -3.55 3& -3.55 

17 7A 17 " 16 1 22 U 
7B " " " 1 iii 
9A 17 2 3 .""85e 228. 198. -I 
9B 

10 ZZ 3.795 14~~ -2.73 2b -3.3" 
10 lb -l.;J12I lb -3.30 

18 7A 18 " " 1 &!'4 U 
7B " " Ii! 1 iii 
9A 18 2 3 .""850 228, 198. -I 
9B 

10 24 1.795 155~ ,,2.13 28 -1.3" 
10 28 -3.30 1& -1.1" 

19 7A 19 " " iii 
7B " 1 1 1 iii 

11 1 
11 2 
11 3 .. 25~8 
11 4 
14 1 " 0 " 14 2 111 1 " 
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Stage 
Card 
Type Listing - Page 8 

-,~-- -
14 :5 0 1 til 
14 II III 1 e 
15 1 1 1 1 
15 2 1 1 1 
15 '5 1 '" 1 
15 " 1 1 1 

20 7A 2111 " 0 1 Zt. U 
7B 0 1 0 1 B 
9A 19 2 3 • Blbl8 l88. 198, -1 
9B 

10 lb 3,ns 1b5. !!'2,b15 30 .. 3.05 
10 30 -3,15 3b -3,05 

11 1 
11 2 
11 3 .118a " 1 B 

11 " 15 t 1 1 1 
15 2 1 1 1 
15 3 1 0 1 
15 " 1 1 I 

21 7A 2' iii iii 1 C1r 3b 
7B III " 0 1 B 
9A 2 iii 2 3 ,"IU8 28(1. 1qa. ...1 
9B 

10 21S 3,795 175. .2,b15 32 .. 3.05 

10 32 .. 3.B5 3b -3,05 

22 7A 22 II) 0 I 
7B e 1 iii 1 " 11 1 

11 2 
11 3 • ubqnSIi 1 
11 " 15 1 1 1 1 
15 2 t 1 1 
15 3 1 " 1 
15 .. ~. 1 1 1 

. - . -
BLANK CARD TERMINATES RUN 

1 
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